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Abstract 

This thesis investigates the performance of Sino-Foreign Joint Ventures (SFJVs) in China, with 

specific focus on differential effects of state and private ownership of the Chinese partner. 

Specifically, the aim is to investigate what effect the ownership type of the Chinese partner has on 

the performance of the joint venture (JV). Performance is measured along four different categories 

of variables: Product and Customer Dynamics, Company Turnover, Financial Performance 

Measures, and Liquidity Risk. The issue is addressed through a quantitative investigation using 

panel data gathered from ORBIS. A cross section of 163 SFJVs with state owners and 5942 with 

private owners is observed in the time period from 2007 to 2010. This time period includes effects 

of the global financial crisis and the consecutive stimulus package implemented by the Chinese 

state, which are observed and included throughout the analysis.  

The analysis is structured in three main stages. 1) Academic literature is analyzed in order to 

provide insights on the Chinese context, including foreign investment liberalizations and 

privatization reforms, as well as international business theory to comprehend the motivations of the 

international investor, and firm performance. 2) An analytical descriptive analysis is conducted 

including tests of equality to identify initial statistical differences between state and private 

ownership. 3) A regression analysis is performed to identify causal relationships between ownership 

and other chosen independent variables on the selected performance measurements.   

 Findings show that market share and productivity are positively impacted by state 

ownership, whereas state ownership has a negative impact on productivity growth and asset 

turnover. The remaining performance measures included in this analysis do not achieve any 

differential results between the two types of ownership. Lastly, it is concluded that the theoretical 

justification of differential performance between private owned enterprises (POEs) and state owned 

enterprises (SOEs) is only moderately applicable to the case of China, due to the state capitalistic 

role of the Chinese government.  
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1. Introduction 

Since the opening of the Chinese economy in 1979, multinational corporations (MNCs) have used 

JVs as an entry mode into China. In the beginning, the country’s foreign direct investment (FDI) 

regulations were strict and oftentimes foreign firms wanting to establish themselves in the market 

were limited to the creation of JVs over other entry modes. Through decades of reforms, FDI 

policies have been liberalised. Concurrent to the introduction of market reforms, the Chinese state 

introduced privatisation reforms to its previously state run economy. These two measures enabled 

tremendous economic growth. Today, China is the largest recipient of FDI in the world and 

managed to build the world’s largest and most competitive manufacturing sector. Its share in the 

world economy has doubled every eight years since the early 1990s (Kokko, 2015) and the country 

is likely to remain an important FDI destination in the future. Despite tremendous privatization and 

FDI liberalization efforts, the Chinese state remains an active player in the economy through 

various SOEs and stakes in POEs. Indeed, four out of ten of the largest SOEs in the world are 

Chinese (Forbes, 2017). Many sectors of the Chinese economy face conditions similar to a market 

economy. However, to this date foreign investor in China, more often than not, are confronted by 

the specifics of controlled and restricted economic environments. In the recent decade, China has 

taken an active approach in streamlining its economy away from low skilled industries that made it 

possible for the economy to grow to the extent it has. Through the aid of economic planning, 

Chinese authorities defined high technology and knowledge intensive industries, the development 

of which is considered key for further economic growth and increased economic power on a 

worldwide scale.  

 

1.1 Research Question and Context  

Foreign firms have undoubtedly aided the Chinese economic development. However, considering 

the amount of risk that firms undergo in the internationalisation process and the restrictions they 

face, the question arises why companies decide to collaborate with the Chinese state at all and when 

they do, how do the JVs differentiate in their performance, in the case of partnering with a SOE or 

POE? MNCs are often left with no decision, but to enter the market through the formation of a 

partnership with a local Chinese company (Sino Foreign JV). Both ownership types are surely 

bound to advantages and disadvantages. In regards to the performance of these partnerships, this 

paper will focus on examining the effect different ownership types have on SFJV performance in 

China. Therefore, the following research question is established: 
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“Do Sino Foreign Joint Ventures perform better when the foreign firm partners with a Chinese 

state-owned or with a Chinese private firm?”  

 

The topic of performance measurement can be addressed from multiple perspectives. The 

literature referred to throughout this thesis generally applies a combination of financial and non-

financial parameters in order to assess performance as a whole. Due to the quantitative nature of 

this thesis a certain emphasis is placed on financial performance metrics, of which the maximization 

is assumed desirable.  

Taking on the perspective of a foreign firm, there are two main motivations to enter China 

through a JV: market seeking and efficiency seeking (Dunning, 2000). With rising disposable 

income and a growing middle class, the Chinese consumer has taken a central role in several 

MNCs’ strategic planning. China presents an attractive growth opportunity for many MNCs, on one 

hand side, while on the other hand side remaining a low-price production site. Today, there are few 

JV requirements compared to once the economy opened up. In the initial phases of market 

liberalization, JVs with Chinese partners were a requirement for market entry. Large amounts of 

SFJVs in China originate from these dates. In recent years, many firms have still been subject to 

restrictions, when wishing to enter China, conditional on whether the Chinese state attaches a 

strategic value to the business activities.  

Depending on whether the Chinese firm partner is an SOE or POE, the international partner 

can expect vastly different operating environments. This is originated in the fact that the Chinese 

state uses SOEs to further economic development plans and as a way to maintain economic power. 

In order to maintain these circumstances, the state grants preferential treatments to SOEs ranging 

from advantageous loans to monopolistic operating environments. Reviewing the theoretical 

background related to SOEs and POEs, there is a general sentiment that SOEs are inherently less 

efficient and inferior in performance. However, due to the role of the Chinese government in 

limiting access to certain industries, as well as prominent discrimination against POEs or foreign 

firms, collaborating with a SOE can be a viable option for a MNC. In addition, there are further 

risks stemming from the government’s changing regulatory environment. The uncertainties a 

business has to face coming from the Chinese government are highly dependent on the strategic 

value attached to the business or its industry. Oftentimes, partnering with a SOE is not a choice 

rather than a requirement. From the perspective of the MNC the question arises, if the inherent 

disadvantages of working with an SOE, in the form of inefficiencies and the pursuit of political 
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agendas, outweigh the potential benefits of market access, competitive limitations, and additional 

grants? 

 

1.2 Relevance  

As outlined before, depending on the industry a MNC operates in, market conditions faced can vary 

from markets mostly regulated by supply and demand to restricted competition, and JV requirement 

is a restriction that can be faced. A recent example is seen in the German Handelskammer in 

Beijing, trying to advocate for a more level playground between Chinese and German firms, 

criticising involuntary JVs and consequent technology transfers as a condition for market access. 

Another recent prominent example is Apple, who was required to collaborate with a Chinese cloud 

technology SOE in order to operate a state mandatory data processing centre (Deuber, 2017). The 

question of how these JVs perform thus remains a relevant question that will be further assessed in 

this thesis. 

Where there is cost to partnering with the Chinese government, there are also benefits. SOEs 

receive beneficial treatment from the state. This can range from beneficial loans, access to scarce 

resources or even the sole existence in a particular market. From the perspective of the international 

investor, this trade off analysis has to take place. Did firms entering with a JV decide that the 

benefit outweighs the cost? Does it make sense to accept a minority partnership, if the company in 

turn receives beneficial treatment in the market and can sell products to the Chinese consumer? 

Most MNCs in China enter through an equal or minority JV, going against the general tendency of 

managers wanting to keep control. Indeed some of these end up selling off their stocks after a 

couple of years. Not at least shaped by the different industries companies operate in, the dynamics 

of partnering with a Chinese SOE or POE are vastly different and worth a further look. 

 

This paper creates a basis for further research to be conducted. A research gap is found in 

the comparative analysis of SFJV performance based on characteristics of Chinese SOEs and POEs. 

In order to fully comprehend the factors that influence whether a SFJV performs better with a 

Chinese state or private owned partner, a quantitative statistical analysis is conducted. Insights on 

the performance patterns of SFJVs with SOEs versus SFJV with POE ownership can provide 

another dimension to the decision making of MNCs, when establishing a JV with a Chinese partner. 

The proposed framework of performance measures provides a way for the international partner to 

assess performance of the JV in China. The research findings provide insight for MNCs into what 
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entails to partner with a SOE, and more specifically with a Chinese SOE. The presented research 

opens up for the question of a cost benefit discussion of a partnership with the Chinese state.  

 

1.3 Structure  

In order to analyse the defined research question, this paper reviews the existing literature on 

factors influencing SFJV performance with either Chinese SOEs or POEs. As there is only limited 

literature available on this specific topic, an initial broader view is taken on. The following chapters 

of the literature review attempt to narrow down three strings of literature that are considered of 

importance to create a base for further research into the topic. Chapter 3 reviews the development of 

China, with specific focus on FDI policy and privatisation reforms, using relevant macro- and 

microeconomic theories to build an understanding for the Chinese context. Chapter 4 of the 

literature review covers international business theory, to understand the general rationale of 

internationalisation activities and choosing JVs as an entry mode. Similarly, literature focusing on 

international business theories that are specific to the case of China are included. Lastly, in an effort 

to narrow down the research towards the proposed research question, chapter 5 looks at theoretical 

literature covering general performance measurement, performance of International Joint Ventures 

(IJVs), and performance of SOEs and POEs. The literature review is followed by the development 

of hypotheses and an explanation of the variable selection in chapter 6. After a basis is established 

for the understanding of the statistical analysis, the findings of the analytical data description are 

presented and analysed in chapter 7. This initial analysis is then followed by a thorough empirical 

regression analysis along the defined hypothesis in chapter 8. They are tested in regards to their 

significance and final findings are discussed as well as limitations presented in chapter 9. Lastly, the 

paper closes with a conclusion and implications for further research in chapter 10. 
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2. Methodology  

In order to allow for a structured approach to the thesis writing, we followed Saunders’ 

methodological considerations in the thesis development. In the following, the process will be 

neatly described, outlining assumptions and reasoning decisions taken. 

 

2.1 Thesis Topic and Literature Review 

The process of thesis topic definition and formulation of the research question can be described as a 

mix of rational and creative thinking as outlined by Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill (2016). It 

includes own interests and strength, as well as past projects and personal preferences. Both thesis 

partners agreed on a topic in line with their studies in International Business and Management and 

future international career aspirations. They share an interest in Asian economies, having lived in 

the region themselves in the course of their previous studies (Hong Kong, Singapore, Shanghai). 

The wish was to conduct an analysis of quantitative nature, coming from a recent academic 

background that is more focused on qualitative work. The topic of interest was developed through 

an initial suggestion the supervisor, Ari Kokko, based on joint ventures in China related to 

ownership. With a big state sector, despite liberalization efforts in past years, and a still partially 

“controlled” economy, the examination of performance of different JV types was that sparked the 

author’s interest. This interest was underlined by the availability of an extensive dataset with 

performance information on JVs with SOEs and POEs in China, thus fulfilling the criteria of a 

quantitative analysis in line with the International Business and Management studies.  

First literature review efforts on the topic revealed that there is literature available in regards 

to performance of international companies in China as well as performance comparison of SOEs 

and POEs, but only very limited information combining the topics of ownership and SFJVs in 

China. Thus the authors saw this research string as a chance for fresh insight generation on the topic 

of SFJV performance in China. The decision was taken to define a research question and research 

objectives. 

The approach of research question definition can be described as “working up and 

narrowing down”. The research paper was then defined to be focused on company performance, 

with a more precise interest in SFJVs performance in China and its comparison to different 

ownership types. In this process, various journals were browsed and discussions undertaken with 

the project supervisor and amongst the authors themselves. Finally, the first draft of the research 

question was defined with corresponding research objectives in order to visualize ultimate questions 
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that were aimed to be answered. The detailed list can be examined in Table 1. The final research 

question is defined as: 

 

“Do Sino Foreign Joint Ventures perform better when the foreign firm partners with a Chinese 

state-owned or with a Chinese private firm?”  
 

Number Research Objective 
1 To find out if the performance of IJVs varies due to different ownership types 

2 To define which performance metrics are applicable in relation to SFJVs in China  

3 To define what type of ownership is preferential in a Chinese partner 

4 To lay out to what extent MNCs have a choice of defining Chinese partner 
(preferences)  

5 Personal objectives: Deepen knowledge on China and specific regulations with regards 
to MNCs, develop a better understanding of doing business in China  

6 Personal objective: Gain an understanding on how to conduct a quantitative research 
project 

Table 1: Research Objectives 

 

In the course of the research project it became apparent that the previously discussed dataset 

that should have been provided to the authors, contained contaminated data and therefore could not 

be used for further analysis. Thus, an alternative solution needed to be found. The authors still held 

on to the wish for a quantitative approach and thus databases were searched based on their 

suitability for the presented purpose. The ORBIS database provided by Bureau van Dijk (BvD) was 

examined as allowing for the collection of holistic data on a per company level. Data on 

approximately 200 SFJVs with SOEs was available and thus sufficient data to justify a quantitative 

approach. Details on database and search strategy are discussed subsequently. Nonetheless, this was 

point in the thesis process one that constituted a throwback as initial approaches had to be revised.  

The literature review was characterised by the usage of primary, secondary and tertiary 

lecture. This implies usage of reports, government publications, books, journals, as well as indexes 

and encyclopaedias. Exact sources are laid out in detail in the bibliography in the end of this thesis. 

In order to streamline the literature review, after a first, broad literature search as part of the 

research question definition, a more detailed literature search strategy was developed, along the 

parameters outlined in Table 2. The detailed research methodology is presented in the following 
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chapters. It has to be noted that additionally sources will be consulted after the end of the literature 

review in chapter 5, where it seen necessary.  

 

Parameters Specifics 
Parameters 
of search 

English/ German 

Subject 
area 

International Business Theory, International Joint Ventures, Internationalization, 
Performance Measurement, China history/politics/reforms, State Owned Enterprises 

Geography Worldwide, preferably China/ developing markets focus 

Publication 
period 

Approx. 20 years, prominent theories also previously  

Type of 
literature 

All: Primary, Secondary, Tertiary  

Key words IJV performance, Chinese IJVs, JVs with SOEs 
Databases 
and search 
engines 

Libsearch (Copenhagen Business School Network), Google Scholar, Google, 
Emerald, Economist, Financial Times 

Criteria for 
relevance 

Existence 

Table 2: Parameters Search Strategy 

 
2.2 Research Methodology 

The detailed research approach is outlined along the research onion by Saunders, Lewis, & 

Thornhill (2016). It allows for a thorough and detailed explanation of the methods chosen in the 

thesis process, corresponding to the different layers of the onion. Starting with the general research 

nature, which is defined even before applying the research onion, one peels layers away into the 

“heart” of the onion: General research philosophy, research approach, research strategy, research 

choice, research time horizon, and finally data collection and analysis. Each of the steps taken for 

this research paper are outlined and reasoned in the following. A particular focus is put on the data 

selection and analysis procedures as these build the core of the research and are of utmost 

importance to the quantitative nature of the project. 
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Figure 1: Research Onion (Saunders et al., 2016, p.124) 

 
2.2.1 Research Nature, Philosophy and Approach 

Generally, there are different natures of research available on which a research question can be 

based on different research natures. According to Saunders et al. (2016) they range from 

exploratory, over explanatory and descriptive to evaluative. This paper reaches over three of them, 

with a focus on explanatory research. The first, exploratory research, can be understood as the 

initial research on theoretical and hypothetical ideas of a phenomenon. Thereby, one tries to 

identify variables that explain the described phenomenon. There are two ways of conducting this: 

trying to apply well established and defined theories to the area of the observed phenomenon or to 

develop own theories on the observed phenomenon. This paper is based on the former with a 

thorough literature review directed towards the research question. Herein, previous research on 

China, internationalization theories, state ownership, and company performance are examined. Only 

by doing so, is the basis established for interpreting the later examined quantitative data. The 

second research nature, descriptive analysis, can be understood as a higher order research. It builds 

on the exploratory research nature and usually requires big amount of data to explore. Dealing with 

a broad range of data from the ORBIS database, this paper is also of descriptive research nature. 

Last, but not least, the third research nature, explanatory research, tries to explain relationships 

between variables and can be understood as the highest order of research nature. It tries to answer 
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the “why” questions and is commonly accompanied by regression analysis. As this research paper 

tries to answer the question on superior performance of SFJVs in China based on their ownership 

type, regression analysis are run to see causal relationships of ownership on dependent variables. 

For pure differential effects between SFJVs with SOEs and POEs a regression analysis would not 

have been necessary, simple t-test are sufficient to show if there are performance differences 

between the different ownership types.  

 Research philosophy refers to authors’ understanding of the development of knowledge. 

Philosophical positions can be differentiated in ontology, epistemology and axiology. The first is 

concerned with the nature of reality. It specifies the researchers’ assumptions on how the world 

operates. Epistemology discusses the authors’ belief system behind knowledge while axiology deals 

with the applied research ethics. In the subsequent research paper, an objectivistic epistemology 

approach is applied, with the aim to define pattern and relationships. This is linked to positivist 

interpretation, which assumes coherent external reality. This path was chosen to support the thesis 

aim of using a quantitative analysis with statistic interference to define performance of SFJVs with 

SOEs and POEs in China. Nonetheless, the researchers also incorporate elements of the pragmatist 

approach. The ultimate objective is to attempt to answer the research question, independent of how 

the world is perceived. One can assume that due to the limited data availability with regard to 

company performance in China that a pure positivist approach would not lead to a satisfying 

research outcome. The chosen path is also in line with the researchers very own nature, being 

interested in pattern and relationships, while also being pragmatic about finding an answer to the 

research question.  

Following, the research approach is discussed. Taking on a broad view, the research 

approach answers the question of how theories are treated. Three general approaches are defined: 

deductive, inductive, and abductive. The first develops from theory to data, the second bases on 

data from where theories are developed, and the third moves freely between both (Saunders et al., 

2016). This paper follows a deductive approach. General theories are, in line with the explanatory 

research nature, examined and applied to specific observed phenomena in order to explain causal 

relationship between variables. A necessity for this approach is a sample size of sufficient size, in 

order for data to undermine or oppose theory. For this paper sample size is generally satisfied, but 

data availability was nonetheless a major issue throughout the analysis. The applied deductive 

approach includes five successive stages: Defining hypotheses based on theory, indicating which 

variables are measured, testing the hypothesis, examining the outcomes in regards to theory and if 
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applicable, modification of existing theory rooted in new findings through the conducted analysis 

The paper is constructed along these stages, as reflected in Chapters 6 (hypothesis development) to 

10 (conclusion). (Saunders et al., 2016). 

 

2.2.2 Methodological Choice and Research Strategy 

As outlined previously, the paper follows a quantitative research design. Data is collected from one 

major source, namely ORBIS, but complemented with information from Eurostat and the Chinese 

Statistical Bureau. For the corresponding analytical procedures, statistical analysis mechanisms 

were chosen. They include a descriptive analysis with t-tests and a regression analysis, embedded in 

theoretical findings from the literature review. Based on this, the paper can be defined as taking a 

multi-method quantitative research choice.  

 Research strategies span from experiment, over survey, case study, action research, 

grounded theory, ethnography, to archival research and narrative inquiry.  Depending on how one 

wants to answer the research question and goals, the research strategies are chosen. Some strategies 

are more applicable to quantitative research, while others focus more on qualitative. It has to be 

noted that also a mix of strategies can be applied. This paper is based on a quantitative research 

design and can be categorised as archival research. This means that the data used for the analysis 

was originally collected for another purpose. In the case of this paper, the ORBIS database was the 

major source of information. The data used by ORBIS originates from different sources and is not 

primarily collected to be used by ORBIS, but by management and administrations of the different 

organisations in the dataset. By using this research strategy, questions with focus on past and over a 

certain timespan can be answered. Herein, the ability to answer questions holistically is inherently 

limited, because of the nature of the originally administrative documents. In this research strategy, it 

is natural research to be designed in a way that the most can be made of the available data. As will 

be seen throughout the paper, data availability is a major bottleneck and thus the argumentation is 

applicable to this paper. Aside from the archival research, some elements of an experiment strategy 

are applied. Even though data is not collected through experiments, the paper nonetheless focuses 

on the study of causal links. It is constructed in a way that many independent variables are defined 

in order to observe and analyse their effects on the respective dependent variable and derive 

learning for hypotheses. Details are analysed through a regression analysis, which is presented in 

Chapter eight along previously defined hypothesis. The detailed search strategy for the dataset is 

discussed in the next chapter. (Saunders et al., 2016) 
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2.3 Data Collection and Analysis 

Data collection and analysis constitute the heart of Saunders’ research onion. As they are quite 

extensive in the case of this paper, two separate sub chapters are defined. Here, 2.3 Data collection 

and analysis focuses on the choice of database, search strategy and data cleaning, while 2.4 focuses 

on the statistical methodology for the data analysis. 

 

2.3.1 Choice of Database and Search Strategy 

The information on the ORBIS database was used for quantitative data collection. ORBIS is run 

and maintained by BvD and contains information on over 220 million private and public companies 

worldwide. In the Asia-Pacific region specifically, the database is made up of information on 

around 55 million companies, with 26 million companies located in China. In order to ensure 

reliable data, BvD collects data from 160 independent providers worldwide and uses hundreds of 

own sources across the globe. A holistic range of company information is provided amongst which 

not only fall financial figures, but also data on e.g. industry, company history, people, and 

ownership. (Bureau van Dijk, 2017a) 

The ORBIS database was mainly chosen for this research question due to its extensive 

stretch of data availability for companies worldwide and its unique database on company 

ownership. Corporate ownership information is of specific importance for the proposed research 

question, in order to allow for the differentiation of ultimate company owners and thus define 

whether the JV partnership is with a Chinese SOE or POE. Other databases, such as Thomson One 

Banker, Bloomberg or Statistical Bureau of China that are available publicly or through the network 

of Copenhagen Business School do not offer the same level of coverage. Firstly, Thomson One 

Banker does not allow for the differentiation of ownership and thus makes the definition of whether 

a firm chooses to partner with an SOE or POE in its Sino Foreign JV impossible. Secondly, 

Bloomberg is solely comprised of data of publicly traded enterprises, while leaving blank all 

information on private enterprises. Thirdly, the Statistical Bureau of China releases information on 

some Chinese enterprises, but rather than working holistically on a per company basis, data is 

mainly released on an aggregated basis per industry, which makes it unsuitable for quantitative 

statistical analysis on a company level. Similar comparative quantitative studies between SOEs and 

POEs have utilized ORBIS as a source of data and complemented missing data from other sources. 

Florio (2014) uses ORBIS and supplements data from Zephyr, which is also operated by BvD, to 
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investigate the resilience of SOEs. Similarly, Kowalski and Büge (2013) draw data from ORBIS in 

their analysis of SOEs and trade policy implications and supplement data with own primary sources 

at the OECD.   

 Once on the decision on using a database as a main source of information for statistical 

analysis, criteria are defined for creating a search strategy in ORBIS. For the analysis of the 

proposed research questions, the dataset needs to be specified and adapted. A first overview of the 

data search strategy is given in Figure 2 below, showing the dataset funnel. In the following, the 

different steps will be outlined and explained chronically, giving a clear reasoning for each chosen 

filter. Initially, two different datasets are created, one containing information on SFJVs with SOE 

partners and a second one containing information on SFJVs with POE partners.  

 

 
Figure 2: Dataset Funnel based on BvD (2017) 
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First Filter: Location  

The first step is to narrow the dataset down to a country basis. Left with China specific data, the 

available company information is reduced from approximately 200 million to 26 million companies. 

The dataset now contains all information available in ORBIS on Chinese companies. The data is not 

yet streamlined, containing single data points for different indicators and years. At this point in 

time, the set is still highly diverse and needs to be further customized to the proposed research 

question. 

 

Second Filter: National Legal Form 

The second filter is used to define the type of legal form and is thus set to National Legal Form. As 

solely IJVs are analysed as part of this thesis, only “Sino-Foreign Joint Venture” and “Sino-Foreign 

Cooperative Company” are of interest for the statistical examination. The IJVs can thereby take the 

form of equity joint venture or cooperative joint ventures. Through this step the dataset is further 

reduced to approximately 31,000 companies. 

 

Third Filter: State Ownership 

As there is specific interest in comparing SFJVs with SOEs and SFJVs with POEs, the 

categorisation into the different forms of ownership is indispensible. Consequently, the third filter is 

set to State Ownership. Here, the BvD definition of ultimate owner is used to define ownership in 

the different companies. To define the ultimate owner, ORBIS looks for the shareholder with the 

highest direct or total percentage of ownership. Direct ownership is a link that indicates that entity 

A owns a certain percentage of company B. Total ownership is used when information source used 

by BvD indicates that entity A owns a certain percentage of company B, but the specific ownership 

path is not known. If this shareholder is independent, meaning that none of its shareholders posses 

more than 25% of direct or total ownership, the company is defined as the ultimate owner of the 

company. If it is not independent, the identical process is repeated until the ultimate owner is 

defined. (Bureau van Dijk, 2017b) 

A firm is classified as an SOE, when a public authority, state or government, based on the 

definition of ORBIS, is the ultimate owner, holding either more than 25.01% or 50.01% of the 

firm’s shares directly or indirectly. The definition of SOE to choose (25.01% or 50.01%) is in the 

consideration of the analyser. Since an individual verification of private companies is impossible, 

due to a lack of transparency of Chinese enterprises, ownership is defined as private when no 
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indication of SOE ownership is given by ORBIS. Based on the forgone discussion of state 

capitalism, how SOEs are used as a political instrument, and the fundamental dilemma that shapes 

Chinese political and economic decision making, it is assumed that defining SOEs as majority state 

owned companies would be too conservative for further quantitative analysis. The conservative 

definition of the Chinese Statistical Bureau of 100% state ownership inherently excludes SFJVs 

with foreign private firms and is thus not considered relevant for this research paper (Chinese 

Statistical Bureau, 2006). Hence, leaning on the definition provided by Florio (2014), SOEs are 

considered to be companies with 25% state ownership or more. This definition incorporates smaller 

government stakes and minority JVs, however excludes ownership below 25% from the following 

discussion. This leaves 664 SFJVs with SOE partners in the dataset fulfilling the respective 

ownership criteria. At this point, a second dataset is created excluding these companies under the 

same criteria to define the companies with POE ownership that incorporates 30,737 companies.  

 

Fourth Filter: Financials and Timeline 

In an initial examination of the available data, it becomes evident that there are substantial pieces of 

information missing, especially with regards to the dataset with SOE ownership. Operating revenue 

is the most widely covered figure in terms of financial and non-financial data. Hence, this figure is 

used as an additional filter to force the existence of at least one of the values in the years 2008, 

2009, or 2010. This way, SFJVs with no available data are excluded and others with only some 

missing data are left for further analysis. This restriction of available information inevitably 

excludes certain types of firms from the dataset that did not report revenue figures. In order to 

receive viable information on the different parameters of SOEs vs. POEs, several successive years 

of data are considered necessary to prove statistical viability, to observe and interpret effects over 

time. Single points in time do not facilitate reliable analysis, as unforeseen effects, industrial and 

political developments and similar can have a tremendous effect on one specific year, leaving 

undefined and undisclosed later consequences.  

The process of data selection was, aside from the viability of the years after the world 

financial crisis, supported by a detailed examination of data availability. Various sets of time spans 

and variable composition were tested, leading to the result that the amount of available data was 

maximised for the years 2008-2010. Following, the addition of preceding/ subsequent years, 2007 

and 2011, was tested with the result of dataset enhancement through adding the year 2007. Contrary 

to 2011, 2007 figures were more numerous and a good supplement for the years 2008-2010. The 
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year of 2011 unfortunately contained many missing data points and did not lead to an enrichment of 

the dataset. Additionally, the years of 2012-2016 were analysed, however, excluded due to non-

availability of data, which would leave a sample size that is not statistically relevant. After 

application of the fourth and last filter, two datasets are left for further analysis with 170 

observations of SFJVs with SOE ownership and 7,853 observations of SFJVs with POE ownership.  

The choice of database has significant implications on relevant information that can be 

gathered to answer the research question. The choice is made to conduct an initial scan of the 

available information before defining the hypotheses, as information unavailability is a known 

limitation in case of Chinese companies that should be taken into consideration throughout the 

thesis. Thus, the hypotheses are constructed in a manner that they can be answered with the given 

dataset. In an initial scan, it becomes apparent that most variables of interest are available in 

ORBIS, however many contain only missing values in the case of SFJVs in China. This is the case 

for technology and investment related factors as well as export figures. Financial performance 

metrics, such as Return on Assets (ROA) and profit margin (PM) are sporadically available, but 

contain considerable amount of missing values. Furthermore, no information is available on state of 

the organisation or contract renegotiation of JVs, which excludes this factor from analysis. 

 

2.3.2 Data Cleaning and Final Data Preparation 

As outlined previously, a continuous challenge faced throughout the analysis of the performance of 

SFJVs, is the availability of data from JVs with SOE partners. Subsequently, throughout the 

preparation of the dataset, maximising available observations has been made a priority. The data 

extracted through ORBIS is maximised through processes of extra- and interpolation, where 

possible. Interpolation is the process of constructing new data within the range of the dataset. Here, 

information on the same company within the time series is used to create an average for the missing 

year. This equation exemplifies the process of interpolation for missing revenue figures of 2008: 

 

!"#"$%"& 2008 =  (!"#"$%"& 2007+ !"#"$%"& 2009)
2  

 

Extrapolation is the process of constructing new data outside the range of the dataset and 

allows for the definition of missing data point without the immediate previous and subsequent year 

available. In order to fill these missing data points with reasonable estimates a combination of time 

series and cross sectional extrapolation is applied. The below equation shows the example of the 
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method used to extrapolate missing values for revenue figures of 2007. The pattern of 2008 is 

observed in comparison to peers in the same industry. The assumption of how large or small 

revenues are in comparison to the industry average is then applied to the year of 2007. 

 

!"#"$%"& 2007 =  (!"#$%&'( !"#.!"#"$%"& 2007) ∗ (!"#"$%"& 2008)
!"#$%&'( !"#.!"#"$%"& 2008  

 

Sufficient financial performance data is only available in the form of revenue figures. All 

other variables examined throughout this chapter contain considerable amounts of missing values, 

either for one or for several of the indicated years. Some do not provide a minimum critical set of 

above 100 observations. Nonetheless, these variables are included in order to enrich and add to the 

analysis. Observations in both the SOE and POE dataset are proofread and scanned for mistakes. 

The strategy of streamlining the data, cleaning out observations, and extra- and interpolating 

missing data points is explained in the following.  

 

Three consecutive years of missing values:  

• Company observations with missing information for revenues in 2008-2010 are 

automatically erased by the fourth filter applied in the search strategy. 

• Companies with missing information in the subsequent years 2007-2010 are deleted from 

the dataset, as, in this case, extra- and interpolation is not possible and thus no reliable 

estimate can be calculated. 

 

Two consecutive years of missing values:  

• Company observations are erased if there is data missing for the subsequent years in 2009 

and 2010. During this time, Chinese companies’ performance was most affected by the 

consequences of the financial crisis and heavily backed up by the government’s stimulus 

package. Basing estimates on these years might lead to distorted results.  

• Company observations are erased if there is no data available for the subsequent years of 

2008 and 2009 and the subsequent years of 2010 and 2011 as filling two years of missing 

data is considered too generalising, with vastly different possible exogenous shocks coming 

from the crisis and the following stimulus package. 
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Single year missing value: 

• Single holes in the data set are filled using either interpolation (growth rates) or 

extrapolation.  

• Interpolation is applied for missing data in either year 2008, 2009 or 2010.  

• Extrapolation is applied for the year 2007 and partially for 2010, if interpolation is not 

possible due to missing values in 2011. Missing values for 2007 are not interpolated with 

values from 2006, as these are not available through ORBIS.  

 

This process excludes 650 companies, due to missing revenue data, 1,099 companies due to 

missing employee data and an additional 87 companies due to missing industry classifications from 

the POE dataset. In the SOE dataset 26 companies are excluded, due to missing revenue 

information and another 29 companies based on employee information. In the process of 

problematizing the amount of missing values, no patterns in terms of missing information, based on 

different industries, is detected. Based on this strategy, the number of observations for both datasets 

is reduced to 5,942 companies in the POE dataset and 163 companies in the SOE dataset. In the 

following sections, detailed descriptive statistics of each dataset will allow to make initial 

comparisons between SFJVs with either SOE or POE partners 

 

2.4 Statistical Methodology  

In order to analyse the quantitative data extracted from ORBIS and complemented with data from 

other secondary sources, three subsequent steps were taken. First, a descriptive analysis was 

conducted which was backed up with a simple t-test to test for significance of the different 

ownership types (SOE and POE) in relation to the respective dependent variables. As the paper 

examines cross-sectional and time related data, thus panel data, furthermore a regression analysis on 

panel data is processed. In the following, the panel data methodology will be thoroughly outlined 

and discussed to then be complemented by Panel Data Tests and Data Characteristics.  

2.4.1 Panel Data  

The aim of this thesis is to investigate a certain set of SFJVs over a defined timespan. The most 

appropriate way to do so is considered by using panel data. In panel data, the same cross-sectional 

unit is surveyed over time, i.e. panel data has both a space (i) and a time (t) dimension, combining 

time series and cross-section data. According to Baltagi (1995), there are several advantages to the 
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use of panel data. Panel data refers to individuals, firms, or states over time and is bound to be 

heterogenic through different population sizes. This known factor can be explicitly taken into 

account by allowing for subject specific variables. The combination of time series and cross-

sectional data provides “more informative data, more variability, less colinerarity among variables, 

more degrees of freedom and more efficiency” (Gujarati & Porter, 2009, p. 592). Furthermore, 

panel data allows for the study of certain topics, such as the dynamics of change, and more 

complicated behavioural models through repeated observations of a cross-section. Wooldridge 

(2010) describes the unobserved effects model of a randomly drawn cross decision observation i as  

 

Yit = β xit + ci + uit              i=1, ..., N; t=1, …, T, 

 

where xit is 1xK and can contain observable variables that change across t but not i, variables that 

change across i but not t, and variables that change across t and i. ci represents the unobserved 

heterogeneity component, also referred to as individual heterogeneity. This term is also often 

denoted as αi in econometric literature by, for example, Baltagi (1995). uit represents the 

idiosyncratic error term as it captures the changes across space and time. Literature covers two 

possible ways to treat ci, either as a random variable denoting ci as random effect or as a fixed effect 

with parameters to be estimated for each cross section observation i. Three models to attain 

estimators for panel data are presented in the following sub-chapter of Panel Data Models (Gujarati 

& Porter, 2009). 

 

2.4.2 Panel Data Models 

In order to obtain estimators for panel data, three different models are generally available. These 
are:  
 

1) Pooled OLS Model  

2) The Fixed Effects Least Squares Dummy Model 

3) The Random Effects Model 

 

The Pooled OLS Model can be used to attain consistent estimators under a certain set of 

assumptions. It is assumed that explanatory variables are non-stochastic, i.e. that they are 

uncorrelated with the error term. Additionally, the assumption of a uniform error variance across 
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cross-sections is defined. This pooled regression does not take into account potential individuality 

or heterogeneity between different companies. The corresponding model is defined as  

 

Yit = β xit + vit            vit=ci + uit,,                t=1, ..., T 
 

For each observation, vit captures the unobserved effect and an idiosyncratic error term, and is 

referred to as the composite error. It is noted that ci is a time invariant component (only indirectly 

dependent on the time factor) that accounts for any individual specific effect that is not included in 

the regression. Contrarily, uit varies both with time and individuals and can be thought of as the 

usual disturbance in a regression. If the unobserved value ci is correlated with the independent 

variables, the classical assumptions of a linear regression model are violated, which may lead to 

biased and inconsistent estimates. Thus, the Pooled OLS model should only be considered as 

benchmark estimates for panel data. Wooldridge (2010) further points out that when applying 

Pooled OLS estimators it is important to rely on large N and fixed T asymptotes.   

 

The Fixed Effects Least Square Dummy Variable Model is commonly known as the Fixed 

Effects Model (FEM). According to Baltagi (1995), the fixed effects model is appropriate for 

looking at a set of firms and the interference is limited to the behaviour of these firms. Interference 

is conditional on the set of N firms. Additionally, the model assumes correlation between the 

individual effects ci  and the independent variables xit . The FEM assumes strict endogeneity of the 

explanatory variables conditional on ci: 

 

E(uit | xi, ci) = 0        t=1, …, T. 

For the FEM analysis E(ci | xi) is allowed to be any function of xi, thus making it possible to 

consistently estimate partial effects in the presence of time constant omitted variables that can be 

arbitrarily related to xit. Therefore, the FEM is considered more robust than the random effects 

model (REM) that is further examined below. FEM allows for heterogeneity amongst companies by 

estimating intercept values for each observation. However, a drawback that needs to be taken into 

consideration for further analysis is that intercepts are time invariant and it is assumed that slopes of 

regressors are constant over time. The FEM allows for different intercepts by using the differential 

intercept dummy technique. If the number of observations is relatively large, a caveat of using the 

FEM is the loss of degrees of freedom. The FEM model estimates β in a fixed effects 
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transformation, which is a process that eliminates the individual unobserved heterogeneity 

component. Wooldridge (2010) outlines the process as follows. First, each cross sectional 

observation is averaged over time T to get the cross section equation:  

ȳi = βx̅t + ci + u̅i 

 

Then, in the next step of the fixed effects transformation, the equation is subtracted from the 

unobserved effect model. This eliminates ci  prior to the estimation. ci is considered to be constant 

over time, which is why the value stays the same.   

 

 yit - ȳi= β(xit-x̅i) + uit - u̅i       t=1, …, T 

 

 This subtraction creates a time-demeaned equation, which can be further estimated using 

Pooled OLS. Errors will not be correlated over time and only cross-sectional errors remain. If it is 

suspected that there are omitted variables that are correlated with the variables in the model, the 

FEM may provide the means to control for omitted variable bias. A problem that arises by the use 

of the FEM is that the model cannot estimate the effect of time invariant variables, such as location 

or ownership, as the fixed effects transformation leads to an omission of these. Therefore, by 

applying the FEM we do not estimate the effects of variables whose values do not change over 

time, but only control for them (Williams, 2012).  

 

The Random Effects Model (REM) applies more assumptions than needed for Pooled 

OLS: strict exogeneity in addition to orthogonality between ci and xit. The REM exploits serial 

correlation in the composite error term through applying a generalized least squares framework.  

 

Yit = β xit + vit,           E(vit | xi )=0          t=1, ..., T,  
 

where vit=ci + uit,.                 
 

 
In considering ci as a random variable the REM assumes a common mean value for the 

intercept with individual differences captured in the error term. The assumption is made that the 

individual error components are not correlated with each other and do not suffer from 

autocorrelation. Thus, the REM majorly differentiates itself from the FEM in the sense that errors 

are considered to be independent of the regressors. Quoting Williams (2012): “that assumption will 
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often be wrong but, for the reasons given above (e.g. standard errors may be high with fixed effects, 

RE lets you estimate effects for time-invariant variables), an RE model may still be desirable under 

some circumstances” (Richard Williams, 2012, p.3). According to Baltagi (1995), the REM is an 

appropriate model if N individuals are drawn from a larger population, in which case N is large and 

would lead to excessive loss of degrees of freedom in case of using FEM. Compared to FEM, REM 

allows for the estimation of time-invariable variables effects, which FEM does not. Often 

presenting lower standard errors, the REM on the flipside calculates coefficients that are likely to be 

biased due to omitted variables in the model. Conversely, we cannot control for omitted variables in 

the REM (Williams, 2012).  

 

 The main difference to be observed between FEM and REM is that in the FEM each cross 

sectional unit has its own intercept, whereas in the REM the common intersect represents a mean 

value of the cross-sectional intercepts and the error term captures the random individual deviation 

from this mean. Furthermore, the measurement of time invariant variables is a major differentiator. 

The two different models can produce vastly different estimates for coefficients, which generally 

might mirror the omitted variable bias in the REM (Williams, 2012). 

 

2.4.3 Panel Data Tests and Data Characteristics 

As different possible models are available for the analysis of panel data, one has to define which is 

the best fit for the respective dataset. In order to justify this choice, two tests are applicable to panel 

data regression: 

• The Hausman Test 

• The Breusch-Pagan- Test 

 

The Hausman test is a test for the detection of endogeneity in variables and applied to determine if 

REM or FEM are the best fit for the given data. Thereby, the Hausman test uses an asymptotic Chi 

Squared distribution. If H0 is rejected, the conclusion can be drawn that the REM is not appropriate 

for the given data set, thus applying the FEM is recommended. Moreover, if H0 is rejected this is a 

sign for endogenous variables in the model. The Breusch and Pagan test is basically a Lagrange 

multiplier test for random effects, heteroscedasticity, and non-constant variance.  It is used to decide 

between the application of REM and Pooled OLS regression models. The null hypothesis expects 
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homoscedasticity in which the variance of the unobserved fixed effects u is zero. If H0 is rejected, 

heteroscedasticity is present and Pooled OLS is not the right regression model to apply. 

Considering the use of panel data, a necessary discussion is directed towards heterogeneity, 

autocorrelation, and endogeneity that are all three violations of the assumptions of the classical 

linear regression model. An important assumption is that errors ui entering the population regression 

function are homoscedastic, meaning that they have the same variance σ2. If variance of ui is non-

constant, this indicates the presence of heteroscedasticity. Heteroscedasticity is often found in 

cross-sectional data and is thus necessary to control for in panel data as well. Dealing with different 

companies of a larger population at a given point in time, the cross-sectional data includes 

companies of different sizes leading to heteroscedastic errors. This violation can lead to inflated 

estimators and incorrect formulae for standard errors. Another violation of the assumptions of the 

classical linear regression model that is important to take into consideration when working with 

panel data, is autocorrelation. Autocorrelation is defined as the correlation between members of 

observations ordered in time, meaning that residuals are correlated with their own lagged values. 

Autocorrelation can occur for example when an exogenous shock has an effect on a variable that 

extends beyond the set time period t. In this dataset, the possibility of autocorrelation is essential to 

observe as the same companies are observed over a timespan from 2007-2010. Consequences of 

autocorrelation are that estimators are not efficient and that OLS estimates will not provide the best 

estimates. In order to control for both autocorrelation and heteroscedasticity, robust standard errors 

are applied in Stata. Endogeneity is another violation of OLS assumptions that is vital to address as 

it effectively makes estimators biased. Endogeneity is present, when variables’ values are 

determined by another variable in the system and thus correlation between the independent variable 

and the error term (v) is present. Sources of endogeneity are omitted variables, simultaneous 

responses, and measurement errors, which will be discussed in detail on a later stage of the research 

paper (Semykina & Wooldridge, 2005). If endogeneity is assumed, instrumental variable estimators 

can be applied as a proxy for the endogenous variable. They are chosen in a way that they are 

highly correlated with the respective endogenous variable, but uncorrelated with the error term. In 

reality, finding good proxies can be a challenging.  

 

2.4.4 Alternative Panel Data Models 

Parallel to the performed panel data models, two alternative models are tested. Firstly, the 

regression analysis is performed independent of ownership in two separate parts, one for SOE and 
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one for POE, in order to examine their individual effects and dependencies. For SFJVs with SOE 

partnership results are mainly insignificant. A different picture is presented when running the 

analysis for SFJVs with POE partnership. Here, many significant interdependencies could be 

examined. Nonetheless, in order to allow for a holistic analysis, the ultimate regression analysis 

used for this paper was one on a combined set of data for Sino Foreign JVs with SOE and Sino 

Foreign JVs with POE ownership. 

 

Furthermore, in a first analysis of the dataset it becomes apparent that the data is bound to 

high variances, the decision is taken to include another layer of analysis and compare results for a 

dataset with outliers included and one where those are excluded. Outliers are calculated based on a 

5% interval on number of employees, excluding top and bottom 5% of companies. As number of 

employees is treated as a proxy for company size, this was seen as a good variable to base the 

decision on. Through the exclusion of outliers, a more homogenous set of information was created 

with the hope of higher significance in results. Upon examination of the different regression results, 

with and without outliers, no major differences are found and thus the inclusion of outliers is 

considered the superior approach, as it represents the reality of the dataset.  
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3. Economic and Political Development in China 

In order to allow for the analysis of the economic and political development in China, this chapter is 

organised in four sub chapters. Specific attention is paid to different characteristics of China’s 

development, spanning from the Chinese School (3.1), over SOEs and Privatisation (3.2), FDI 

Reforms (3.3) and China’s role in the wake of the financial crisis (3.4). Each of these is perceived 

as important in order to allow for the understanding of the Chinese context, which is seen as crucial 

in examining the research question. 

 

Thousands of years ago, China already held the position of the world´s leading economic 

power. During three dynasties, namely the Han-Dynasty (206-220 a.Ch.), the Tang-Dynasty (618-

907), and the Qing-Dynasty (from 1644), China was a global superpower. In 1820, 20 years before 

the Opium wars, China still contributed one third of the global economic output.  The Chinese Civil 

War and the war against Japan in the 1930s and 40s led to the instalment of a planned economy by 

the triumphant communists. This provoked a long-lasting stagnation of the economy, characterised 

by mal-investments and inefficiencies. Lack of social standards peaked during the great famine 

killing up to 40 million people in the early 1960s. Only after the death of Mao Zedong in the mid-

1970s, the economy started a process of liberalization, leading to impressive economic growth 

rates. Now, after times of economic downturn, China is on its way back to become the major player 

in the international economic sphere. Its rise can be seen as a long historic process with planning 

cycles of decades or even centuries. A good example is the 63 year plan discussed during the 13th 

party congress in 1987, outlining the rise of China to become global super power until 2050 

(Deuber, 2017). The Chinese state has taken an active role in enhancing economic development in 

the last four decades, starting with the introduction of market reforms in 1978-79. It managed to 

drastically improve the Chinese economy and achieve global economic integration through 

institutional reforms. Those span from gradually opening up the economy to foreign investors, to 

privatising its state-run industries (Yueh, 2010). The process to a more market based economy that 

is increasingly reliant on POEs has contributed to dramatic economic growth and increases in 

efficiency. 

 

3.1 Two Colliding World Views  

China significantly differs from the convictions of the so-called “Western School”, which defines 

democracy, market economy, and freedom as core values to base development on. In contrast, the 
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“Chinese School” sees the success of Chinese development in a system of mixed economy with 

continuous improvement under the one-party rule of the Communists. Thereby it is important to 

contribute to the fact that China has a different view on democracy than the Western world. China 

is based on a system of “parental officials”, where the government is seen as a necessary good, 

which acts like a parent to its citizens and takes care of people’s lives. Its system builds on 3000 

years of Chinese civilization with significant influence of the last 60 years under the Communist 

party ruling and is deeply rooted in Chinese culture (Kwok-wah, 2012).  In the following, first, the 

state capitalism model will be discussed to then being followed by the Central Planning 

Mechanism. Both are two fundamental characteristics of the Chinese state, influencing also foreign 

companies. 

 

3.1.1 State Capitalism 

Bremmer (2010) identifies the Chinese government’s active role in development of the economy as 

the leading practitioner of state capitalism in the world. This classification is supported in the 

academic literature by for example Herrala and Jia (2015), Li, Liu, and Wang (2015), as well as Du 

(2014). Bremmer (2010) gives the following explanation of state capitalism: Authoritarian 

governments are adopting market driven capitalism to compete internationally. Thus, the state is the 

leading economic actor and uses markets for political gain. In order to control the risk of losing 

political power, governments use various kinds of SOEs to manage the exploitation of resources 

they consider important and to create a large number of jobs for people in the economy. Hence, 

SOEs can be considered political instruments that are used to further political and economic gains. 

Additionally, governments use selected SOEs to dominate certain industries and sovereign wealth 

funds to invest cash to maximise the wealth of the state. In this way, generated wealth can be 

directed through political officials, which centres control and reduces risk of losing political power. 

Furthermore, state capitalism ultimately adds the cost of inefficiency by injecting politics into 

markets, as the main goal in all cases is to maximise political and not economic gains. The former 

Chinese Premier of the State Council of the People’s Republic of China, Wen Jiabao, gave the 

following impression of state capitalism in China in an interview in 2008: 

 

“The complete formulation of our economic policy is to give full play to the basic role of market 

forces in allocating resources under the macroeconomic guidance and regulation of the 

government. We have one important piece of experience of the past thirty years, that is to ensure 
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that both the visible and invisible hand are given full play in regulating the market forces.” - 

(Anderson, 2012, p. 10) 

 

The referenced concepts of invisible and visible hand were presented by Adam Smith (1759) 

and Alfred Chandler (1977) respectively. The invisible hand has been used as a metaphor for free 

market forces, where pricing mechanisms are coordinated by supply and demand to best serve 

society’s interests. The visible hand is interpreted as interventions by the government through 

legislature and bureaucracy. Inevitably, the visible hand follows a strategy (Scott, 2006). As Wen 

Jiabao highlights the importance of both the visible and invisible hand in China, this explains the 

fundamental dilemma that China faces in growing its economy that is reflected throughout most of 

its political and economic actions. China attempts to maximise its position in world trade, to grow 

its economy and to increase welfare and development, and understands that in order to do so, 

liberalisation and a market economy are necessary. At the same time they are attempting to 

maximise political control and power. 

 

3.1.2 Central Planning Mechanism  

The Chinese government applies different instruments in order to formalize its intentions of 

maintaining control and power as well as to exercise the visible hand. Through its five-year-plans, 

the government defines which industries to grow, which will receive resources, and which will be 

further promoted. Five year plans are a series of economic and social initiatives that have been used 

as a central planning tool by the Chinese state since 1953 (Yueh, 2010). The role of the market is 

limited to acting on resources that have been allocated according to the state. The global financial 

crisis has further contributed to the determination of many Chinese leaders to maintain a firm state 

hand in the management of the economy (G. E. Anderson, 2012). Nonetheless, Bremmer (2010) 

argues that state capitalism is likely not the solution to China’s social and environmental challenges, 

because market forces are considered superior to the capacity of bureaucrats to engineer economic 

development through policy reforms and SOEs. To legitimise its monopoly control of domestic 

political power, the Chinese Communist Party leadership believes it needs to create millions of new 

jobs each year. This ensures that rising expectations for prosperity can be met, one of the 

fundamental values in Chinese society. Furthermore, economic growth is spurred through the 

movement of citizens from poverty into the active workforce, thereby threats of social disorder are 

minimised (Bremmer, 2010). 
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The subsequent parts of the literature review outline the reforms and regulations the Chinese 

state has deployed as part of their ambition to create economic development. With regards to the 

proposed research question, special attention is paid to SOEs, FDI policy changes, including JV 

regulation, and privatisation reforms. The active role the state takes in modernising key sectors of 

the economy clearly reflects the state capitalist model. 

 

3.2 Reforming the Chinese State Sector  

Over several decades, China has reformed its state sector and thus changed the importance of SOEs 

in the Chinese economy. However, before investigating the underlying theoretical background of 

SOEs and privatization reforms, it is necessary to understand that the definition of SOEs is 

equivocal. There are multiple definitions of SOEs that are applied across countries and fields of 

research. This complicates the formulation of a meaningful and uniform definition that makes it 

possible to compare across countries and different strands of literature. Most broadly, SOEs are 

defined as companies that are wholly or partially owned by the state (Peng, Bruton, Stan, & Huang, 

2016). There are different interpretations of this definition with varying degrees of control 

attributed to the state in order for a company to classify as a SOE. The Chinese Statistical Bureau 

uses a rather conservative approach. It refers to its SOEs as “non-corporation economic units where 

the entire assets are owned by the Chinese state” (Chinese Statistical Bureau, 2006). Similarly, 

during the investigation of the size and composition of the SOE sector in OECD countries, 

Christiansen (2011) defines SOEs as 100% or majority state owned shareholdings. This paper also 

defines significant minority stakes as at least 10% of the common stock or equivalent voting rights. 

Similarly, authors, such as Kowalski and Büge (2013), describe an SOE as a company with a 

majority state ownership, i.e. shares held above 50.01%. Conversely Florio (2014) argues that in 

most cases effective control over companies requires shares near 20-25% or more. This definition is 

also adopted by Kwiatkowski and Augustynowicz (2015) in their analysis of SOEs in the global 

fortune 500 list. Lazzarini and Musacchio (2012) support this definition in their research on the 

implication of state capitalism on the world economy and argue that some SOEs are effectively 

controlled by the state with only minority shares. Peng et al. (2016) highlight a difference in the 

modern SOEs, with nuanced ownership and control view, meaning that the line between SOEs and 

POEs has blurred considerably.  

 
Concurrent to the periods of economic market reforms affecting FDI policy, China 

witnessed a strong development of the private sector and a reduction of the role of SOEs. The 
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process of privatising SOEs contributed to remarkable growth, spurred an increase in efficiency, 

and increased the wealth of citizens. Herrala and Jia (2015) argue that the government of Hu Jintao 

from 1993 to 2003 put a halt on this development and initiated several economic reforms promoting 

state capitalism instead of private market economy. Recent economic findings further prove that the 

role of SOEs is becoming more dominant in the Chinese economy and on an international scale. For 

example, China Mobile claimed the largest number of mobile phone subscribers in the world by 

2008. In 2015, 98 companies on the Fortune Global 500 were based in China and Hong Kong. Of 

these, the top 12 are SOEs and only 22 are considered fully POEs.  Amongst the 12 largest SOEs by 

profit are the banks Industrial & Commercial Bank of China, China Construction Bank, 

Agricultural Bank of China, and Bank of China, closely followed by China National Petroleum, 

China National Offshore Oil, and China Mobile (Cendrowski, 2015; Fortune, 2016). In the 

following (3.2.1) SOEs will be discussed with focus on previous theoretical approaches to justify 

existence of SOEs and POEs and research related to their performance. Subsequently follows an 

outline of the development of ownership reforms in China (3.2.2). 

 

3.2.1 State Owned Enterprises 

Theoretical literature frequently criticises SOEs, because of political intervention and the need to 

support political objectives. With regards to the research question of this thesis and to fully 

comprehend why a foreign firm might choose to partner with a Chinese SOE or POE, it is 

considered necessary to outline both the literature advocating and opposing the existence of SOEs. 

Throughout the following literature review it becomes evident that the traditional arguments do not 

fully apply to the case of China due to the interventionist role of the state.  

Scholars, including economists, have conducted a vast amount of research on the importance 

of ownership and the role of the government in the economy in both microeconomics and 

macroeconomics. At the basis of the theoretical argument lies the assumption that the objective of 

the government is to maximise social and political outcomes, whereas the firm’s objective is to 

maximise profits for the shareholders (Dewenter & Malatesta, 2001; Vickers & Yarrow, 1991). 

Many of these studies are however rooted in the Western world and applications to the state 

capitalist Chinese state are not straightforward. The Chinese state actively intervenes in the 

economy and uses SOEs as part of its strategic planning, whereas Western governments mostly 

aspire to create policies that assimilate a version of free market capitalism (Bremmer, 2010). 

Furthermore, China has put focus on making SOEs competitive on an international scale, which 
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indicates that the objective of either profit or social maximisation is too simplified. Wang (2003) 

refers to this as ‘strategic targeting’ of government resources to create economic growth, which is 

considered necessary to promote the right structural composition of industries that is compatible 

with strategic goals of the nation. 

 

Where the theoretical case for public ownership rests on the failure of markets, private 

ownership can be explained as a response to failure of governments (Megginson & Netter, 2001). A 

definition of government failure is provided by Krueger (1990), as the deviation from a Pareto 

optimal situation, through interventions offsetting conditions under which the Pareto optimum is 

achieved. Government failure is thus the sum of those actions that lead to a non-optimal situation. 

There is government failure in the form of commission and omission (Krueger, 1990). Failure of 

commission include exceptionally high cost SOEs that are active in a variety of manufacturing 

sectors and other economic activities that are not traditionally associated with the public sector. The 

Chinese government has held monopoly rights in most industries and only gradually allowed for 

privatisation. More recently strategic industries have been enforced and SOEs are strengthened in 

sectors where the government sees future potential (Szamosszegi & Cole, 2011). Furthermore, 

Chinese privatisation reforms were introduced as a result of SOE indebtedness, inferior 

performance, and efficiency (Zhang, 2014). Failure of omission include deterioration of 

communication and transport facilities, maintenance of fixed nominal exchange rates, and failure to 

maintain existing infrastructure. Through increased amounts of FDI and improving welfare of the 

society, infrastructure investments have been necessary for the Chinese state to keep up with 

economic development. In order to do so, these investments have consistently been a part of its 

five-year plans. From the 1990s onwards, the investment in infrastructure has been reasserted 

progressively as a policy priority. Development of infrastructure was however, similar to the 

introduction of market reforms, first limited to Coastal regions (Démurger, 2000). Infrastructure 

enhancement continues to this date, also fuelled by the large stimulus package released by the 

Chinese state after the global economic crisis (KPMG, 2009). Moreover, concerning maintaining 

fixed nominal interest rates, the Chinese authorities have frequently been criticised for maintaining 

an artificially devalued Chinese Yuan (CNY), thus making Chinese exports more competitive in the 

global market. Since 2012, Chinese authorities have committed to liberalising capital markets and 

internationalising the CNY (Briscoe, 2016).  
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The traditional arguments advocating SOEs are based on the theory of market failures, 

where POEs are justified by the argument of government failure. Both will be outlined with their 

relation to China in the following two paragraphs. Sheshinski and López-Calva (2003) and 

Megginson and Netter (2001) propose similar definitions of market failure and its implications for 

SOEs. According to Megginson and Netter (2001), a competitive equilibrium is considered Pareto 

optimal under the assumptions of no externalities in production or consumption, non-public goods, 

non-monopolistic markets, and low information costs. Hence, the proposed argument for 

government intervention based on efficiency grounds rests on the case that markets have failed, one 

or more assumptions are not upheld, and the extent of the ability of the government to resolve the 

market failure. Sheshinski and López-Calva (2003) argue for public ownership as a solution to the 

failure of perfect competition. Under non-competitive conditions, characterised by decreasing 

average cost in the relevant range of demand within a specific market, the existence of more than 

one firm is not justified based on efficiency grounds. The possibility of private firms exploiting 

monopoly powers creates the need for public ownership in so called "natural monopoly sectors" 

(Sheshinski & López-Calva, 2003; Shleifer, 1998).  

The Chinese state takes an active interventionist role in the market as explained through the 

model of state capitalism. This defies the nature of perfect competition and thus makes the market 

failure argument in favour of public ownership invalid for the case of China. Control over strategic 

industries and upheld monopolies go beyond the natural monopoly argument. Also, in an effort to 

consolidate party in 2015, the decision was made to increase party involvement and to further 

strengthen strategic SOEs (Cheng, 2015). The most important consideration of the Chinese 

authorities is to maintain political monopoly and it will only allow market forces within the 

boundaries of their political and economic strategy (Bremmer, 2010). This again reflects the 

fundamental dilemma explained in the beginning of this chapter, which frames all political and 

economic decision-making. Thus, it becomes evident that the concept of state capitalism cannot be 

directly linked with arguments in favour of either public or private ownership.  

 

3.2.2 Ownership Reforms 

Zhang (2014) divides the reformation of SOEs in China into three phases: 1978-92, 1992-2003, and 

2003-12, explaining first a deregulation and a later strategic reregulation of SOEs. In the first phase, 

economists believed that SOEs should be made more efficient by introducing competition and 

improving management. Managers were granted necessary autonomy to make business decisions 
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according to market forces and to keep part of their profits to motivate managers to work. While 

this approach yielded some positive results, by the late 1980s, overall performance was 

unsatisfactory and SOEs were struggling to compete with non-state firms (mainly township and 

village owned enterprises) and IJVs. POEs were still legally prohibited until 1988, almost a decade 

after market reforms were initially introduced. SOEs were less efficient and many could not survive 

without government subsidies and bank loan support. By the early 1990s, many SOEs were 

virtually bankrupt and for local governments SOEs changed from revenue contribution to being a 

financial burden. In 1992, total losses made by SOEs exceeded total profits.  

After 1992, several measures of privatisation and partial privatisation were introduced. 

POEs were less discriminated against and more township owned enterprises established themselves 

as legal POEs. By 1997 most SOEs were fully or partially privatised and by 2003 most SOEs 

controlled by municipal, provincial, and even the central government had been corporatized through 

ownership diversification and stock listings. SOEs gradually retreated from competitive sectors. 

Throughout the reforms, the authorities privatised small and medium sized SOEs and corporatized 

large SOEs, which is why many listed companies have a high level of state ownership (Yu, 2013). 

In the third phase, the privatisation reform lost part of its momentum. POEs grew more organically, 

also promoted through the rise of high-tech and internet companies (Zhang, 2014). In 2005-2006 

China initiated the Split Share Structure Reform, after which state ownership in listed companies 

decreased by 94% by 2006. Before, only about a third of shares of listed companies could be legally 

traded on the stock market. When the Chinese government reformed SOEs, various shareholder 

types were created such as state shares, legal person shares that were non-tradable, and A-shares. 

State shares and legal person shares usually belonged to state institutions that were ultimately 

owned by central and local governments (Yu, 2013). By 2010, POEs accounted for 30.5% of total 

output compared to 6.1% in 2001. At the same time, SOEs gained dominance in strategic industries 

and state monopolised industries, such as electricity, gas, and petroleum, which eventually crowded 

out POEs. Succeeding the global financial crisis, the so-called ‘Chinese Model’ with a big state 

sector and strong government became more attractive and SOEs regained strength. This is also 

mainly due to a large stimulus package that was issued by the state to weather the consequences of 

the following recession in developed economies on China. The government stimulus strongly 

favoured SOEs over POEs (Bremmer, 2010). To this date, SOEs still receive beneficial treatment 

over POEs in terms of financing, market entry, taxation, and other legal and administrative issues. 

Key industries are furthermore nearly fully left exclusive to SOEs (Zhang, 2014). An example for 
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the preferential treatment of SOEs is observable in public procurement processes. Foreign firms 

face unfair competitive environments in the bidding processes of Chinese public projects. 

Favoritism and corruption are, amongst other, criticized as influencing the award of contracts. 

Furthermore, information is not made as readily available and tenders can be announced via obscure 

channels. As China is increasing its focus on strategic industries, fair bidding processes are in focus. 

Bids on Chinese public projects are often tendered to sub-central government levels. It is found that 

foreign firms are increasingly concerned that despite China’s indigenous innovation policies 

continue at the local level leading to continued discrimination against foreign firms (Martina, 2011). 

In 2015, new regulation is implemented to control for corruption in the bidding process. 

Information disclosure mechanisms, public supervision, and accountability for violations increase 

transparency and fairness in government procurement activities to prevent manipulation and rent-

seeking by actors. It is further stated that corruption in procurement can be an institutionalized 

problem (Covington, 2015).  

Privatization reforms have over time also led to several mixed ownership agreements 

between the state and the private sector with varying degrees of control and ownership. A 

characteristic of many privatised SOEs in China is that the state retains a significant part of 

ownership, effectively making them only partially privatised. This retained state ownership is in 

turn distributed amongst various agencies with different motivations and incentives. SOEs can 

further be categorised into state asset management bureaus, and SOEs affiliated to either the central 

or local governments (Chen, Firth, & Xu, 2008). This supports previously mentioned Peng et al. 

(2016) who argue that a categorisation into purely SOE or POE is a significant simplification.  

 

Aside from the described ownership reforms, also FDI reforms are of importance in regards 

to the proposed research. They allow for a deeper understanding of China’s development and the 

emergence of SFJV as part of the internationalization process of MNCs. In the following a time-

wise chronological approach is taken, first discussing factors on FDI Reforms before and after 

joining the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 2001 (3.3), to then being followed by a discussion 

the Financial Crisis and its effects on China in sub chapter 3.4. 

 

3.3 FDI Reforms and the Emergence of Sino Foreign Joint Ventures  

As already shortly outlined in the previous chapter, since 1979, with the launch of the open door 

policy, China has gradually liberalised its approach to FDI (Yueh, 2010). Before, Chinese 
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authorities coordinated the state-owned and collectivised economy through planning and kept an 

environment hostile to private property and market competition (Hsueh, 2011). China is now in its 

fourth decade of reforms, further opening up the economy and reaching the status of leading 

recipient of FDI in the world. Initially, the implementation of market reforms was rooted in the 

ambition to create economic development through exports and foreign investments. The previously 

run plan economy resulted in low domestic purchasing power and stagnant economic growth, 

meaning that local firms could not carry economic development further. Foreign firms were to bring 

capital, knowledge, and technology to China. Chinese firms would in turn benefit from knowledge 

spill-overs by suppliers, foreign customers, and JV partners (Kokko, 2015). FDI is said to have 

played a major role in linking China’s national economy to the global economy. The Chinese state 

strategically exercised control by reinforcing and restricting FDI in specific regions and industries 

since the introduction of market reforms. This development in FDI regulation is characterised by a 

conflict to encourage foreign business activities and to control them. Foreign investment laws were 

for example enacted on contracts, taxation, foreign exchange, and other matters (Yan, 1999). Yan 

(1999) outlines important developments and cornerstones concerning JV regulation as part of FDI 

liberalisation. JVs are seen as the preferred entry mode by the Chinese government, as they present 

an ideal platform for accessing technology, capital, and export markets. The preference towards 

IJVs is reflected in a series of economic and regulatory incentives. Amongst the latter are for 

instance restrictions on foreign equity holdings that are imposed on strategically important sectors 

and mandatory Chinese board presence. This enables central and local governments to exercise 

control over foreign investments and ensure positive gains for China. 

The Chinese history departs from its post-Communist counterparts, whereof many pursued a 

liberalisation ‘shock therapy’, dismantling the Communist state upon the collapse of the Soviet 

Union. Hsueh (2011) argues that China retains elements of a statist model, while at the same time 

liberalising FDI and meeting WTO requirements. Thus, China is pursuing a two-step liberalisation, 

completing liberalisation on an aggregate macro level with reregulation on the micro level. Focus 

has been shifted from universal controls of FDI to strategic and sectorial controls. Strategic 

enforcement and restrictions on FDI reflect the state capitalist approach to control the economy, 

while maximising political outcomes.  In the following focus is put on the reform development 

before and after joining the WTO in 2001. 
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3.3.1 Pre WTO Membership 

JV laws were first introduced as part of the previously described ‘open door policy’ in 1979, which 

granted legal status to foreign investment (Zhou & Kwon, 2009). The Law on Joint Ventures from 

1979 defines five predominant channels through which FDI can occur: Wholly foreign-owned 

subsidiaries (WFOS), Equity Joint Ventures (EJVs), cooperative joint ventures (CJV), joint 

development and other foreign investments (Chadee & Qiu, 2001). All of these are officially 

recorded as FDI types by the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) as 

well as by the Chinese government (Wei, Liu, & Liu, 2005). The initial export orientation is further 

reflected in the Joint Venture Law of 1983, stating that JVs are only allowed to supply the local 

market if authorities consider there is an urgent need for such products or services. In 1986, further 

provisions on encouragement of foreign investment were introduced with the aim of promoting 

export and the acquisition of advanced technologies. JV approvals were subsequent to their ability 

to contribute to these emphasised areas and incentives were offered to those that complied with the 

requirements. After their first inception, JV laws were amended in 1990 and 2001. In terms of 

ownership, the law states a necessary minimum 25% of the shares belong to the foreign partner 

(Devonshire-Ellis, Chris; Scott, Andy; Woollard, 2011). 

The general liberalisation of FDI from 1979 was initially regionally focused on South-

Eastern coastal provinces, where the government experimented with market oriented reforms to 

open up the economy. The regional reforms created special economic zones (SEZ) that formed 

export platforms for foreign firms (Yueh, 2010). Foreign firms received preferred treatment over 

national firms in the form of tax benefits and infrastructure investment (Kokko, 2015). As a result 

of increased flows of FDI, the SEZs experienced rapid growth and economic development. This 

development resulted in the emergence of a dual economy through increasing inequalities between 

the SEZs and rural areas, which remained underdeveloped and poor (Yueh, 2010). Around 1992, 

Chinese authorities expanded market oriented reforms nationwide and overall FDI surged. Western 

and Northern regions were slow to catch up as further developed regions were still more attractive 

to foreign investors, due to developed infrastructures (Kokko, 2015). Throughout the 1990s Chinese 

laws on property rights, including intellectual property right protection, were developed and 

implemented, a positive development for FDI with regard to protection of assets (Awokuse and 

Yin, 2010).  
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3.3.2 Post WTO Membership 

China’s entry into the WTO in 2001 marks another corner stone in its economic development. The 

membership resulted in further trade liberalisation in China, due to the need of complying with 

international economic laws. The WTO commitments to be fulfilled included tariff cuts, opening of 

most industries to foreign companies, amending or repealing old trade regulation, and issuing new 

regulation that comply with WTO principles (Zhou & Kwon, 2009). Generally, this period marks an 

overall liberalising, but more strategically focused approach to FDI policy.  

In the post WTO period, the Chinese government introduced several macroeconomic 

policies on increasing domestic consumption in order to promote the growth of domestic industry 

(Hsueh, 2011). As a result, foreign firms have shifted their focus from being export oriented 

towards inward orientation to the Chinese market. This increases competition for domestic 

companies, a development carefully noted by the Chinese authorities. Increasingly, foreign 

companies are discriminated against and face a distorted competitive environment, not only in 

infant industries, where the local supply is still underdeveloped, but also in strategic industries 

defined by the state (Kokko, 2015). In 2006, the National Development and Reform Commission 

issued a FDI blueprint outlining China’s intention to shift from a quantity to a quality approach in 

attracting FDI (Zhou & Kwon, 2009). This shows a change in the Chinese strategy to increase FDI 

in high value sectors and introduce stricter FDI policies. The OECD regulatory and restrictiveness 

index from 2010-2014 reflects the relatively strict regulatory environment in China to this date, 

with China ranked as the second most restricted country for FDI out of all 60 countries included, 

only surpassed by the Philippines (OECD, n.d.). Despite having a relatively harsh regulatory 

environment, the overall sentiment is that FDI policies have gone through steady liberalisation, 

which is also reflected in China’s popularity as a foreign investment destination. Western and 

Central regions are also gaining attraction as FDI destinations due to increasing wages and upward 

cost pressures in Coastal regions, a development that deliberate policy in investment construction 

failed to achieve (Davies, 2013). The world’s leading companies are not only exporting to China, 

but have established themselves as FDI ventures (Kokko, 2015). The Chinese state export-led 

strategy moved to a combined export-orientation with import-substitution in strategic industries 

(Yueh, 2010). The topic of strategic industries will be discussed in more detail in sub-chapter 3.4.2. 
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3.4 China During and After the Financial Crisis 

The purpose of the following section is to outline the specific circumstances the Chinese economy 

faced in the period during and after the global financial crisis. Special attention is paid to FDI as a 

representation of IJVs, the stimulus package released in end 2008 (3.4.1) and Chinas strategic 

industries (3.4.2). The financial crisis in 2007 spread across the globe and had substantial effects on 

China. As illustrated in Figure 3, economic growth rates in China are, compared with other 

countries, with 9.6% and 9.2% respectively in 2008 and 2009 still high, but far behind the 14.2% 

growth in 2007. FDI inflows still increase from 156 bn US$ in 2007 to 171 bn US$ in 2008. First 

effects of the crisis are seen in the year of 2008 when FDI inflows decrease to 131 bn US$. In 2010, 

the economy rebounds to 243 bn US$, as the global economy picks up and the Chinese stimulus 

package launched in the end of 2008 unfolds.  

 

 
Figure 3: Real GDP and FDI Inflow Development (OECD, 2017; The World Bank, 2017b) 

 
Looking at the development of real GDP growth, China’s export orientation and dependence 

on demand from the US and Europe becomes evident. As demand in the West slows down, Chinese 

exports plummet in late 2008 and 2009 (see below Figure 4).   
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Figure 4: Export Development (The World Bank, 2017a) 

 
Especially the manufacturing sector, which is mostly private owned, suffered from this 

development. In 2008 an estimated amount of 300,000 small and medium sized enterprises 

collapsed (Ramzy, 2009). Additionally, around 20 million workers in the export sector lost their 

jobs, putting another strain on the economy.  

 

3.4.1 The Chinese Stimulus Package and Policy Adjustments  

Following the onset of the global financial crisis and an emerging recession in China, a stimulus 

package worth 580 bn US$ is introduced by the government to help keep growth rates comparably 

high. Being backed up by extensive foreign exchange reserves and independence from the need of 

financial support (e.g. high borrowing costs), China is able to afford strong fiscal and credit 

expansion to boost the economy (L. Li, Willett, & Zhang, 2012). According to the Chinese 

government this stimulus package reflects an “active” approach to fiscal policy to deal with the 

global financial crisis, while monetary policy would be “moderately” active (Dyer, 2008). One can 

argue that the implemented stimulus package reflects the Chinese state capitalistic interventionist 

role.   

The package is aimed at social welfare and infrastructure projects, sectors that are 

dominated by SOEs (Dyer, 2008). At first, it is directed towards new investments in key areas such 

as housing, transportation, rural infrastructure etc. to then be revised in 2009. Afterwards major 

funds are directed towards public infrastructure (218 bn US$), reconstruction works for the areas hit 
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by the earthquake in Sichuan, as well as rural development and technology advancement (54 bn 

US$) (Whalley & Zhao, 2013). Deng, Morck, & Yeung (2011), Bremmer (2010), as well as L. 

Yueh (2012) find that government spending was disproportionally designated to SOEs. This clearly 

shows the connection to the previously described state capitalistic model.  

 In addition to the large economic fiscal stimulus package, equating roughly 12% of Chinese 

GDP, economic activity has been supported by credit growth. A large proportion of these loans are 

used to support SOEs and government approved projects. Furthermore, China’s immature banking 

market and credit practices makes it viable and legitimate for SOEs to re-lend low-cost funds from 

banks to subsidiaries and thus benefit from interest income. At the same time many private firms 

claim that their development is slowed due to high cost loans. It is also important to take into 

consideration that SOEs receive favourable lending conditions, as SOEs can be considered less 

risky than POEs with implied government guarantees (Fan & Hope, 2013). This approach has been 

criticised by researchers, arguing it takes a step back from opening up the Chinese economy and 

leads to misallocation of resources as SOEs are considered less efficient than POEs (L. Li, Willett, 

& Zhang, 2012). It is also argued that the stimulus package and the synonymous increase in public 

and private corporate debt in the country, continuing to this date, are worrisome and a challenge to 

China’s growth rates. Debt levels have grown from 160% of GDP in 2008 to 260% of GDP in 

2016. In 2017, increased debt levels led the ratings agency Moody’s to downgrade Chinese credit 

worthiness for the first time since 1989 (Bloomberg News, 2017). 

 The environment faced by foreign firms has also changed in the years during and after the 

financial crisis. Over many years, foreign invested enterprises benefitted from different kinds of 

preferential treatments and many local governments still use these different kinds of incentives to 

attract FDI. As of 1st January 2008, the Chinese government eliminated preferred income taxes and 

since 1st December 2010 foreign invested firms are required to pay urban maintenance and 

construction taxes on the same level as domestic enterprises (Fan & Hope, 2013). This development 

reflects the inward shift in the Chinese economy as described in chapter 3.3.  

 

3.4.2 Strategic Industries and Chinese Innovation   

Chinese authorities also continue to reinforce and restrict FDI in specific strategic industries. With 

the aim of aligning foreign investment with national development priorities, foreign capital to boost 

scientific innovation, industrial upgrading, and balanced development are utilised (Davies, 2013). In 

2006, China defines state set targets in its Medium and Long-term Science and Technology Plan to 
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become an “innovation-oriented” country by 2020 and a “leading science power” by 2050, also 

stating the aim to reduce its technological dependence on other countries. The plan outlines eleven 

key areas and eight frontier technologies:  

 

Key Areas  Frontier Technologies  

1. Agriculture 

2. Energy 

3. Environment 

4. Information technology industry and 

modern services 

5. Manufacturing 

6. National defence 

7. Population and health 

8. Public securities 

9. Transportation 

10. Urbanization and urban development 

11. Water and mineral resources. 

1. Advanced energy 

2. Advanced manufacturing 

3. Aerospace and aeronautics 

4. Biotechnology 

5. Information 

6. Laser 

7. New materials 

8. Ocean 

 

 

In addition, 16 state funded mega engineering projects and four state funded mega science 

projects are defined (National Academic Press, 2012). The commitment is followed by efforts to 

advance science and education sectors. Spending on R&D increased, which led to increased 

numbers of scientists and engineers engaged in R&D. Furthermore, enrolment in higher education 

is on the rise. The plan also identifies obstacles such as brain drain, non-existing research and 

technology traditions and best standards, as well as a dominant dependence on foreign technologies. 

The inclusion of state funded projects is considered controversial, but reflects the state capitalistic 

planning (Cao, Suttmeier, & Simon, 2006). Cao et al. (2006) further argue that the notion of 

centrally selected R&D objectives have a special appeal in Chinese politics and an effective 

implementation of the plan will require a complex inter-ministerial cooperation. The need for a 

supra-ministerial office of science and technology is identified by members of the community to 

provide science and technology advice to government leaders. Mcgregor (2010) states that funding 

is spread across central and provincial governments, as well as universities, government research 

labs and SOEs. In 2008, spending on science and technology reached 912 bn CNY, whereof 
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roughly 70% is Chinese “enterprise” money. It is assumed that this “enterprise” money is supplied 

to research institutes that have been registered as companies. One of the goals assumed through 

innovation campaigns and the megaprojects is to capture market space for Chinese firms with SOEs 

having the favoured position.  

These intentions of technological development are further formalised in 2009 and 2010 by then 

Premier Wen Jiabao and Vice Premier Li Keqiang and presented as strategic emerging industries 

(SEIs). Targets were set for SEIs to move from 2% of GDP in 2010, to 8% by 2015, and 15% by 

2020. The Chinese government planned to invest 10 trillion CNY in SEIs between 2010 and 2015. 

Provincial governments in regional government receive considerable amount of autonomy in 

determining their own specialisation within these SEIs. SEIs are the tier of industries where Chinese 

local and provincial government receive power by the central government to craft own development 

policies. This way central level governments play a strategic role in establishing the SEI initiative. 

Seven strategic emerging industries were defined initially, of which the development is core to 

China’s state-led catch up strategy after the financial crisis (Prud’homme, 2016):  

1. Energy conservation 

2. Environmental protection 

3. High-end equipment manufacturing 

4. New energy 

5. New materials 

6. New energy automobiles 

7. Corresponding sub-industries  

 

Specific requirements for encouraged, restricted, and prohibited foreign investment are 

published in the Chinese Foreign Investment Catalogue. Foreign firms in encouraged sectors will 

receive favourable policies, such as forms of incorporation, social benefits, and tax incentives. 

Conversely, foreign firms in restricted industries, where authorities believe domestic firms may face 

increased competition or where there are already established Chinese SOEs, will encounter stricter 

policies and investment limitations. The 2015 catalogue includes 349 encouraged items, of which a 

minority still have JV requirements or equity caps, 38 restricted, and 36 prohibited items (National 

Development and Reform Commission & Ministry of Commerce, 2015). In line with this, Kokko 

(2015) argues that the competitive environment faced by foreign firms greatly varies based on 

whether they are considered to be part of a strategic industry or not. Firms that set up labour-
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intensive export oriented businesses meet the conditions at the most part and challenges will likely 

be limited to the Chinese macro environment. Here, firms may still encounter market conditions 

although they have an inward focus to the Chinese market. Foreign firms in strategic sectors may be 

restricted through JVs. If Chinese firms have already established themselves in strategic sectors, 

foreign firms will face a highly competitive environment and distorted competition, where local 

firms enjoy preferred treatment related to research and development, production, and procurement. 

In contrast, foreign firms are faced with budget restraints or even prohibited entry. Nevertheless, the 

Chinese government does not have an incentive to limit foreign production in strategic sectors all 

together, because it wants to ensure technological exchange. However, limiting foreign competition 

enables them to make Chinese firms competitive on a national and international level.  
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4. Internationalizing to China 

In this chapter, literature covering internationalisation and motivations to enter a country through a 

JV are discussed and narrowed down specific to the context of China, where possible. This chapter 

builds on the previously outlined Chinese economic development, creating an understanding for 

why a company would risk to enter the Chinese market through a JV and how internationalisation 

efforts are approached.  

As China attracted more FDI, EJVs and Wholly Foreign Owned Enterprises (WFOEs) 

established themselves as the main entry modes taken by international enterprises expanding to 

China (Chadee & Qiu, 2001). JVs were the preliminary way of doing business for almost three 

decades since the country’s start of liberalisation of market regulations in 1979. As outlined in the 

previous section, in some sectors JVs remain until today the only way to participate in the Chinese 

economy. Often those investments are even compulsorily limited to a minority stake (McKinsey 

Quarterly, 2014). The situation changed around 2000. JVs as the preferred way of entering the 

market are replaced by an increasing amount of direct entries spanning from greenfield investment 

to acquisitions (Bosshart, Luedi, & Wang, 2010). The increase in WFOEs as the preferred entry 

mode is a result of the experiences MNCs gained in China, the loosened investment restriction by 

the Chinese governments, and the failure of some JV between MNC and Chinese companies 

(Bosshart et al., 2010).  

Notwithstanding recent developments, JVs remain an attractive entry mode, mainly 

triggered by the greater difficulties to acquire Chinese companies and the improvement of local JV 

partners compared to the past. Figure 5 illustrates how JV deals developed over the past years, 

indicating an increasing average value per JV projects until 2010. Also overall utilized value 

increased, despite 2009, throughout all the years.  
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Figure 5: JV Value FDI (National Bureau of Statistics of China, n.d.) 

 

Internationalisation allows companies to embark to new destinations and explore new 

geographic fields of doing business. It can be defined as “the process of increasing involvement in 

international operations” (Welch & Luostarinen, 1988, p.37). Internationalisation is an ever present 

topic as the world “becomes ever smaller”, especially fuelled by the globalisation of markets and its 

widespread effects. As a consequence, not only developed economies like Europe have been 

characterised by deregulation in past decades, but also transitional and emerging economies have 

been opening up at fast pace, thereby not only allowing foreign entities to invest, but also local 

entities to enter the field of international business. These developments were fundamentally 

supported by the reduction of trade barriers and tariffs, as well as the establishment of market 

agreements (Axinn & Matthyssens, 2001). In the following general market entry motives and entry 

modes will be discussed to build an understanding for internationalisation efforts of MNCs. 

 

4.1 Entry Motives  

The motives to internationalise have been studied extensively in literature; Hymer (1960) and 

Dunning (1977, 2000) Dunning are examples of scholars who dedicated themselves to examining 

the motives of companies to internationalise. Hymer and other economists identified three 
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prevailing reasons for international production: diversification, exploitation of unique competitive 

advantages, as well as the neutralisation of competitors (Barretto & Da Rocha, 2001). Dunning’s 

studies are the most cited in the field and are thus used to further explain internationalisation 

motives. The eclectic paradigm from 1977, also named OLI framework, elaborates on ownership 

specific advantages, location specific advantages and internalisation advantage in relation to the 

internationalisation efforts of a firm and allows for the analysis on why, how and where companies 

internationalise. Based on the OLI framework, Dunning identifies the prevailing motives of 

internationalisation for MNCs as (1) resource-seeking, (2) market-seeking (3) efficiency-seeking, 

and (4) strategic asset seeking. The resource-seeking motive summarizes the objective of the MNC 

to acquire peculiar resources (e.g. natural resources) that are not available or only available at a 

higher cost in their home country. The market-seeking motive indicates the company’s aspiration to 

exploit new opportunities in a distinct market. The efficiency-seeking motive implies that firms take 

advantage of the differences in factor endowments, as well as being able to exploit economies of 

scale and scope. Those first three motives can be summed up to the objective of using firm specific 

assets to generate economic returns, whereby the efficiency-seeking motive is sequential to the first 

two motives. The fourth motive, strategic asset seeking, implies that a company tries to obtain new 

technologies and knowledge instead of the exploitation of already existent assets (Dunning, 2000). 

This last dimension thus departs most from Dunning’s original OLI framework as it focuses on new 

technologies and knowledge not yet inherent in the company (Franco, Rentocchini, & Marzetti, 

2008).  

Specific motivations of MNCs to enter the Chinese market can be summarised to be market 

seeking and efficiency seeking, as defined by Dunning. Looking back, the prevailing objective for 

foreign investors to engage in FDI in China was the anticipation to gain access to the extensive 

Chinese market (Yan, 1999). For MNCs China offers great market potential, due to its significant 

size and growth rates of consumer spending (Cui & Liu, 2000). For many international companies 

in developed countries the home market is already substantially saturated, driving them to market 

expansion in new regions. In the beginning of the Chinese economic opening, as described earlier, 

many investors took a long-term oriented view with the perception of an early market entry being 

an advantage over international rivals, as it would enable them to gain substantial market share. 

Additionally, China is seen as a possible hub for further expansion in the Asian region (Yan, 1999). 

Aside from the huge market potential, foreign companies see the capacity for operational 

efficiencies and cost savings when expanding to China. This implies possible cost arbitrages 
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(labour, proximity to customer/supplier) that can be exploited through establishing business in 

China, especially targeting manufacturing and supply chain (Devonshire-Ellis, Chris; Scott, Andy; 

Woollard, 2011).  

Besides these two main motives (market seeking and efficiency seeking), customer pull, 

competitor threat, and stakeholder push can be motives for internationalising into China. Customer 

pull refers to the possibility of gaining power over competition and implies that key customers’ 

requests for the company are present in China, in order to serve their specific needs (e.g. the case 

for some automotive OEMs and supplier). Competitive threat summarises the fact that either global 

competition threatens the company’s customer base or Chinese competitors, who enter the 

company’s home market, do so. Lastly, stakeholder push describes when a company’s owners, 

CEO, stockholder or similar push for an entry into China (Devonshire-Ellis, Chris; Scott, Andy; 

Woollard, 2011). In the specific case of JVs the foreign partner receives prompt market access 

through its local Chinese partner, paired with the possibility to gain local knowledge, which is 

otherwise hard to grasp (Chadee & Qiu, 2001). Through a JV, the MNC has the chance to acquire 

legitimacy, learn from the direct Chinese environment as well as reduce costs (Osland & Cavusgil, 

1996). For the Chinese partner, as well as for the Chinese government, JVs with a MNC are of 

specific interest, due to the possibility of acquiring new technologies, knowledge, managerial skills 

(Chadee & Qiu, 2001), and long-term security in foreign sales via the foreign partner. Thereby the 

local Chinese partner has the chance to help the Chinese economy to develop further (Devonshire-

Ellis, Chris; Scott, Andy; Woollard, 2011). 

 

4.2 Entry Modes  

In addition to entry motives, available entry modes are also of interest in internationalisation 

analysis. Thus it is not surprising that the definition of how companies enter alien markets has been 

of strong interest for researchers in this field, an overview can be found in the paper of Tse, Pan, & 

Au (1997). There are different modes of entry that a firm can choose when internationalising with 

various degrees of control and available investment. One can generally differentiate in terms of 

ownership structure between non-equity and equity modes. The former can be divided into exports 

and contractual agreements; the latter is made up of JVs and WFOE. Contractual agreements as 

well as JVs can be summarised as strategic alliances (C. Hill, Hwang, & Kim, 1990). Generally, 

risk, resources and costs, but also ownership and control increase with increasing commitment, 

meaning from exports to WFOE (Gupta & Govindarajan, 2000). Additionally, it has to be taken 
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into consideration that in some cases, companies have to adopt an entry mode defined by the host 

country government and are not able to freely choose the entry mode best suitable for their specific 

circumstances (Pan & Tse, 2000). Specifically, in the case of China this could be observed over the 

past decades, following the state capitalistic paradigm. In the following, we will concentrate on 

equity modes, as most relevant for the research question proposed. 

 
4.2.1 Equity Modes 

Equity entry modes have been the preferred strategy for MNCs, especially when entering 

developing markets. The underlying reasoning is that foreign managers prefer to maintain 

managerial control and not transfer authority to host country managers (Yan, 1999). Equity entry 

modes require the establishment of a separate independent entity. Companies can either engage in 

JV or establish WFOE. Special attention is paid to the study of JVs as one of the equity modes of 

entry. Specifically, the underlying motivations, advantages, challenges, and specifics are analyzed.  

A JV is a legal entity created by two or more parent companies based on ownership share, 

return, and risk. Even though having its own structures, management team, economic transactions, 

and working procedures, it is hybrid in nature. Each of the partners involved may take an active role 

within decision making of the JV, be present in the board of directors and receive share dividends. 

Having its own independent assets and liabilities the JV also pays taxes in the respective host 

country (Yan, 1999). JVs can generally be differentiated into minority, balanced, and majority JVs 

(Sun, 1999). JVs facilitate a fast entry, where the company can leverage the partner’s knowledge 

and use existing facilities, workforce, and distribution channels. The creation of a JV is especially 

attractive in cases where the market is saturated and dominated by existing brands. Furthermore, 

laws can enforce JV’s for certain industries. Nonetheless, this entry strategy also comes along with 

certain challenges and disadvantages. Those are amongst many others, the necessity of aligning 

goals between the partners, sharing profits, the investments needed to make the alliance work, and 

aside from that to find an attractive and available partner (Devonshire-Ellis, Chris; Scott, Andy; 

Woollard, 2011). In the case of China, many international MNCs engaged with well-established, 

large Chinese partners, as they were seen as safe investments in regards to access to and influence 

within the Chinese government. They disregarded differences in strategic and commercial interests 

of parent companies, which ultimately led to issues between the partners. Therefore, MNCs should 

be aware of partnering with local enterprises that share the same strategic goals, instead of focusing 

on well-established, large Chinese player. Secondly, many MNCs faced intellectual property issues 

in China, with JVs especially exposed to this kind of risk. Enforcement of binding legally 
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agreements in courts of law were still underdeveloped in China, asking for other strategies such as 

keeping critical intellectual property completely out of JVs, or only bringing older technology to 

China. Thirdly, many MNCs engaged in JVs with a minority or equal share, which often was 

enforced by law, but ultimately left them without decision rights and often ended in the foreign 

partner selling off his stakes in the ventures (Bosshart et al., 2010).  

 

4.2.2 Choice of Entry Mode 

The choice of entry mode has been studied widely in literature. An incremental approach in which 

firms start with low commitment entry modes (i.e. exports) and then embark to higher-commitment 

entry modes (i.e. WFOE) is supported by the Uppsala internationalisation theory as well as by the 

innovation-model theorists. Other scholars argue for non-incremental patterns in which companies 

choose the best possible entry mode based on the prevailing situation. In another line of 

argumentation scholars use transaction-cost theory in order to define a preferred entry mode. Their 

focus lies on uncertainty as the main determinant, which is connected to external uncertainty (i.e. 

political and economic instability, infrastructure, labour problems, currency fluctuation) and 

internal uncertainty (i.e. lack of market knowledge). Consequently, risk, return and control of each 

entry mode are put in the centre of decision-making. The ultimate objective of companies lies in 

balancing those three factors when choosing the adequate entry mode. (Barretto & Da Rocha, 2001) 

In his analysis of entry modes, Madhok (1997) extended the pure transaction-cost theory 

with the organisational capabilities perspective. Due to his analysis, if a company´s advantage is 

country-specific, difficult to transfer or when the company is looking into capability development 

through a new market entry, entering with a partner would be the preferred mode to choose. Other 

scholars suggest that an entry mode decision should not be isolated from the general global strategic 

considerations taken by the company (C. Hill et al., 1990). Last but not least, culture has a major 

effect on the entry mode chosen by firms. According to analysis of numerous scholars, psychic 

distance plays a determining role in internationalisation. According to Kogut & Singh (1988), for 

example, probability of choosing a JV as entry mode increases the larger the cultural distance and 

the higher the risk aversion gets (Barretto & Da Rocha, 2001).  

Various studies focusing particularly on entry mode choices of MNC to China and their 

motivation have been conducted. Most of them concentrated on the transaction cost theory and 

define the choice between EJV and WFOE (Wei et al., 2005). Sun (1999) focuses on 

socioeconomic factors to investigate the choice of full versus partial ownership of MNCs entering 
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the Chinese market. Entry modes are examined along three dimensions within the transaction cost 

framework: investor´s cultural backgrounds, economic environment of the distinct regions as well 

as technological nature of the investment. A MNC prefers JVs as an entry mode into China, if the 

cultural distance is high. Additionally, JVs are suitable for foreign companies with standardised 

technology (Sun, 1999). Yadong Luo (2001) studied the influences and conditions under which JVs 

are preferred over WFOE at four levels: country, industry, firm and project. He concluded that a JV 

as an entry mode is chosen if environmental uncertainty and host country government intervention 

are high or host country experience low. This is generally in line with the particularities regarding 

China, where state capitalism leads to high levels of government intervention. Especially in the 

beginning of the liberalisation reforms, the number of JVs used as entry mode was high. With 

continuous liberalisation and less intervention of the Chinese government in the economy, the 

amount of JVs chosen as the preferred entry mode by MNC reduced.  
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5. Performance Measurement  

The purpose of chapter 5 is to identify different means of defining and measuring performance in an 

enterprise. An initial broader view on business performance research is taken on, which is later 

specified to performance research on SFJVs in China with either SOEs or POEs. Foregone studies 

in this field are limited, which is why the topic is approached from three sides: financial and non-

financial performance measures, the performance of IJVs, as well as the performance comparison 

between SOEs and POEs. In order to be able to draw comparison of performance between SFJVs 

with SOEs and SFJVs with POEs, previous literature will be supplemented with studies from 

adjacent topics of interest. This will in later analysis aid the interpretation of results. Thus, in the 

following, after a general introduction to performance measures and a discussion on the 

classification for performance measures, the two different fields of research will be examined.  

With respect to a later discussion of performance in relation to SFJVs and ownership, 

separating non-financial measurements into external and internal factors can be a relevant 

distinction. The framework was constructed to map factors that a MNC might choose to measure 

performance. Chong (2009) highlights the importance of balancing financial and non-financial 

measures and the consideration of environmental conditions. Two performance measurement 

frameworks were applied in the analysis, as they are perceived being a good fit for the proposed 

research question. Both stem from a developing market background and allow for a holistic 

evaluation of a companies performance, including various performance measurement metrics. 

 

5.1 Financial and Non-financial Performance Parameters 
Chong (2009) proposes a framework on measuring financial and non-financial indicators in his 

research on JV performance in China that is presented in Figure 6 below. Non-financial measures 

are separated into external and internal measures. External factors such as the economy, 

government, and politics can be of specific interest concerning SFJVs in China.  
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Figure 6: Performance Measure Indicators (Chong, 2009, p.82) 

 

 Chong (2009) gathered data through primary research to be used for parent firms in Chinese 

JVs to evaluate performance. He concludes that additional focus should be placed on environmental 

factors including customer satisfaction, service quality, and human resources. Financial measures 

can provide a direction for management to see “what get’s measured get’s done” (Chong, 2009, 

p.86). However, in order to provide a holistic picture, indicators need to be chosen carefully and 

weighted as well as made transparent to all players. Moreover, financial and objective performance 

indicators in regards to IJV are often connected to limitations in usage: data is not reported, 

unavailable or consolidated. It has to be taken into consideration that financial returns are not only 

generated through e.g. dividends, but rather management fees, technology licensing fees, transfer 

pricing and supply contracts (Geringer & Herbert, 1991).  

Aside from that, JVs are operating in environments in which current financial results are 

often displaying poor performance. Even though undesirable financial performance is seen, the JV 

can be “on track” regarding non-financial and long-term goals. Thus, focusing performance 

measurement on financial figures, such as profitability, would only evaluate one dimension of 

performance (E. Anderson, 1990). Therefore, also qualitative or non-financial factors, as described 

above, must be studied in order to allow for a profound performance analysis (Geringer & Herbert, 

1991). Anderson (1990) suggests that it could be helpful to classify criteria for performance 

measures based on a range from input to output measures (input-output continuum). Inputs serve to 

achieve results and represent factors an organisation engages in. The extreme form is the state of an 

organisation, which includes factors such as productivity, innovativeness, and harmony. Inputs 

themselves are good indicators for a firm’s viability and health, but are not measures of the 

performance of an enterprise. As in the long run, poor inputs are represented by poor outputs, input 
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measures are best used to assess long-term effectiveness. A challenge is the definition of these 

inputs, specifically what the correct levels of these are. Conversely, outputs are short-term oriented. 

Financial measures, such as profit rates and cash flow, are the most extreme form of outputs. Others 

are marketing measures, such as market share and customer satisfaction, marketing intermediate 

variables, such as relative price and relative product quality, and learning about e.g. unfamiliar 

markets or technologies. (E. Anderson, 1990).  

 

5.2 Reporting Practices and Reliability of Accounting Figures  

Specifically with regards to China, financial performance measures are inevitably connected with 

the discussion of reporting practices in Chinese enterprises (Chen et al., 2008). China initiated the 

process of reforming the accounting system in 1992 and has gradually moved towards international 

accounting standards since then. Allen, Qian, & Qian (2005) highlight a lack of qualified auditors 

that understand how to enforce these new standards. Given a missing effective judiciary system in 

enforcing international accounting standards, there is increased risk of embezzlement of company 

assets and other forms of fraud. China joined the International Accounting Standard Committee in 

1997 and in 2000, China and the International Accounting Standard Board signed a joint agreement. 

In 2007, IFRS standards became effective for Chinese listed companies. As the Chinese economy is 

growing, more and more Chinese representatives joined the International Accounting Standard 

Board, clearly showing presence and power. Many of China’s listed companies are SOEs. In 2008, 

the International Accounting Standard Board implemented a revision of the exposure draft, 

excepting SOEs from providing full details on transactions with other state controlled entities (Alali 

& Cao, 2010).  

Supporting the arguments of Allen et al. (2005), the World Bank’s governance index covers 

three relevant areas to determine reliability of accounting data: Regulatory Quality, Rule of Law, 

and Control of Corruption. The World Bank creates a rank from zero to 100 encompassing all 

countries worldwide. Between 2005 and 2010 China scores on average 47 on Regulatory Quality, 

42 on Rule of Law, and 32 on Control of Corruption. Furthermore, performance measures which 

include share price information are not best to select for China, as the construct validity of market 

indicators is to be questioned (Yu, 2013). Similarly, (X. Wang & Wu, 2011) state that return on 

equity (ROE) is frequently manipulated as the Chinese Securities and Regulatory Commission use 

it to base various thresholds on, which essential to keep in mind once looking at the selection of 

performance measurements criteria.  
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5.3 Performance of International Joint Ventures 

Like any other organisation, JVs can be evaluated based on their performance. The topic has been 

addressed from multiple perspectives and there is yet no common theoretical foundation on IJV 

performance and no research relating performance to ownership type in IJVs. For both researchers 

as well as practitioners, the case of performance of IJVs is a challenging topic, especially due to the 

entry mode’s collaborative nature and different cultural setups of the two partners. When compared 

to unitary and local enterprises, a IJVs hybrid nature fuels grounds for goal incongruence of 

partners, misunderstanding between the parties and consequently conflicts can arise. Adding to this 

complexity, is the fact that JVs are used more frequently as an entry mode in uncertain and risky 

environments and the previously described difficulties in defining appropriate performance 

measures (E. Anderson, 1990).  

 The topic of performance of IJVs in China can, due to its international nature, be linked 

back to internationalisation and international business theory discussed in chapter 4. Although 

theories such as the OLI model are more suitable to determine entry modes, the resource-based 

view of IJVs suggests that performance is dependent on the combined ability of both partners to 

create a set of resources that can be the source of a sustainable competitive advantage. IJV 

performance can depend on its ability to identify, access and use valuable, rare, imperfectly imitable 

resources that cannot have strategic substitutes that are valuable, but neither rare or inimitable 

(Barney, 1991). Considering that these sources are sometimes hard to identify, empirical research is 

uncommon and makes them unsuitable for quantitative research (Reus & Rottig, 2009).  

 Jain and Jain (2004) link these multiple perspectives together in a framework defining 

criteria for evaluating IJV performance in the automotive sector in India presented in Figure 7. The 

data used for the analysis is based on primary research that was collected in a survey to the 

management of IJVs and later quantified in their analysis. Jain and Jain state that if an IJV is to be 

successful it needs to excel in one of the general performance parameters. These performance 

measures can be financial, such as rate of return on capital employed (ROCE), ROE, P/E ratio or 

production-based like market share, sales, turnover, capacity expansion etc., as also discussed in 

chapter 5.1. Furthermore, variables that are stated as important for the performance of IJVs are 

partner satisfaction, harmony between partners, and age of the IJV. The following diagram 

represents the criteria selected as most important for IJV performance measurement sorted 

clockwise by importance of the criteria.  
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Figure 7: International Joint Venture Performance Criteria (Jain & Jain, 2004, p.62) 

 

These variables are consolidated into the following four categories:  

1) Partner interaction parameters: satisfaction of partners, state of the organization, employee 

satisfaction, age of the IJV 

2) Customer and Product Dynamics: Increase in product range, customer satisfaction, market 

share 

3) Financial performance measures: ROE, ROCE, P/E ratio 

4) Company turnover: capacity expansion, export as % of sales, sales turnover 

 

The financial performance criteria reflect a more output-oriented approach in seeing whether 

the IJVs increase the values of the partner companies. Similar to the financial performance 

measures, customer and product dynamics is output-oriented, but from a more strategic long-term 

perspective. In contrast to the financial perspective, outputs are considered over a longer time 

frame. Important performance evaluation criteria are increases in market share or company size by 

capacity expansion, product range, exports, or the competitive position of the firm through better 
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customer satisfaction. The need for capacity expansion can occur from higher demand than 

expected that increases sales turnover or exports. The behavioural perspective on performance 

focuses on processes within the IJV rather than on output criteria, and is reflected in the partner 

interaction parameters. These are not based on specific output goals rather than the ways that could 

increase life of the IJV. Indicators of these behavioural parameters include trust, commitment, 

transparency, clear responsibility, the ability to deal with conflicts, and continued survival of the 

IJV. Their research suggests that the most important factor considered for the performance 

evaluation of an IJV is the partner interaction parameter. In the case of a single parent organisation, 

financial parameters are the most important for this factor; however in IJVs satisfaction of partners 

and partner dynamics take a higher priority. Thus, a more long-term perspective is applied, rather 

than focusing on short-term financial measures. (Jain & Jain, 2004) 

 

5.4 Performance of State and Private Owned Enterprises 

The purpose of many of the studies in the field of performance of SOEs and POEs is to investigate, 

if ownership structure determines the effectiveness of companies to achieve a certain outcome. 

Sheshinski and López-Calva (2003) reformulate the debate on ownership structure to whether and 

how decision processes might be distorted in the case of government intervention. Furthermore, 

literature has paid attention to the relation between ownership structure and firm performance (Chen 

et al., 2008). However, the empirical evidence between firm performance and state ownership is 

mixed and thus the issue remains unresolved. The diversity in findings may be a consequence of 

different model specifications, sample selections and performance measurements (Yu, 2013). For 

example, Chen et al. (2008) observes that the profitability of listed firms has been poor compared to 

non-listed companies and thus concerns were raised regarding their financial distress and 

sustainability. Some studies suggest the root cause is the Chinese state’s retained shareholdings in 

these companies.  

Generally, Chen et al. (2008) argues that differences in performance outcomes are not only 

provoked by the different forms of ownership (private and state owned), but also by the different 

forms within state ownership. Additionally, in China private investors are not performing much 

better. This questions the applicability of the findings of some scholars (Shleifer, 1998; Dewenter & 

Malatesta, 2001) to China, as these scholars argue that companies perform best without state 

ownership (Chen et al., 2008). Nonetheless, as already described earlier, Chinese SOEs with strong 

ties to the central government are more prone to contingency in performance. The underlying 
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reasons can be interpreted as being the fulfilment of political objectives, which ultimately leads to 

less efficiency in the organisation compared to private enterprises (You & Du, 2012). On the other 

hand, researchers such as Yu (2013) suggest that a higher level of state ownership is superior to a 

diffused ownership structure. Reasons are the preferential political connections and resulting 

government support. In parallel to the discussion in chapter 3, this shows that the classification of 

SOEs in China is complex and can often not be directly related to existing theoretical concepts.  

 Sheshinski and López-Calva (2003) and La Porta and Lopez-de-Silanes (1999) highlight 

agency conflicts as a source of inefficiency in SOEs. There are two strands of literature explaining 

potential agency conflicts from a managerial and political perspective. In summary, the theoretical 

literature points to benefits of private ownership, specifically with regards to higher profitability, 

however also acknowledges potential costs coming with it. First of all, the managerial perspective 

shows that incentives for monitoring managerial behaviour are lower in the case of public 

ownership, leaving managers considerable discretion to pursue political agendas, and thus the 

incentive for efficiency is reduced (Vickers & Yarrow, 1991). In contrast to the theories of 

(Dewenter & Malatesta, 2001; Megginson & Netter, 2001; Shleifer, 1998), Chen et al. (2008) find 

that SOEs in China do not differ from POEs in their monitoring and management effectiveness and 

listed firms that are controlled by private investors do not perform the best. Conversely, SOEs 

experience strict monitoring from governments. Furthermore, China has a significantly larger share 

of nonperforming loans compared with other large developing and developed countries, as a result 

of lending decisions made on political considerations or political influences (Megginson, Ullah, & 

Wei, 2014). Shleifer (1998) further argues that private owners get more return on investment than 

public owners and are thus more likely to engage in either cost reduction or quality improvement 

and innovation.  

Secondly, the political perspective states that lower efficiency in public enterprises is a 

result of distorted objectives trying to be maximised by managers and the soft budget constraint 

problem. Public managers incorporate aspects related to maximisation of employment and political 

prestige at the cost of efficiency and profit maximisation (Dewenter & Malatesta, 2001; Sheshinski 

& López-Calva, 2003). According to Kornai (1986), the soft budget constraint reduces efficiency as 

public firms do not face the same pressures of bankruptcy and weaker performance is tolerated. 

Under simple assumptions the soft budget constraint results in equilibrium between public 

managers and the government. Here, the cost of bailout using taxpayer money is smaller than the 

political loss involving closing a publicly owned company. Kornai further argues that in these cases 
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there is no self-interest in investment intentions and that demand is not counterbalanced by supply. 

Similarly, Megginson et al. (2014) argue that higher state ownership lead to higher soft budget 

conflicts, which in turn result in more agency conflicts. Preferential rate loans are granted to SOEs 

that in the case of China can be 3% lower for SOEs than for POEs, if POEs can even obtain state 

owned bank financing. SOEs have an advantage of obtaining access to scarce resources, such as 

bank financing, given that most banks are owned by the state (Stan et al., 2014). Linking back to 

IJVs with potential SOE partnerships, these factors can also be seen in a positive setting, as the JV 

partner would also benefit from preferential loans and  

Yu (2013) argues that the Split Share Structure Reform, which was explained in chapter 3, 

and the following increase in private ownership placed greater focus on profit maximisation. 

Moreover, studies from SOEs in China have found that efficiency is comparably lower in 

companies, where the management has established close links with influential politicians. 

Politically well-connected CEOs are less likely to be fired and the sensitivity of forced turnover to 

firm performance is weaker. Also, it is found that the value of political connections is contingent on 

performance and that beneficial political connections may outweigh costs when profitability is 

below targets (You & Du, 2012). Wu, Wu, and Rui (2012) find that Chinese private firms with 

connected managers have a higher value and obtain more government subsidies than those without 

connected managers, whereas local state-owned enterprises with connected managers have a lower 

value and employ more surplus labour than those without connected managers. 
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6. Hypothesis Discussion and Variable Specification 

The subsequent part of this paper will outline the different hypotheses derived from the forgone 

literature review on IJVs, IJV performance, and differences in SOEs and POEs specific to the 

Chinese context. In addition, relevant variables to be extracted are defined based on the hypotheses 

discussion. Focus is to be placed on the different premises that SOEs and POEs operate under and 

the effect this has on SFJV performance. Throughout the analysis, availability of company level 

information becomes an apparent issue and it is decided that it is vital to address this issue from the 

start of the methodology and throughout the analysis. After completing the theoretical review, there 

are several topics of interests and angles that are relevant to answer the research question. 

Throughout the literature review it becomes apparent that some of the concepts discussed stem from 

the Western world. The applicability of these has been questioned in the case of China, due to the 

interventionist role of the government. Nonetheless, taking on the perspective of the international 

investor, one of the findings expected from the statistical analysis is, whether or not the 

argumentation of scholars can be applied.  

 

The choice of database explained in chapter 2 has significant implications on relevant 

information that can be gathered to answer the research question. The choice is made to conduct an 

initial scan of the available information before defining the hypotheses, as information 

unavailability is a known limitation in case of Chinese SOEs. In an initial scan, it becomes apparent 

that many variables of interest are available in ORBIS, however many contain only missing values 

in the case of SFJVs in China. This is the case for technology and investment related factors, such 

as R&D investments and return on investments. A figure that is not available in ORBIS, but would 

have been interesting to observe is patent applications. This perspective would have been relevant 

to capture increased high technology focus of the Chinese state, as well as the inwards shift of 

foreign investors to the Chinese market. Financial performance metrics, such as, ROE, ROA, and 

PM are sporadically available, but contain considerable amount of missing values. ROCE and 

export figures are available as a variable through ORBIS, however is left empty in the case of 

Chinese firms. Furthermore, no information is available on state of the organisation or contract 

renegotiation of JVs, which excludes this factor from analysis. Age could be considered a relevant 

dependent variable and performance indicator of IJVs as a proxy of survival, especially taking into 

account the complex environment IJVs are operating in. In this case, age is not considered as a 

dependent variable but included as a control variable to be observed. In the first years of 
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liberalization (1980s/1990s), SFJVs were only allowed to collaborate with Chinese SOEs, leading 

to a higher average age of Sino Foreign JV with SOEs (Zhang, 2014). This would cause bias in age 

as a dependent variable and would not allow for capture of survival odds in the model. A more 

detailed discussion on the choice of available variables and consequent limitations of research can 

be found in chapter 9.6. 

 

6.1 Hypothesis Framework 

Taking on the perspective of the international investor, two main frameworks by Jain and Jain 

(2004) and Chong (2009) are used as the basis for defining relevant performance metrics for the 

quantitative analysis. Four hypothesis categories are established to determine the performance of 

SFJVs, which can be used to detect differential effects of private and state ownership. The 

categories can be examined in detail in Figure 8, Spanning from Customer and Product Dynamics 

over Company Turnover, Financial Performance, and Liquidity Risk.  

 

        
Figure 8: Hypothesis framework based on Jain and Jain (2004) 

 

6.1.1 Customer and Product Dynamics  

Jain and Jain (2004) describe market share as a factor that captures Customer and Products 

Dynamics, which describes performance from an output oriented long-term strategic perspective. 

China has taken a strategic approach to allowing FDI and privatization. There are industries where 

competition is limited through reforms and where consequently SOEs have gained dominance. 

Through these limitations, SOEs receive competitive advantages over POEs, which enables them to 

achieve larger market shares. This beneficial treatment could also be the sole allowance to exist in 

that market. The Chinese government is looking to develop Chinese firms with SOEs at the 
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forefront (Mcgregor, 2010). From 2009 onwards, seven SEIs are defined. Although these are not 

formalized before 2009, the decision is preceded by conditions already outlining similar 

circumstances in China’s Medium and Long-term Science and Technology Plan. Thus, SFJVs that 

are active in these sectors are likely to be subject to reforms, controls, and limited competition, such 

as JV requirements, foreign ownership limitations, and increased clusters of SOEs. Therefore, it is 

expected that SFJVs with SOE partners achieve higher market shares within their respective 

industries. These strategic industries reflect a shift away from low cost labour to high skilled labour 

sectors and a focus on innovation and technology (Cao et al., 2006; Prud’homme, 2016). SOEs are 

also currently undergoing a process of merging, which increases market shares, possibly at the cost 

of efficiency and profitability (Wildau, 2016). In order to examine the effect of ownership on SFJVs 

market share, the following hypothesis is defined: 

 

H1: SOE ownership in Sino Foreign Joint Ventures has a positive effect on market share 

 

6.1.2 Company Turnover 

The Company Turnover category is divided into efficiency measures (productivity per employee 

and asset turnover) and turnover measures (sales growth and revenue growth). Productivity per 

employee is considered as a way to measure efficiency in SFJVs and is hypothesised to reflect 

overstaffing in SOEs, as also indicated by Bremmer (2010). The other measure is asset turnover, 

which reflects how well a firm is able to utilize assets to generate sales. Given the argumentation of 

Sheshinski and López-Calva (2003) and La Porta and Lopez-de-Silanes (1999), SOE ownership is a 

source of agency conflicts and inefficiency in a company. Incentives for monitoring management 

are lower in SOEs, leaving managers with considerable discretion to pursue political agendas. Thus, 

the incentive for efficiency is reduced. Additionally, public managers are said to incorporate aspects 

related to the maximisation of employment and political prestige at the cost of efficiency and profit 

maximisation (Dewenter & Malatesta, 2001; Sheshinski & López-Calva, 2003). High levels of 

inefficiency can affect a company, as it will take longer or cost more to serve the customer, which 

negatively affects sales figures. In line with the above argumentation, SFJVs with SOEs are 

hypothesised to experience lower productivity and asset turnover, due to a lack of efficiency 

compared to SFJVs with POE partners. Thus, the following hypothesis are defined, reflecting above 

literature findings:  
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H2.1: SOE ownership has a negative effect on productivity in Sino Foreign Joint Ventures 

H2.2: SOE ownership has a negative effect on asset turnover in Sino Foreign Joint Ventures 

 

Revenue and sales growth figures represent a firm’s ability to generate business activity and 

to answer market demands and are here categorized as turnover measures. Chong (2009) highlights 

revenue-based measures as important to consider for IJVs, as they can further be an indication of 

how fast a business is expanding. Revenue and sales can also be a relevant factor to look at 

considering that increasingly firms are looking inwards to the Chinese market and on the Chinese 

consumer. Thus, sales and revenues can capture the market seeking motivations, as described by 

Dunning in the OLI framework, and make up a pendant to export figures that rather capture the 

efficiency seeking motivations. Revenue and sales growth can also capture external shocks 

affecting the business. In China, it is hypothesised that SOEs will have a lower revenue and sales 

growth although they receive beneficial treatments. This assumption is based on continuous 

assumed inefficiencies in SOEs. Furthermore, it is assumed due to these inefficiencies SOEs will 

not be able to translate benefits and preferential treatment into superior turnover figures. Moreover, 

growth measures are not considered part of the main objectives of SOEs.  Based on the assumptions 

taken the following hypothesis are defined: 

 

H2.3: SOE ownership has a negative effect on sales growth in Sino Foreign Joint Ventures 

H2.4: SOE ownership has a negative effect on revenue growth in Sino Foreign Joint Ventures 

 

6.1.3 Financial Performance Measures  

Jain and Jain originally proposed ROE and ROCE as valuable Financial Performance Measures to 

analyse firm profitability. However, Wang and Wu (2011) suggest the use of ROA in the Chinese 

context as ROE is frequently manipulated, due to the Chinese Securities and Regulatory 

Commission using it to base various thresholds on. Other researchers have proposed similar 

financial performance parameters that can be applied. Yu (2013) utilizes a combination of ROA, 

ROE and the Tobin’s Q to address performance. Similarly, Goldeng, Grünfeld, & Benito (2008) 

propose ROA to explore differential effects in SOEs and POEs, due to its applicability across 

industries. Thus, ROA is considered a suitable measure for further investigation in the Chinese 

market.  
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Furthermore, Chong (2009) finds that net profit is considered by foreign partners to evaluate 

financial performance of SFJVs. All five cases presented in the primary research of his paper 

mention gross or net profits before tax as customary performance measures. Hence, PM is included 

to account for profitability measures in SFJVs as part of the financial performance category. A local 

partner’s profitability will affect its ability to make capital contributions, fulfil commitments, and 

disperse financial resources to the JV. Looking at profitability from an organizational perspective, a 

less profitable SFJV may imply certain organizational weaknesses in either technology or 

management spheres (Luo, 1997). Following the arguments of Dewenter and Malatesta (2001) and 

Vickers and Yarrow (1991) the main objective of SOEs is to maximise social and political 

outcomes rather than maximizing profits, which indicates that SFJVs with POE partners will 

perform better with regards to these financial indicators. Based on the foregone discussion, the 

subsequent hypothesis are defined: 

 

H3.1: SOE ownership has a negative effect on ROA in Sino Foreign Joint Ventures 

H3.2: SOE ownership has a negative effect on PM in Sino Foreign Joint Ventures 

 

6.1.4 Liquidity Risk  

Liquidity risk is added as a valuable measure to consider in light of past excessive SOE 

indebtedness. In regards to the debt levels, Dewenter and Malatesta (2001) outline two factors that 

can cause capital differences between SOEs and POEs. In most cases, governments cannot issue 

stock, unless it is part of a privatization. In these cases capital that is not internally generated is 

borrowed. Furthermore, governments often experience explicit or implicit loan guarantees, which 

enables them to borrow at favourable rates. Unprofitable SOEs might be supported by bank lending 

in order to keep employment at an acceptable level. Easier access to debt might lead to excess 

borrowings in SOEs rather than in POEs. Companies that are highly leveraged also have higher 

financing costs and run a higher risk of running bankrupt. Megginson et al. (2014) find that China 

carries a relatively larger amount of non-performing loans relative to other developing and 

developed countries, as a result of lending decisions made by the state.  Increased financial leverage 

is not necessarily considered negative, as it for example can create an incentive to invest more and 

increase shareholder wealth. It is assumed that the benefits and disadvantages of leverage in SOEs 

will also be extended to SFJVs with SOE partners. Yadong Luo (2001) states that liquidity is 

critical to IJV operations as it affects the venture’s ability to pay off short-term financial 
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obligations. Increased liquidity of a local partner can reduce the default risk and uncertainty of 

operational cash flows. As a result of the discussed arguments, the hypothesis is presented as: 

 

H4: SOE ownership has a negative effect on solvency ratios in Sino Foreign Joint Ventures  

 

6.2 Variable Specification   

After defining hypotheses, the following section will elaborate on the variables that need to be 

extracted from ORBIS to attain relevant company level information for the quantitative analysis. 

The variable definition is separated in three parts in order to divide the variables to be used for 

dependent and independent variables. Certain data points are extracted from sources outside of 

ORBIS and added to the dataset, where possible. The process of supplementing information and 

matching sought after information with data available in ORBIS is discussed in the following.  

 

6.2.1 Dependent Variables  

Based on the defined hypotheses framework, four categories of performance measures are extracted 

from ORBIS.  

 

Hypotheses Group 1: Customer and Product Dynamics 

Market share data was calculated based on revenues of each company in comparison to the 

respective industry. Revenues is the most available financial figure throughout ORBIS, which is 

why this measure is considered the most reliable to calculate market share. The logarithm of market 

share is created to see the impact of an independent variable on a percentage change of the 

dependent variable.  

 

Hypotheses Group 2: Company Turnover 

The largest coverage of information is found in terms of operating revenue and employee numbers. 

Productivity per employee is calculated based on revenue and employee numbers. The revenue per 

employee ratio calculates output generated by each employee, i.e. can be used as a reference point 

to productivity of each employee in the organisation. Ideally, a company wants to achieve higher 

revenues per employee, as it would indicate effective utilisation of resources. In addition, asset 

turnover is calculated by the use of the following formula.  
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!""#$ !"#$%&'# = !"#$%
!"#$% !""#$" 

 

Revenue growth, sales growth, and productivity growth are calculated to further investigate 

performance relativized based on company size. Logarithms are again applied in order to observe 

percentage changes in the dependent variables. 

 

Hypotheses Group 3: Financial Performance 

Financial data available as potential performance measures are ROA and profit PM. Even though 

these contain larger amounts of missing values, information is extracted from ORBIS in order to 

provide complementary analysis related to profitability. Asset-heavy companies need a higher level 

of income to support the business relative to asset light companies for which small margins can 

generate good returns. Focusing on ROA leads management attention to which assets are needed to 

generate business activity (Hagel, Brown, & Davison, 2010). ROA is considered a measure of 

profitability that is able to capture both operational and financial performance differences of SOE 

and POE ownership (Goldeng et al., 2008). In Chinese research, ROA is widely adopted as the 

prime performance indicator, as it is considered less manipulated than for instance ROE. 

PM can shed light on several issues within the company. Low PMs can indicate that the 

company experiences low profitability. PMs can also reveal how a company manages its expenses 

and illuminate aspects of the company’s pricing strategy. ROA and PM are calculated in ORBIS by 

the following formulas (Bureau van Dijk, 2017a). In this statistical analysis, logarithms are applied 

to both variables to capture percentage changes.  

     

!"# = !"# !"#$%&
!"!#$ !""#$"                  !" = !"#$%& !"#$%" !"#

!"#$%&'() !"#"$%" 

 

Hypothesis Group 4: Liquidity  

ORBIS includes a solvency ratio that can be used to define the amount of debt relative to the 

income levels. A higher solvency ratio is generally considered beneficial. An asset-based solvency 

ratio is extracted from ORBIS, following the subsequent formula:  
 

!"#$%&'( !"#$% = !ℎ!"#ℎ!"#$% !"#$%
!"!#$ !""#$"  
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6.2.2 Independent Variables  

This sub-chapter is divided into non-dummy independent variables and dummy variables. 

Commencing with the value based variables, size, industry, location, age and ownership 

concentration will be described and discussed. In order to make viable assumptions based on 

estimators in later statistical analysis, it is necessary to understand the behaviour of independent 

variables.  

Size is considered a relevant explanatory variable to control for in each of the regression. 

Larger firms may find it easier to attain economies of scale, get loans, or fend off competitors. On 

the other hand, larger firms can also get inherently less efficient with increasing bureaucracy and 

organizational structures. The variable is expressed in terms of number of employees and changes 

over the years under analysis (2007-2010) (Dang & Li, 2015). In cases where number of employees 

is used to determine the dependent variables, namely productivity and productivity growth, total 

assets is used as a proxy for size. Both these measures are extracted from ORBIS. 

As a high level industrial segmentation, strategic industries are defined both based on SEIs 

released in 2009 and the industries highlighted in the Medium and Long Term Science and 

Technology Plan. This way, the intentions of the Chinese government are captured during the set 

time period. In order to be able to link the companies in either the SOE or POE dataset with 

strategic industries, the Nace Rev 2 as an integrated industry classification is used. It is developed 

by the European Union and provides a framework for collecting a large range of statistical data, 

classified according to economic activities. Statistics are compared on a worldwide level and are 

thus considered appropriate for comparison with SEIs in China. The Nace Rev. code breaks down 

industries to a detailed level. BvD provides data on NACE Rev. on a four-digit level, where the first 

digit divides the companies into sections, the second digit into divisions, the third into groups and 

the fourth into classes (Eurostat, 2008). An example is shown in Figure 9 below. 

 

 
Figure 9: NACE Rev. Code definition (Eurostat, 2008) 
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Nace Rev 2 categorizes industries according to technological- and knowledge intensity, 

based on the first two digits of the code. In total, 88 divisions ranging from number 01 to 99 are 

defined by Eurostat. These will be considered as the strategic industries in this dataset, as they are 

considered the most comprehensive match between the data provided in ORBIS and information on 

Chinese strategic industries (Eurostat, n.d.). The Nace Rev definition of strategic industries is 

considered broader than outlined by the Chinese state, which should be kept in mind for further 

analysis. Furthermore, in case of missing information on industry classifications, the Chinese 

Foreign Investment Catalogue is consulted to determine, if FDI is restricted, in which case a sub-

industry is labelled as strategic.  

High 

technology & 

High-

medium 

Technology 

• Manufacture of basic pharmaceutical products and pharmaceutical 
preparations 

• Manufacture of computer, electronic and optical products 
• Manufacture of chemicals and chemical products 
• Manufacture of electrical equipment 
• Manufacture of machinery and equipment n.e.c. 
• Manufacture of motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers Manufacture of 

other transport equipment 
High 

Knowledge 

Intensity 

• Water transport, Air transport 
• Publishing activities, 
• Motion picture, video and television programme production, sound 

recording and music publish activities 
• Programming and broadcasting activities 
• Telecommunications 
• Computer programming, consultancy and related activities 
• Information service activities (section J) 
• Financial and insurance activities (section K)  
• Legal and accounting activities 
• Activities of head offices, management consultancy activities 
• Architectural and engineering activities, technical testing and analysis 
• Scientific R&D 
• Advertising and market research 
• Other professional, scientific and technical activities 
• Veterinary activities (section M); Employment activities; Security and 

investigation activities 
• Public administration and defence, compulsory social security (section O) 
• Education (section P), Human health and social work activities (section Q) 

Arts, entertainment and recreation (section R) 
Table 3: Strategic Industries, based on Eurostat (n.d) 
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The definition of location facilitates the examination of external factors influencing a 

company’s performance. Differential institutional and infrastructure development can for example 

be SEZs and their status compared to other regions of the country. Gross Regional Product (GRP) 

is used as a proxy for development in each of the different regions in China. Regional specific data 

is not available through ORBIS and is thus supplemented with annual regional data provided by the 

National Bureau of Statistics of China (National Bureau of Statistics of China, n.d.). Regional data 

is then adjusted to match the regions that are defined by BvD. GRP growth rates are calculated as 

logarithms to examine the effect of a percentage change on the dependent variable. It is assumed 

that higher GRP growth rates are an indication for lower developed regions as their growth just 

picked up in past years, in contrast to SEZs that already look back at a rather long development 

phase with high growth rates. Table 4 illustrates the allocation of provinces to regions. 

Table 4: Allocation of Provinces to Regions, based on BvD (2017) and Chinese Statistical Bureau (2017) 

 

Furthermore, age is taken into account as an explanatory variable. Age is calculated based 

on the date of incorporation of the respective organization and separately listed for the years of 

interest (2007-2010).  

Ownership concentration is included to give an indication of the composition of each SFJV. 

BvD categorizes each company with regards to independence to its shareholders in a so-called BvD 

Independence index. This information is extracted from ORBIS for each company. The variable 

defined by BvD takes on values from A to D, where A represents the most dispersed ownership and 

D the most concentrated. U is attributed to firms, where the ownership concentration is not known. 

In this analysis, the index is quantified by denoting numbers to each category, with the lowest score 

given to lowest ownership concentration. A detailed explanation of the index used can be found in 

Appendix A. Many MNCs are engaged in SFJVs with minority or equal stakes, often enforced by 

Region  Province 

Central China  Henan, Hubei, Hunan 

East China Shanghai, Anhui, Fujian, Jiangsu, Jiangxi, Shandong, Zhejiang 

North China  Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei, Inner Mongolia, Shanxi 

North East China  Heilongjiang, Jilin, Liaoning  

North West China  Gansu, Ningxia, Qinghai, Shaanxi, Xinjiang 

South China  Guangdong, Guangxi, Hainan 

South West China  Chongqing, Guizhou, Sichuan, Yunnan 
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the law (Bosshart et al., 2010). Yu (2013) argues that a diffused ownership is inferior to centralized 

ownership concerning performance in China. Due to on-going privatization reforms, there are many 

mixed ownership firms in China, with varying degrees of SOE participation. Shleifer and Vishny 

(1997) identify concentrated ownership as an essential part of good corporate governance and as a 

way to reduce agency conflicts. Similarly, Nguyen, Locke, & Reddy (2015) argue for increased 

performance, when ownership concentration is high. In effect, concentrated ownership can lead to 

increased legal protection and may be more effective in countries with less sophisticated legal 

systems. Thus, it is expected that ownership concentration will contribute to explaining differential 

performance in SFJVs with either SOE or POE ownership. 

 

6.2.3 Dummy and Interaction Variables  

This section provides an overview over the dummy and interaction variables utilized as independent 

variables in the regression. The use of dummy variables enables to attain estimates for different 

subgroups in regression analysis. The dummy variables used in this analysis are intercept dummies, 

meaning that they affect the intercept of the model, whereas the slope remains the same.  

 

Variable  Values 

Ownership SOE=1 
POE=0 

Strategic Industry Strategic Industry=1 
Non-strategic Industry=0 

Year 2008 (D08) 2007=0 
2008=1 
2009=0 
2010=0 

Year 2009 (D09) 2007=0 
2008=0 
2009=1 
2010=0 

Year 2010 (D10) 2007=0 
2008=0 
2009=0 
2010=1 

Table 5: Dummy and Interaction Variables 
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Most importantly, the dummy variable ownership makes it possible to categorize the effect 

of either SOE or POE ownership on the different independent variables. Additionally, 

distinguishing between strategic industries and non-strategic industries is valuable in order to 

observe what effects the Chinese state’s focus on certain industries has on SFJV performance. 

Three additional dummies are included for the years of 2008, 2009, and 2010, using 2007 as a base 

year in order to avoid the dummy variable trap. Those years also include the specific effects related 

to the crisis (2008-2009) and stimulus package (2009) released thereafter by the Chinese 

government, as well as on going economic recovery and restrictions of the stimulus package (2010). 

Interaction dummy variables between ownership and the time dummies are created, as 

year2008_ownership, year2009_ownership, and year2010_ownership. It is suspected that the 

impact of the stimulus package released at the end of 2008 and the effects of the crisis depend on 

whether the SFJV collaborated with an SOE or POE. Suspected reasons for this are that the 

stimulus package was disproportionally allocated to SOEs (Deng et al, 2011; L. Yueh, 2012) and 

focus of the Chinese government was shifted towards strategic industries.  
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7. Analytical Data Description  

In the following, the dataset will be analysed with specific attention on the independent variable 

ownership. A thorough comparison of SOE and POE ownership in SFJVs in line with the research 

question is laid out. Analysis will then be expanded to a more detailed level, outlining KPIs for 

strategic industries and sub-industries. Two sided t-tests are performed in Stata to observe if the two 

subgroups, SFJVs with SOEs or POEs, are statistically different from one another at a 95% 

confidence interval. Detailed results of the t-tests performed can be found in the corresponding 

appendices of the respective variables. The t-tests are used to provide an initial indication of the 

relationship of ownership with the dependent variables and will later aid the analysis when 

performing the different regressions. Furthermore, emphasis is also put on strategic industries as it 

is found that the environments that SFJVs operate in greatly differ depending on whether the 

Chinese state attaches a strategic value to the business or not. The chapter is structured along the 

proposed hypotheses framework after including general characteristics of explanatory variables.  

 

7.1 Dependent Variable Characteristics 
In this sub-chapter, general information on the dataset used for statistical analysis will be described. 

The analysis is conducted along the variables industry, strategic industry, region, ownership 

concentration, age, revenues, and number of employees. It is aimed to give a first overview over the 

dataset, which will be analysed in the following chapters in more detail along the defined 

hypothesis. A general observation that can be made is that SFJVs with SOE ownership have higher 

variances and standard deviation, as one is confronted with a relatively smaller dataset. 

 

7.1.1 Industries 

NACE Rev. 2, the EU classification of economic activities, is taken into consideration in order to 

gain an understanding of the industry specific spread of the dataset. The analysed dataset of SFJVs 

in China contains 26 of the total 88 divisions. SFJVs with POE partnerships are present in 25 of 

these divisions, while data for SFJVs with SOEs is only given for 14 divisions. The majority of 

SFJVs with POE partnerships are in Manufacture of food products (34%), as well as Manufacture 

of electrical equipment (22%). SFJV with SOE partnerships are to be found in the Manufacture of 

electrical equipment division (35%), followed by Manufacture of rubber and plastic products 

(17%). These numbers confirm China’s export and low skilled labour industry focus. Combined 
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with the agglomeration of SOEs in strategic industries, the shift towards inward focused high 

skilled labour industries is reflected in the dataset (Appendix B). 

Aside from allowing for a more detailed analysis per industry, the NACE Rev. 2 code is 

additionally a viable instrument to use for the definition of strategic industries. In total, the dataset 

contains 2513 companies in strategic industries and 3592 in non-strategic industries (Figure 10).  

 

 
Figure 10: Distribution of Companies, Strategic Industries (Eurostat, n.d.)  

 

In the group of SFJVs with SOE partnership, the majority of 62% are operating in strategic 

industries. For SFJVs with POE partnership the opposite holds true. Here the majority of 59% 

operates in non-strategic industries. The difference in means is confirmed by the results of a t-

test. The concentration of SFJVs with SOE ownership in industries with focus on a higher 

level of high technology and knowledge intensity confirms a development predicted by Cao et 

al. (2006) and Mcgregor (2010), reflecting the effort of China’s government to develop the 

country away from a destination of cheap production to an innovation and technology leader. 

The observation is also in line with the expectation that SOEs have a higher concentration in 

strategic industries, because some of the industries are restricted in its access for POEs.  

 
7.1.2 Regions 

In regards to regional division of the dataset, the great majority (64%) of companies is domiciled in 

the most developed Eastern provinces of China. As discussed in chapter 3, China’s economic 

liberalization and FDI reformation started with SEZs in the South-eastern coastal areas, leading to 

faster development and an accumulation of industry over other regions. Western and central regions 

are also gaining traction due to upward pressures on wages in Coastal provinces (Davies, 2013). 

The geographical spread of SFJVs is illustrated in Figure 11 below:  
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Regions SOE POE 
Central China 5,52% 3,20% 
East China 41,72% 64,88% 
North China 18,40% 11,28% 
North East China 12,27% 7,66% 
North West China 1,84% 1,11% 
South China 13,50% 9,59% 
South West China 6,75% 2,29% 
All 100% 100% 

Table 6: Regional Distribution SFJVs Per Subgroup (BvD, 2017; Chinese Statistical Bureau, 2017) 

 

Regional GRP growth is selected as a proxy for institutional development in each of the 

different regions in order to determine whether SOE ownership has a differential effect on SFJVs in 

low and high-developed areas. No differential GRP growth is found for either types of 

ownership by t-tests, indicating that the spread of firm types is relatively equal. In regards to 

GRP growth rates, the expected effect of the financial crisis is visible in plummeting growth rates in 

2009 compared to previous years. As fast as they decreased, they also increased again, namely one 

Figure 11: Regional Distribution of SFJVs (BvD, 2017; Chinese Statistical Bureau, 2017) 
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year later to pre-crisis levels. There is probable cause to believe that the fast recovery could stem 

from the heavy stimulus package the Chinese government released in the end of 2008. In Appendix 

C the detailed table on GRP growth can be examined. 
 

7.1.3 Ownership, Age and Size 

In regards to ownership concentration (BvD Independence Indicator), especially SFJVs with SOE 

partnership show high ownership concentration. 54% of all JVs with SOE partnership are labelled 

with the highest concentration indicator D. For SFJVs with POE partnership this number amounts 

to 36%. For these, the ratio of unknown BvD Independence Indicators is relatively high with 

roughly 50%, consequently limiting the analysis to a certain extent (Appendix A). The performed t-

test confirms that there is a statistically different mean in ownership concentration between the two 

ownership types. Additionally, the only companies in the dataset being of BvD Independence 

indicator A and thus showing high ownership dispersion are SFJVs with POE partnership. These 

companies can be compared to listed companies (BvD, 2017). The high percentage of ownership 

concentration in SFJVs with SOE ownership points in the direction that the Chinese government 

prefers keeping ownership highly concentrated in order to allow for direct power exertion, in line 

with the previously discussed concept of state capitalism.  

In regards to age, Appendix D shows that SFJVs with POE partnership are on average 

approximately two years younger than SFJVs with SOEs. The significance difference between the 

ownership types is also confirmed by the performed t-test. Upon first analysis, this factor is 

not surprising as the fact that SOEs are on average older underlines the gradual process 

privatisation and FDI reforms in China, where in early years only SFJVs with SOEs were 

allowed. In fact POEs were still illegal until 1988 (Zhang, 2014). Looking at the maximum age of 

SFJVs with POEs and SOEs it came to attention that for both the maximum age in the dataset is 41 

years. This is surprising, as until the 1980s JVs were only tolerated in case of partnership with a 

Chinese SOE (Zhang, 2014). Therefore, an explanation is found in the liberalisation and 

privatisation of the economy. It is assumed that the SFJVs in the dataset that are older than 35 years 

were initially founded in cooperation with a SOE, but at one point in time privatized. This leads to 

the fact that in the dataset they are listed as SFJVs with POE today.  

In regards to size, number of employees, as well as total assets are examined as proxies. 

Both these variables show a statistically significant difference in means between the different 

ownership types. When analysing employee data, it becomes apparent that SFJV with SOEs on 
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average employ a staff that is four times as large as foreign JVs with POEs (Figure 12). This finding 

is in line with the argumentation of Bremmer (2010), who explains that in order to legitimise its 

monopoly control of domestic political power; the Chinese Communist Party leadership creates 

millions of new jobs each year. This ensures that rising expectations for prosperity can be met, one 

of the fundamental values in Chinese society. Furthermore, economic growth is spurred through the 

movement of citizens from poverty into the active workforce, thereby threats of social disorder are 

minimised. SFJVs in strategic industries are on average more heavily staffed than those in non-

strategic industries. Particular SFJVs with SOE ownership show extremely high employee numbers 

in strategic industries, this development can be further examined in Appendix E. An initial 

assumption in this is found in the proportionally larger share of investments made by the state 

towards strategic industries and SOEs, which is reflected in employment numbers. In the theoretical 

review it is found that in the course of the financial crisis around 20 million workers in the export 

sectors lost their jobs, putting a strain on the economy (Ramzy, 2009). This development is 

assumed to have effected mostly private sector firms, but is not reflected in the presented numbers 

for SFJVs below.   

 

 
Figure 12: Average Employees 2007-2010 (BvD, 2017) 

  

 Total assets do not only constitute the basis for the calculation of asset turnover, ROA and 

solvency ratio, but can also be utilized as a proxy for company size. Connected with preferential 

treatment of SOEs, higher loan volumes with lower interests are released to SOEs, most likely 

resulting in increased asset bases. Those phenomena are reflected in the figures, with significantly 

higher asset bases for SFJVs with SOEs compared to those of SFJVs with POEs (Figure 13). A 

more detailed analysis of total assets is illustrated in Appendix E. 
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Figure 13: Average Total Assets 2007-2010 (BvD, 2017) 

  

After the analysis of more independent variables, in the following, the descriptive statistics 

are outlined with regards to dependent variables used for the hypothesis definition. The discussion 

is aligned along the proposed framework in the hypothesis discussion. First, Customer and Product 

Dynamics will be analysed, to then being followed by Company Turnover, Financial Performance 

Measures, and Liquidity Risk. Each variable is examined along the factors of ownership and 

strategic industries. 

 

7.2 Customer and Product Dynamics 

For hypothesis group 1, market share is analysed as a dependent variable. Market share is used to 

examine Customer and Product Dynamics in line with the performance measurement framework of 

Jain and Jain (2004). When comparing SFJVs with POE and SOE ownership it is visible that 

over the years of 2007-2010, SFJVs with SOE partnerships consistently have higher average 

market shares (Figure 14). This difference is also confirmed by the performed t-test.  
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Figure 14: Average Market Share 2007-2010 (BvD ,2017, Eurostat, n.d.) 

  

In regards to strategic industries, non-strategic industries show a generally higher average 

market share than strategic industries. In both, strategic and non-strategic industries, SFJVs with 

SOE ownership take a higher average market share than SFJVs with POE ownership. The average 

market shares for SFJVs with SOEs are higher for non-strategic industries than strategic industries 

(Appendix F). Diving into the per-industry analysis, one can see that much of this effect is 

stemming from one industry in the dataset: transportation. One of the SFJVs with SOE ownership 

takes high market share (74%) of its industry and thus influences the results tremendously. 

Excluding it from the dataset reduces the average figures for SFJVs with SOE ownership by over 

0.4% yearly. This shows how far-reaching the effects of one company in the dataset can be in the 

case of a limited dataset. 

 
7.3 Company turnover 

Company Turnover is divided into efficiency and turnover measures. The selected variables for the 

analysis of company turnover data are productivity, productivity growth, asset turnover, sales 

growth, as well as revenue growth. A detailed of the Efficiency Measures and Turnover Measures 

analyses can be found in Appendix G and H respectively. 

 

7.3.1 Efficiency Measures 

In regards to productivity level per employee, one can observe that throughout the years 

productivity is much higher for SFJVs with SOE ownership than with POE ownership, which 

is confirmed by the t-test. Generally, productivity for SOEs constantly rose between 2007 and 

2009, only diminishing in 2010. POE productivity constantly increased as well, with biggest effects 
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from 2009 to 2010, where productivity of SOEs diminished (Figure 15). These findings can be 

interpreted as a sign that stimulus packages did foster businesses of SOEs in a first push in 2009, 

allowing for a further growing productivity rate despite the crisis. As employee numbers rose in 

those years as well, the effect cannot stem from reduced employee numbers, but rather from 

increasing revenues.  

 

 
Figure 15: Average Productivity 2007-2010 (BvD, 2017; Eurostat, 2008) 

  

In regards to strategic industries, same patterns apply as before: strategic industries 

outperform non-strategic industries with a higher productivity rate. The trend is once more lead by 

strong performance of SFJVs with SOEs.  

 
In regards to productivity growth, a distinct pattern is visible. SFJVs with SOE partnership 

lost significantly more productivity growth from 2008 to 2009 than those with POE partnership. In 

2010 growth rates of POEs increased to levels higher than pre-crisis values while SOEs further 

plummeted (Figure 16). One can argue that this is line with the argument of distinct objectives of 

SOEs such as fulfilment of political agenda and securing employment in crisis times (Dewenter & 

Malatesta, 2001; Sheshinski & López-Calva, 2003). Nonetheless, the t-test predicts no significant 

difference for SFJVs with SOE ownership and those with POE ownership in regards to 

productivity growth as a performance measure. When looking into strategic industries, one sees 

much higher growth rate reduction from 2008 to 2009 for those SFJVs in non-strategic industries. 

Same accounts for the bounce back – growth rates for non-strategic industries increase much 

steeper than those for strategic industries.  
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Figure 16: Average Productivity Growth 2007-2010 (BvD, 2017; Eurostat, 2008) 

 

Asset turnover shows lower figures throughout the analysed period for SFJVs with SOE 

ownership than for those with POE ownership (Figure 17). The t-test confirms this by indicating 

significant differences between the two ownership types. This indicates that private companies 

are more effective in generating sales from their assets, which is in line with the 

argumentation that private firms naturally have to be more effective in order to be able to 

survive in the Chinese market. The same argumentation can be applied to strategic industries. As 

specific SEIs are defined by the Chinese state and access to these is limited, specifically SOEs are 

present in these industries, experiencing low competitive threat and thus it is assumed that they are 

exposed to less pressure on performing efficiently.  

 

 
Figure 17: Asset Turnover 2007-2010 (BvD, 2017) 
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7.3.2 Turnover Measures 

In regards to sales growth as another performance measure, it seems that SFJVs with POE 

partnership are performing superior to those with SOE partnership in 2009 and 2010, when looking 

at Figure 18. Additionally, one can assume that due to high losses in sales growth from 2008 to 

2009, SFJVs with SOE ownership are not as effective in translating assigned stimulus benefits and 

the beneficial treatment by the Chinese government into sales growth as POEs are. But, despite 

those assumptions, the t-test does not show any significant difference between SFJVs with 

SOE and POE partnership in regards to sales growth. Regarding strategic industries a major 

difference in average sales growth is only detectable for the year of 2010 where values for strategic 

industry are much higher, possibly supporting the streamlined resources on SEIs after 2009.  

 

 
Figure 18: Average Sales Growth 2007-2010 (BvD, 2017) 

 

The average revenue growth rate between 2007 and 2010 is computed. . Before the crisis 

fully hits China in 2009, revenue growth is on average considerably higher for SFJVs with SOEs 

with 56% compared to 48% for SFJVs with POE partners. This changes when the crisis strikes 

China and growth rates of SFJVs with SOEs plummet, even below the level of SFJVs with POEs 

(Figure 19). Thus, it seems, as the stimulus packages released by the government end 2008 does not 

fully bounce the crisis effects by the end of 2009. Both SFJVs with POEs and SOEs loose 

considerable revenue growth even though they are still growing. Nonetheless, a difference 

between the ownership types is not detected by the performed t-test including all years. 

Growth picks up again after 2009, which is expected to stem from both the stimulus package impact 

and the world economy picking up again, as also suggested by (L. Li et al., 2012b). As China is still 
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heavily reliant on its export industry, the economy is greatly affected by the decreasing demand and 

on-going recessions from abroad, especially from the US, which is its main trading partner.  

  

   
Figure 19: Average Revenue Growth 2007-2010  (BvD, 2017; Eurostat, 2008) 

   

Strategic and non-strategic industries show difference during the crisis years 2008 and 2009 

in regards to average revenue growth. Being on a rather similar level in 2008, both growth rates 

decline in 2009 with non-strategic industries losing more growth (approximately 10%) than 

strategic industries. This can be interpreted as an effect of the financial crisis on the Chinese 

economy. The picking up of growth rates in 2010 is especially impressive for the strategic 

industries. While non-strategic industries elevate back to pre-crisis levels of 2008, strategic 

industries surpass 2008 growth levels and increase to approximately 66% of growth in 2010. One 

could assume that the faster recovery of strategic industries that is shown in the data is consistent 

with Prud’homme (2016) and Cao et al. (2006) claiming that the Chinese state has focused 

resources towards strategic industries in the course of the last parts of the financial crisis and the 

following recession.  
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industries are considerably higher than in non-strategic industries. This also holds true during the 

crisis years (see Figure 20).  

 

 
Figure 20: Average Revenues 2007-2010 (BvD 2017; Eurostat, 2008) 
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Figure 21: Average Return on Assets 2007-2010 (BvD, 2017; Eurostat, 2008) 

  

In regards to strategic and non-strategic industries, it becomes apparent that differences 

between the industries are rather low, with POEs slightly outperforming SOEs except for 2010. One 

level deeper, on a POE and SOE level per strategic and non-strategic industry there is nonetheless a 

clear difference examinable. For non-strategic industries, SFJVs with SOEs perform worse in 2007 

and 2008, gradually catching up with SFJVs with POEs in 2009 and 2010. In strategic industries, 

SFJVs with SOEs actually performed better than POEs in 2007, but figures were hit hard in 2008 

when first crisis effects stroke China. ROA plummeted by over 3% and did only manage to surpass 

POEs again in 2010.  

 

Similar to ROA figures, for Profit Margin it is important to consider the highly fluctuating 

sample size between the different years due to lack of data availability. This could also affect the 

described analysis, as especially for 2010 sample size reduced close to 50% compared to 2008 

figures. Catching the attention in regards to PM is the strong and rather high cut in average PM for 

SFJVs with SOE ownership in 2008 and its fast recovery 2009 to standards even above 2007 

values. Nonetheless, SFJVs with SOEs are on average presenting a higher PM than POEs 

(Figure 22). This finding is supported by the t-test results that indicate statistically significant 

difference in means. This contradicts the argumentation of Dewenter and Malatesta (2001), 
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growth of SOE profits as an effect of the stimulus package (2009).  
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Figure 22: Average Profit Margin 2007-2010 (BvD, 2017; Eurostat, 2008) 

The average PM is clearly higher for strategic industries than for non-strategic industries. 
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Recovery after the crisis was again stronger for SFJVs with SOEs, both in strategic and non-

strategic industries, than for SFJVs with POEs.  
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Figure 23: Average Solvency Ratio 2007-2010 (BvD, 2017; Eurostat, 2008, n.d.) 

  

Throughout the years, except for 2010, strategic industries show slightly higher values than non-

strategic industries (Figure 23). Here, one has to keep in mind that sample size in 2010 is only 10% 

of the previous three years, thus figures are probably biased. The difference between SOEs and 

POEs is specifically apparent in non-strategic industries, with higher values for POEs. Differences 

are much less distinct in strategic industries, where POEs and SOEs only slightly differentiate with 

minimal higher values for POEs between 2007 and 2009.  
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Table 7: T-tests Independent Variables 
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This finding supports the value of the variable in explaining performance differentials. GRP growth 

does not show statistical significant differences between the two groups, which is an expected 

result. Nevertheless, it is kept as a control variable, as it catches many of the macroeconomic 

developments that the firm operates in.  

When it comes to the dependent variables, preliminary conclusions can be drawn concerning 

the presented hypotheses categories. Table 8 provides an initial summary:  

 
 Dependent Variables 

 Market 
Share 

Produc-
tivity  

Produc-
tivity 
Growth  

Asset 
turnover 

Sales 
Growth 

Revenue 
Growth 

ROA PM Solvency 
Ratio  

T- 
tests 
SOE
/ 
POE 

Significa
nt diff 

Significan
t diff 

Not 
significan
t diff 

Significan
t diff 

Not 
significan
t diff 

Not 
significan
t diff 

Not 
significan
t diff 

Significan
t diff 

Significan
t diff 

Table 8: T-tests Dependent Variables 

 

Market share figures show a clear difference between the different ownership types, which 

confirms the assumption, that SFJVs with SOEs receive beneficial treatments and limited 

competition that will enable them to achieve higher market shares over SFJVs with POE partners. 

Taking a look at the next hypotheses category, Customer and Product Dynamics, assumptions 

rooted in the inefficiency of SOEs are partly refuted by the presented findings. Conflicting findings 

between productivity and asset turnover show no clear indication of the impact of ownership on 

efficiency related figures. Furthermore, sales growth and revenue growth show no differences in the 

subgroups for different ownership types. Financial performance measures, ROA and PM somewhat 

contradict assumptions made based on the regarding the profitability of SOEs, with ownership 

showing no statistical difference between SOEs and POEs and PM displaying higher profitability 

for SOEs. In line with assumptions, SOEs are more indebted than POEs, which is confirmed in 

lower solvency ratios. In the next chapter, the behaviour of these variables will be further examined 

through a regression analysis, which will make it possible to detect potential causal relationships 

between ownership and performance measures. 
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8. Empirical Model and Results 

Based on the previously outlined and discussed panel data methodology the following general 

model is applied in the regression analysis:  

 
DependentVariableit = β0 + β1ageti+ β2log_GRPGrowthti + β3Ownership_idti+ 

β4Numberofemployeesti**+ β5Strategicindustry_idti+ β6BvDindependence_idti+ β7D08ti +β8D09ti 

β10D10ti +β11year2008_ownershipti+β12year2009_ownershipti+β13year2010_ownershipti+ uit 

 
**It is noted that for productivity and productivity growth total assets is used as a proxy for size.  

 

After shortly outlining applied procedures, regression analysis results are presented and 

discussed along with the defined hypothesis. In total nine regressions are performed for the 

dependent variables market share, productivity, productivity growth, asset turnover, sales growth, 

revenue growth, ROA, PM, and solvency ratio. The Hausman and Breusch Pagan test results are 

explained for all regressions that are performed. In most cases the H0 of the Hausman test is 

rejected, which would lead to the adoption of a FEM over a REM or Pooled OLS. FEM excludes all 

time invariant variables in the process of fixed effects transformation. The ownership dummy is 

considered the main variable of which the behavior is to be observed in order to be able to answer 

the stated hypotheses and research question. Hence, an adoption of FEM is not considered relevant 

for this analysis.  

 

Before elaborating on each of the different regressions, a correlation matrix of the dependent 

and independent variables is constructed below. Although correlation does not imply causality, it 

provides an initial descriptive understanding of a relationship between variables. A couple of 

figures are worth elaborating on in regards to their correlation. As expected, age and number of 

employees show a positive correlation. A viable conclusion could be as companies who reach a 

higher age have more time to grow in size. Aside from this SFJVs with SOEs are older, due to the 

restricted regulatory environment in the initial phases of market liberalisation. Playing into this is 

the relatively high positive correlation between ownership and number of employees and the BvD 

independence index, which indicates that SFJVs with SOE ownership are larger in size and more 

concentrated in terms of ownership. Thus one can conclude that the older companies are JVs with 

SOEs, which on average display higher number of employees (political instrument, overstaffing), 

consequently age and number of employees are positively correlated. As expected, GRP growth is 
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correlated with the time dummies. This is expected and shows that some of the annual effects that 

are captured in the dummies are of macroeconomic nature and reflected in GRP. D09 has a negative 

correlation of 97% with GRP growth, which is likely to reflect the impact of the crisis on the 

economy in China.  

 

 
Table 9: Correlation Matrix Dependent Variables, (BvD, 2017; Statistical Bureau of China Eurostat, 2017)  
 

In this chapter, one section is dedicated to each of the hypotheses groups. The significance 

of coefficients is determined on a 95% level using p-values that are calculated by Stata. Results 

from the regressions are analysed with respect to previous findings of the descriptive statistics and 

assumptions made based on the theoretical review.  

 

8.1 Customer and Product Dynamics 

In the following, the regression results for the dependent variable market share is outlined and 

discussed. It is hypothesised that SFJVs with SOE ownership achieve higher market shares, due to 

favourable treatment and limited competition in industries, where SOEs are active. Results from the 

explanatory variable strategic industries is of specific interest in addition to ownership. Results 

from all performed regression analysis can be found in Appendix K. 

 

H1: SOE ownership in Sino Foreign Joint Ventures has a positive effect on market share 

 

The Hausman test points to the use of FEM, as H0 is rejected. It is assumed the reason for 

this is presence of endogeneity in the model. The H0 of the Breusch Pagan test is rejected, which 

confirms the adaption of REM with robust errors over Pooled OLS. The R2 is reported as 0.218, 

which is considered a good model fit for the use of panel data.  

Independet Variables Age Numberofe
mployees

log_GRP 
Growth

Ownership 
id

Strategic id BVDindep
ence_id

D08 D09 D10 year2008_
ownership

year2009_
ownership

year2010_
ownership

Age 1,0000
Numberofemployees 0,1471 1,0000
log_GRPGrowth -0,0631 -0,0040 1,0000
Ownership_id 0,0659 0,1176 0,0058 1,0000
Strategic_id 0,0004 0,0496 0,0027 0,0698 1,0000
BVDindepence_id 0,0632 0,1266 0,0047 0,1266 0,0885 1,0000
D08 -0,0595 -0,0016 0,2549 0,0001 0,0002 0,0000 1,0000
D09 0,0591 -0,0004 -0,9738 0,0001 0,0002 0,0000 -0,3334 1,0000
D10 0,1777 0,0114 0,3337 0,0001 0,0002 0,0000 -0,3334 -0,3334 1,0000
year2008_ownership 0,0240 0,0541 0,0437 0,4953 0,0347 0,0628 0,1420 -0,0473 -0,0473 1,0000
year2009_ownership 0,0408 0,0589 -0,1414 0,4953 0,0347 0,0628 -0,0473 0,1420 -0,0473 -0,0067 1,0000
year2010_ownership 0,0577 0,0694 0,0506 0,4953 0,0347 0,0628 -0,0473 -0,0473 0,1420 -0,0067 -0,0067 1,0000
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Based on the REM with robust errors, age, ownership, strategic industry, and ownership 

concentration are statistically significant. Furthermore, the time dummy D10 has a statistically 

significant impact on market share. The positive impact from the control variable age is expected, 

as companies with higher age have had more time to develop and create a business. In the case of 

China, one has to take into consideration the fostering and support of SOEs, which allow for a 

secured market position of these and underline the strategic approach of the Chinese government to 

allowing FDI. As hypothesised, ownership has a positive effect on market share and hence H1 is 

accepted. Looking further into the strategic industry variable, a negative impact of strategic 

industries on market share is detected. One would have expected that as many SOEs are present in 

strategic industries and competition is limited, that a positive relationship between strategic 

industry and market share is present. Ownership concentration also has a positive effect on market 

share, supporting initial theoretical research showing that a more concentrated ownership has 

positive effects on performance (Nguyen et al., 2015). Furthermore, annual effects in the year of 

2010 have a negative impact on market share. A reason for this could be an economy that is picking 

up again, with more competitors entering the market and thus threatening market shares. The 

interaction variable year2010_ownership is not significant, hence, it is assumed that this effect does 

not describe any differential treatment for SFJVs with either SOEs or POEs, but stems from 

macroeconomic developments. When comparing the outcomes of the regression analysis with the 

descriptive statistics, several elements are overlapping. These findings are consistent with the 

descriptive analysis, which shows that average market share is larger for SFJVs with SOE 

ownership. Based on the theoretical review, assumptions of beneficial competitive environments 

and treatment by the Chinese state are upheld. 

 

8.2 Company Turnover 

The hypotheses in this group are based on the assumption that SOEs are less efficient than POEs. 

Furthermore, it is assumed that even though beneficial treatment gives SOEs a competitive benefit, 

they are not able to translate these directly to be reflected into sales and revenue growth, due to the 

inefficient nature of SOEs. The section is divided into two, covering efficiency and turnover 

measures. The performed regression outcomes can be found in Appendix L and M respectively.  
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8.2.1 Efficiency Measures 

 

H2.1: SOE ownership has a negative effect on productivity in Sino Foreign Joint Ventures 

 

In the following the regression is outlined, both using productivity and productivity growth as a 

dependent variable. Productivity is calculated based on number of employees, which is also 

contained as an independent variable in the main regression model. For these two following 

regressions, number of employees is excluded as a proxy for size and replaced with total assets. 

Productivity growth is considered essential in the process of helping businesses to become more 

profitable and to increase efficiency. It has to be noted that upon regressing the dependent variables 

on productivity the H0 of the Hausman points towards the application of FEM over REM. The H0 

of the Breusch Pagan test is rejected, meaning that the REM model with robust errors is adopted. R2 

of the model is reported to be relatively low with a value of 0.056.  

Ownership, strategic industry, BvD independence, D08, D09, D10, and 

year2009_ownership are statistically significant in explaining productivity per employee. All of the 

statistically significant variables have a positive impact on productivity, including ownership. 

Hence, based on the regression model the conclusion is made that collaborating with an SOE 

has a positive impact on firm productivity for SFJVs, and thus H2.1 is rejected. This result 

contradicts the arguments presented by Sheshinski & López-Calva (2003) and La Porta and 

Lopez-de-Silanes (1999) rooted in the inefficiency of SOEs. The regression results are 

mirrored in the findings of the descriptive statistics, showing that SOEs are more productive 

on average. One would assume that due to the focus on political agenda, productivity maximisation 

is not the ultimate objective of SFJVs with SOE ownership. However, as they are operating in 

environments with limited competition, being favoured in procurement processes and receiving 

various other non-cash benefits, higher revenues, despite an overstaffing issue, are seen in those 

SOEs, resulting in superior productivity figures than for POEs. Aside from ownership, higher 

productivity is expected from strategic industries, which is also reflected in the descriptive 

statistics. This finding supports literature explaining the Chinese move towards more high tech and 

high skilled labour industries. All annual dummies are significant, showing a positive annual effect 

of 2008, 2009, and 2010 on productivity in comparison to the base year 2007. This development is 

supported by the findings of the descriptive statistics, where productivity is continuously larger after 

2007, for both types of ownership. The positive effect of year 2008 on productivity is nonetheless 
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surprising as during this year China was hit by the crisis and one would have expected a negative 

effect on productivity figures. Even so, the interaction terms for 2009 is statistically significant, 

showing that the positive annual effect in that year is to a certain degree dependent on SOE 

ownership. This can be interpreted as stemming from the fact that the stimulus package released in 

late 2008/beginning 2009 was targeted more in the direction of SOEs than POEs, thereby reducing 

the effects of the crisis.  

 
 In addition to productivity, productivity growth is examined in order to provide supporting 

information to explain H2.1. Due to a negative Chi Squared distribution, the Hausman test fails to 

compute a recommendation and thus a decision between REM and FEM cannot be drawn. The 

Breusch Pagan test points towards the use of REM over Pooled OLS. Similar to the other regression 

models run, R2 is reported as relatively low at 0.0265. In the following, the REM with robust errors 

is adopted and analysed. 

 In the case of productivity growth, all variables except for the interaction term 

year2008_ownership and ownership concentration are statistically significant in explaining the 

dependent variable. Most notably, ownership in this case has a negative effect on productivity 

growth. This is once more in line with the argumentation of the persuasion of other ultimate goals 

of Chinese SOEs. Rather than making sure that productivity increases, they pursue political 

agendas. The same negative impact on productivity growth is seen in the case for the strategic 

industry dummy. The negative effect is probably to be drawn back to the comparably higher 

concentration of SOEs in strategic industries and less incentives for productivity growth. The years 

2008 and 2009 both show significance in regards to productivity growth indicating the negative 

effects of the crisis and positive effects of the stimulus package thereafter. Furthermore, 

year2008_ownership highlights the initial negative impact of the crisis indifferent of ownership. 

Whereas in 2009 it seems as SFJVs with SOE were better off, once again supporting the 

argumentation that stimulus packages are more targeted in the direction of state owned companies.  

When comparing the regression results with the previous model with productivity, one could 

assume that although productivity is not dependent on ownership, productivity growth is.  

 

H2.2: SOE ownership has a negative effect on asset turnover in Sino Foreign Joint Ventures 

 

Asset turnover is an additional productivity/ utilization measure, allowing for the analysis of the 

effectiveness of a company in generating sales from assets (Bernstein & Wild, n.d.). In the 
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respective regression analysis, R2 amounts to 1.15%. In the case of the Hausman test, the H0 is not 

accepted meaning that a REM model with robust errors is adopted. The results of the Breusch 

Pagan confirm this choice of model.  

Significant explanatory variables in the case of asset turnover regression are age, ownership, 

strategic industry, as well as the annual dummies and the interaction term year2008_ownership. 

Ownership shows a negative relationship to asset turnover, indicating lower asset turnover figures 

for SFJVs with SOEs, thus confirming the argumentation of lower efficiency in SOEs by 

Sheshinski and López-Calva (2003) and La Porta and Lopez-de-Silanes (1999). Consequently, 

based on the regression analysis hypothesis H2.2 is accepted and defined assumptions on the 

inefficiency of SOEs are confirmed. This finding is also in line with patterns examined in the 

descriptive analysis, where on average total assets are significantly higher for SFJVs with SOEs 

than POEs and grow comparably faster than average sales. Strategic industry shows a negative 

relationship with asset turnover, indicating that companies in strategic industries are less efficient in 

the utilization of their assets than those in non-strategic industries. This is surprising, as one would 

assume that those companies in high tech and knowledge intensive industries are more efficient 

through investments in new technologies. It is suspected that this effect is, amongst others, to be 

traced back to the fact that proportionally more SFJVs with SOE ownership are present in strategic 

industries. Contrary to expectations, all time dummies have a positive effect on asset turnover. One 

would expect that due to a drop in demand and the on-going global financial crisis, sales fall, which 

would negatively affect asset turnover. D08 is also negatively related to asset turnover. The 

interaction term between ownership and 2008 shows a negative impact of SOE ownership on the 

annual effects of 2008, suggesting that the macroeconomic developments of the crisis had a larger 

effect on SOEs overall. This development is contradictory to productivity and productivity growth, 

where a faster recovery of SOEs was assumed. The results from this regression are skewed towards 

acceptance, but are slightly ambiguous with other findings and should therefore be further analysed 

with the big picture in consideration    

 

8.2.2 Turnover Measures 

It is hypothesised that revenue growth and sales growth are, due to lower efficiency, minor for 

SOEs, although these experience positive effects of government grants and preferential treatment. 

The following section outlines the results of these two dependent variables. It is expected that 

results for both regression point in the same direction and results should complement each other.  
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H2.3: SOE ownership has a negative effect on sales growth in Sino Foreign Joint Ventures 

 

In the following, the regression analysis of sales growth is outlined. The Hausman test again 

points into the direction of the FEM, while the Breusch Pagan test indicates REM as the preferred 

model. The R2 is rather low with 0.0425. The analysis is conducted based on REM with robust 

errors.  

The regression analysis shows overall significance only for a very limited amount of 

explanatory variables, namely age, GRP growth, D08, the interaction variable of 

year2008_ownership and ownership. This possibly explains the relatively low goodness of fit score. 

Age is negatively related to sales growth, while GRP growth shows a high positive effect on sales 

growth. From the foregone analysis, one can see that lower developed regions on average show a 

higher GRP growth. One can assume that companies in those regions also experience higher sales 

growth. Thus, companies in lower developed regions that are bound to higher GRP growth rates 

experience higher sales growth in line with the development cycle of companies. The regression 

assumes a negative effect of 2008 on sales growth, which also becomes evident through the 

significance of the annual dummy of 2008. A positive coefficient in the interaction variable of 2008 

with ownership indicates that SOEs were better off in the crisis year 2008. This finding is 

contradictive to the negative effect that is found for the same variable in the asset turnover 

regression. Taking a deeper look into these equations, it becomes evident that the negative impact 

seen in the previous regression stems from a dramatic increase in assets amongst SOEs, which 

would offset the positive effect of sales growth on asset turnover. Nonetheless, the ownership 

dummy is not significant in this regression model. This finding is supported by previously 

conducted t-test that finds no statistically significant different between the ownership types. 

Thus based on the regression analysis and the descriptive statistics, H2.3 is confidently 

rejected. Finding that ownership is insignificant does thus not confirm the proposed argumentation 

that SOEs are not able to translate favourable treatment by the state into turnover, due to inherit 

inefficiencies.  

 

As the last variable to be discussed in the hypothesis category of company turnover, the 

regression results for revenue growth are outlined. Revenue is the variable that shows the fewest 
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gaps upon extraction from ORBIS, when analysing the availability of data. Consequently, this 

regression contains small amounts of estimated values based on extra and interpolation. 

 

H2.4: SOE ownership has a negative effect on revenue growth in Sino Foreign Joint Ventures 

 

In the following, the regression model using revenue growth as a dependent variable is 

outlined. The Hausman test suggests choosing REM over FEM, as the H0 is failed to be rejected. 

Furthermore, the H0 of the Breusch Pagan test is rejected and hence, the REM model with robust 

errors is adopted in order to explain revenue growth. As seen before, goodness of fit is relatively 

low at a R2 of 0.0399.  

 The regression analysis finds that age, GRP growth, BvD Independence, D08, D09, and 

year2008_ownership are significant in explaining revenue growth. Ownership is not significant in 

explaining revenue growth and neither is the interaction variable 2009. The interaction 

variable year2008_ownership has a positive impact on revenue growth, whereas the annual 

dummy in 2008 has a negative effect. Thus, it can be an indication that SOE ownership has 

had a positive impact on revenue growth in 2008. Nevertheless, no negative effect of SOE 

ownership on revenue growth can be detected and H2.2 is rejected. Ownership insignificance is 

supported by the t-test that finds no statistical significance between the two ownership types. 

These findings support the results of the previously conducted sales growth regression, where no 

significance of the ownership variable is found, but a positive impact of SOE ownership on the year 

of 2008 is detected. GRP growth is considered statistically significant in explaining the dependent 

variable. In line with the argumentation in the sales growth regression, it is considered more of a 

control variable to account for regional specific developmental differences, with higher growth rates 

seen in regions that are less developed. Less developed regions are now catching up, which is 

reflected in a positive impact on revenue growth. Strategic industry is not considered statistically 

significant in determining revenue growth.  From 2009 onwards, a larger fall in revenue growth is 

detected in non-strategic industries. In addition, recovery of non-strategic industries is slower. In 

the descriptive statistics analysis, this development was assumed to come from an increased focus 

on SEIs by the Chinese state that is implemented in 2009. This assumption is not confirmed in the 

regression analysis and thus the issue remains inconclusive.  
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8.3 Financial Performance 

The regression analysis results of ROA and PM as the dependent variable are to be examined based 

on a hypothesised negative impact of SOE ownership on profitability. A detailed account of the 

performed regressions in this chapter can be found in appendix N. The root cause of this argument 

lies in the inherent difference of SOE and POE objectives, where POEs look to satisfy shareholder 

expectations and seek to maximise profits and SOEs have differential political agendas (Dewenter 

& Malatesta, 2001; Sheshinski & López-Calva, 2003). When looking at these two variables, it is 

likely that figures are influenced by a limited availability of observations. The amount of missing 

values is much higher than in the previously presented performance metrics and varies highly 

throughout the analysed timespan. Nonetheless, these two measures of performance are expected to 

achieve somewhat similar results concerning financial performance in SFJVs.  

 

H3.1: SOE ownership has a negative effect on ROA in Sino Foreign Joint Ventures 

 

The Hausman test fails to compute a test of significance, as the Chi Squared distribution is 

negative, as the model does not meet the asymptotic assumptions of the test. The H0 of the Breusch 

Pagan test is rejected, which indicates the use of the REM over Pooled OLS. Consequently, 

heteroscedasticity is present in the model. R2 is reported as 0.0085, which is considered very low 

even for panel data regression.  

In the adopted REM with robust errors, the following independent variables are statistically 

significant: age, number of employees, BvD independence, and D10. Other independent variables 

present in the model have no statistically significant impact on ROA, also including ownership. 

This leads to a rejection of H3.1 based on the results of the regression analysis. SOE 

ownership does not have a negative effect on ROA figures in SFJVs. Hence, this finding is not 

consistent with Dewenter & Malatesta (2001), Vickers & Yarrow (1991), and Krueger (1990) 

arguing that SOEs are less profitable than POEs. Furthermore, the regression results 

contradict the descriptive statistics, in which a lower average ROA for SFJVs with SOEs 

throughout the years 2007-2010 is detected. The findings are supported by the t-test that 

shows no significant difference between the ownership types. Ownership concentration is 

positively affecting ROA, indicating that a more concentrated ownership has a positive effect on 

SFJV profitability. Agency theory argues that ownership concentration is a key governance 

mechanism used to control for and determine potential agency conflicts. It has been hypothesised 
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that firms with greater ownership concentration have, through stronger incentives of monitoring 

and power to influence, a superior performance, when it comes to financial performance measures 

(Shleifer & Vishny, 1997). Others, such as Demsetz argue that ownership structure should not be 

related systematically with the performance of the company (Demsetz & Villalonga, 2001). Studies 

on other Asian markets show different result, some finding positive, other negative or mixed results 

(Nguyen, Locke, Reddy, 2015). . The events of year 2010 also have a significant positive effect on 

ROA figures. As the interaction dummy year 2010_ownership shows no significance in the 

correlation, there is no difference detectable between the two ownership types in this year, 

supporting the rejected hypothesis H3.1. As correlation between 2010 and GRP growth is quite 

distinct (33.37%) it is concluded that some of the positive 2010 effects on ROA can be traced back 

to positive economic developments in the year. Descriptive statistics show a distinct difference in 

ROA for the year of 2008, an effect, which is not observed in the regression output. Looking at the 

values of the descriptive statistics, one could assume that strategic industry has an impact on ROA, 

this is however not the case as the coefficient is statistically insignificant. 
 

H3.2: SOE ownership has a negative effect on PM in Sino Foreign Joint Ventures 

 

In the following, the regression analysis with profit margin as a performance measure and 

dependent variable is presented. Again, specific focus is put on ownership, in line with the 

hypothesis definition. Similar to the previous regressions, the Hausman test points towards FEM as 

the preferred model over REM. The Breusch Pagan test points towards the use of the REM over 

Pooled OLS, which further highlight heterogeneity in the model. The REM with robust errors is 

adopted for further analysis of PM. As in the case of the foregone profitability measure ROA, R2 is 

reported to be low with a value of 0.0239. Goodness of fit of the model on PM is therefore limited.  

Statistically significant variables in explaining PM are age, number of employees, strategic 

industry as well as the ownership concentration variable BVD independence. Specific attention is 

again placed not only on ownership but also on the significance of strategic industries, which was 

insignificant in the previous profitability regression analysis on ROA. The regression results 

indicate no statistical significance for ownership and its effect on PM and thus H3.2 can be 

rejected. Similar to the regression results of ROA, not confirming a negative relationship of 

SOE ownership on PM contradicts the arguments of Dewenter and Malatesta (2001), Vickers 

and Yarrow (1991), and of Krueger (1990). However, it has to be noted that the results of the 
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regression results contradict the performed t-test in the descriptive statistics that finds a 

statistically significant difference between the ownership types. Strategic industry indicates a 

relatively high positive impact on PM. Consequently, it is assumed that in regards to PM, strategic 

industries are more defining than the actual ownership type. Based on the descriptive statistics one 

would have assumed a relationship between ownership and PM, as average PMs are higher for 

SFJVs with SOEs than with POEs. Thus, the expected effect of preferential treatment towards 

SOEs that is assumed mirrored in PMs cannot be confirmed in this regression. On the other hand, 

increased focus on strategic industries by the Chinese state can be confirmed by the positive impact 

on PM This is in line with the findings in the descriptive analysis, which constantly throughout the 

years shows higher average PMs for companies in strategic than non-strategic industries. Moreover, 

age shows a negative relationship with PM. Number of employees is weakly positively related with 

PM. Similarly, ownership concentration has a positive impact on PM, while its effect is bigger than 

that of number of employees. These numbers are in line with previous findings of the ROA 

regression model.  

 

8.4 Liquidity Risk 

Solvency ratio is analysed as a proxy for indebtedness of SFJVs. It is hypothesised that there is a 

positive relationship between debt levels and SOE ownership, resulting in lower solvency ratios for 

SFJVs with SOE ownership. This is supported by the assumption that SOEs can borrow at 

favourable rates and thus carry higher leverage. The variable of solvency ratio also suffers from 

large amounts of missing values that can distort results, which needs to be kept in mind for further 

analysis. An overview over the performed regression models in this hypothesis category can be 

found in Appendix O.  

 

H4: SOE ownership has a negative effect on solvency ratios in Sino Foreign Joint Ventures 

 

Similar to the previous models conducted, the H0 of the Hausman test is rejected, which 

points towards an adoption of FEM over REM. The Breusch Pagan test indicates the use of the 

REM over Pooled OLS, as the H0 is rejected. Based on the test results, both heteroscedasticity and 

endogeneity are assumed present in the model. REM with robust errors is adopted for the following 

analysis. The random effects model for panel data regression shows low goodness of fit for the 

applied model. R2 only amounts to 0.0058.  
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Statistical significance of independent variables is limited to age, number of employees, 

strategic industry, and D08, which likely is also an indicator for low goodness of fit of the model. 

Ownership is once again insignificant, leading to the rejection of hypothesis 4 based on 

regression results. Ownership is thus not a defining factor for the solvency ratio of SFJVs in 

China. This finding is somewhat inconsistent with the descriptive analysis. Between 2007 and 

2010, average solvency ratios were constantly showing higher figures for SFJVs with POE 

ownership, indicating lower average debt, a difference that is also confirmed by the conducted 

t-test. A noteworthy factor is the fact that strategic industry is once more showing a positive 

relation with the dependent variable. For SFJVs in strategic industries the solvency ratio is thus on 

average higher than for Sino-Foreign JVs in non-strategic industries, meaning debt levels are lower. 

The crisis year of 2008 is also significant in the model, showing a positive relationship between 

2008 and solvency ratio. Even though the year shows a positive effect, the interaction of year and 

ownership does not. Consequently, no differential effects of SFJVs with SOE ownership could be 

detected compared to SFJVs with POEs. A positive effect on solvency ratio in 2008 would indicate 

either a decrease in assets or an increase in equity for this specific year, which is to be questioned 

considering previous findings that show an increase in assets. As correlation is high between 2008 

and GRP, one can assume that many of the effects on solvency ratio were actually stemming from 

the overall economic developments.  
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9. Discussion  

The preceding analysis approached the topic of SFJV performance from three different angles. 

Firstly, a theoretical basis was established to create an understanding of the Chinese context and the 

differences between SOEs and POEs. Secondly, an analytical descriptive analysis of the presented 

data provided an initial indication on the behaviour of the selected variables. Lastly, regression 

analyses were performed to understand the dependence of the different variables. Table 10 proves 

an overall summary of the statistical analysis performed in chapter 8 through 9.  

 
H H1.1 H1.2 H2.1 H2.1 H2.2 H2.3 H2.2 H3.1 H3.2 H4 
Variables  Market 

Share 
Market 
Share 
Growth 

Product
ivity  

Product
ivity 
Growth  

Asset 
turnove
r 

Sales 
Growth 

Revenu
e 
Growth 

ROA PM Solvenc
y Ratio  

Age Signific
ant (+) 

Signific
ant (-) 

Insignif
icant 

Signific
ant (-) 

Signific
ant (-) 

Signific
ant (-) 

Signific
ant (-) 

Signific
ant (-) 

Signific
ant (-) 

Signific
ant (+) 

Log_GRP 
Growth 

Insignif
icant 

Insignif
icant 

Insignif
icant 

Signific
ant (+) 

Insignif
icant 

Signific
ant (+) 

Signific
ant (+) 

Insignif
icant 

Insignif
icant 

Insignif
icant 

Ownership Signific
ant (+) 

Insignif
icant 

Signific
ant (+) 

Signific
ant (-) 

Signific
ant (-) 

Insignif
icant 

Insignif
icant 

Insignif
icant 

Insignif
icant 

Insignif
icant 

Employees
/Total  
Assets 

Signific
ant (+) 

Insignif
icant 

Insignif
icant 

Insignif
icant 
 

Insignif
icant 

Insignif
icant 

Insignif
icant 

Signific
ant (+) 

Signific
ant (+) 

Signific
ant (-) 

Strategic 
industry 

Signific
ant (-) 

Signific
ant (+) 

Signific
ant (+) 

Signific
ant (-) 

Signific
ant (-) 

Insignif
icant 

Insignif
icant 

Insignif
icant 

Signific
ant (+) 

Signific
ant (+) 

BvD 
indep. 

Signific
ant (+) 

Insignif
icant 

Signific
ant (+) 

Insignif
icant 
 

Insignif
icant 

Insignif
icant 

Signific
ant (+) 

Signific
ant (+) 

Signific
ant (+) 

Insignif
icant 

D08 Insignif
icant 

Signific
ant (-) 

Signific
ant (+) 

Signific
ant (-) 

Signific
ant (+) 

Signific
ant (-) 

Signific
ant (-) 

Insignif
icant 

Insignif
icant 

Signific
ant (+) 

D09 Insignif
icant 

Insignif
icant 

Signific
ant (+) 

Signific
ant (+) 

Signific
ant (+) 

Insignif
icant 

Signific
ant (+) 

Insignif
icant 

Insignif
icant 

Insignif
icant 

D10 Signific
ant (-) 

n.a. Signific
ant (+) 

n.a. Signific
ant (+) 

Insignif
icant 

n.a. Signific
ant (+) 

Insignif
icant 

Insignif
icant 

2008_own
ership 

Insignif
icant 

Signific
ant (+) 

Insignif
icant 

Insignif
icant 

Insignif
icant 

Signific
ant (+) 

Signific
ant (+) 

Insignif
icant 

Insignif
icant 

Insignif
icant 

2009_own
ership 

Insignif
icant 

Insignif
icant 

Signific
ant (+) 

Signific
ant (+) 

Signific
ant (-) 

Insignif
icant 

Insignif
icant 

Insignif
icant 

Insignif
icant 

Insignif
icant 

2010_own
ership 

Insignif
icant 

n.a. Insignif
icant 

n.a. Insignif
icant 

Insignif
icant 

n.a. Insignif
icant 

Insignif
icant 

Insignif
icant 

rho 0.8962 n.a. 0.5916 0.0307 0.4646 0,1299 0.064 0.6364 0.6210 0.6255 
R2 0.2180 0.041 

1 
0.056 0.0267 0.0158 0.0425 0.0399 0.0085 0.0239 0.0058 

Hausman FEM FEM FEM - REM FEM REM - FEM FEM 
Breusch REM OLS REM REM REM REM REM REM REM REM 
T-test – 
SOE/POE 

Signific
ant diff 

Not 
signific
ant diff  

Signific
ant diff 

Not 
signific
ant diff 

Signific
ant diff 

Not 
signific
ant diff 

Not 
signific
ant diff 

Not 
signific
ant diff 

Signific
ant diff 

Signific
ant diff 

Table 10: Summary of Statistical Analysis 
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In the following, one section is dedicated to each group of hypotheses in addition to a 

general discussion of the included explanatory variables.  Lastly, this chapter closes with a 

discussion on limitations of the research. Here, a detailed account is given on limitations that are 

assumed to stem from the statistical analysis as well as limitations from the research approach and 

strategy are outlined.  

 

9.1 Independent Variable Characteristics   

Before diving into a discussion of the outcomes to each hypothesis, a closer look is taken on the 

behaviour of some of the independent variables. All independent variables are tested with regards to 

statistically significant differences in ownership. Only GRP growth shows no statistical difference 

in ownership. Thus, the included independent variables are said to have a relevant explanatory 

value on performance differentials. GRP growth, as well as the annual dummies are included in 

order to capture relevant macroeconomic events, which is also confirmed through a correlation 

between the variables. Furthermore, dummy interaction variables were included to see if the impact 

of annual macroeconomic events is dependent on ownership.  

 In the regression analysis, the variable strategic industry is observed alongside of 

ownership. As seen in the descriptive statistics, the accumulation of SOEs is higher in strategic 

industries than in non-strategic industries, thus one would expect that these two variables move in 

line with each other. This is certainly the case for productivity, productivity growth, asset turnover, 

sales growth, revenue growth, and ROA. Contradictive results are achieved for market share, 

market share growth, PM, and solvency ratio.  

 Age mostly achieves a statistically significant result in explaining the performance metrics. 

In the categories of company turnover and financial performance, the impact of age is negative. In 

the case of market share and solvency ratio a positive effect on performance is found. The 

analytical data description shows, that SFJVs with SOEs are on average approximately two years 

older than those with POEs. It is hypothesised that SOEs reach a higher age than POEs due to three 

distinct reasons. Firstly, in early years of China’s liberalization only JVs with SOE were allowed. 

Secondly, SOEs do not face the same risks of bankruptcy as POEs and are more likely to receive 

governmental support in crisis times, as explained through Kornai's (1986) soft budget constraint. 

Another factor is to be found in the fact that MNCs expanding to China in the first years of 

international expansion to China often preferred partnerships with SOEs. Thereby, they are sharing 
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the hope of getting better market access and facilitation of doing business through stronger ties to 

governmental institutions (Bosshart et al., 2010).  

The size variables number of employees and total assets are mostly insignificant in 

explaining performance, except in the cases of market share, ROA, PM, and solvency ratio. It could 

be argued that these results indicate that size is not an appropriate explanatory variable of 

performance in most cases. This is somewhat surprising considering the discussed overstaffing 

problems in SOEs, which are assumed to have an impact on performance measures. BvD 

independence showed a positive impact in the case of market share, productivity, revenue growth, 

ROA, and PM. Despite inconsistent significance across the different performance metrics, if 

significant the effect of ownership concentration is always positive. This confirms previous 

theoretical assumptions, showing a positive effect of increased ownership concentration on 

performance. Nonetheless, it has to be kept in mind that many of the analysed SFJVs with POE 

ownership have unknown indices.  

 The annual dummies are especially interesting to observe in relation to the interaction 

dummies, in order to see whether SOE ownership changes the effect of the year on a firm’s 

performance. D08 is significant for most performance metrics, whereas D09, and D10 show 

sporadic significance without an observable pattern. PM is the only year that is not affected by any 

of the year dummies. The magnitude of the financial crisis and the implemented stimulus package 

question the reliability of this finding. Most significantly, the interaction between ownership and 

2010 shows no impact on any of the performance metrics, possibly pointing towards reduced 

benefits for SOEs.   

 

9.2 Customer and Product Dynamics  

The analysis on market share showed the best model fit of all regressions. The original 

argumentation presented in the hypothesis is that SFJVs with SOEs achieve higher market shares, 

based on preferential treatment by the state. It is assumed that SFJVs with POEs face more market 

economy like conditions or suffer from disadvantageous treatments against its SOE counterparts. A 

summary of findings is provided in Figure 24: 
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Figure 24: Summary Table Analysis Customer and Product Dynamics, 

 

Based on both the regression analysis and the descriptive statistics, H1 is accepted. 

Thus, the assumption of preferred preferential treatment and limited competition is 

confirmed. Additionally, one would have expected a positive relationship between strategic 

industries and market share, due to increased focus of the Chinese state on strategic industries. This 

assumption is not confirmed by the regression analysis. It has to be noted that the results for the 

SOE dataset are slightly skewed upwards given that one of the companies in the transport sector in 

the already limited dataset has a market share around 74%. This number is expected to affect 

market share figures for both SOE ownership and non-strategic industries. Excluding this company 

from the dataset as an outlier reduces the average, but not to the extent that it falls below the 

average of POE ownership. It is assumed that this outlier has an effect on the insignificance of 

strategic industries in relation to market share.  

One factor to be observed is that the Chinese state often looks for prestige and presence 

through its SOEs. Size matters, as it may represent political and economic power. They already 

show an established position in the economy, being supported by the state (Wildau, 2016). Thus, it 

is considered that market share is an appropriate measure to look at whether a JV is performing 

well, which is also reflected in the best goodness of fit of all regression models. It can be argued 

that the market share variable likely captures the intentions of a private firm to increase profitability 

and grow, as well as the objectives of a Chinese SOE to have political presence. One of the 

implications of this finding for an international investor to consider is that, in case achieving a 

dominant position in the market is set as a key strategic goal, partnering with a SOE could be 

considered beneficial over a JV with a POE.  
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9.3 Company Turnover 

This category encompasses four variables that are analysed along two dimensions: efficiency 

(productivity and asset turnover) and turnover (sales and revenues) related variables. It is expected 

that the outcome of the analysis within these two categories will point in the same direction. The 

hypotheses in this category are all rooted in the arguments of efficiency. Based on the arguments of 

La Porta and Lopez-de-Silanes (1999) and Sheshinski and López-Calva (2003), SOEs are defined to 

be inherently inefficient, a characteristic that is also expected to influence turnover figures 

negatively, despite preferential governmental treatment. A summary is provided in Figure 25. 

 

 
Figure 25: Summary Table Analysis Company Turnover 

 

 Looking at the efficiency variables, somewhat contradictive results are achieved. It is found 

that productivity is positively influenced by ownership, a finding that is supported by both the 

descriptive statistics and the regression analysis. On the contrary, productivity growth and asset 

turnover confirm the theoretical assumptions made based on the inefficiency of SOEs. In both 

cases, a negative impact of ownership on the dependent variable is found in the regression analysis. 

In the case of productivity growth, this difference in means is not confirmed by the t-test conducted, 

whereas the relationship is confirmed in the case for asset turnover.  

Moreover, sales growth and revenue growth present consistent results stating that ownership 

is not a determining factor in growth figures. This finding is confirmed through both the regression 
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analysis and the descriptive statistics. This somewhat confutes the presented assumption that despite 

receiving state benefits, SOEs are not able to translate these into output figures. Ownership has a 

positive impact on the macroeconomic events of 2008 in both the case of sales growth and revenue 

growth, which is a sign that SFJVs benefitted from SOE partners in crisis times and further 

visualizes the presence of preferred treatment also found by Bremmer (2010).  Furthermore, it is 

assumed that growth figures are not the most appropriate way to capture performance for the case 

of SOEs and thus the statistical analysis does not provide representative estimates concerning the 

effect of SOE ownership on performance. 

A necessary discussion is directed towards the conflicting results seen in the variables of this 

hypothesis category. Ownership is found insignificant or conflicting results are found in all cases, 

where the dependent variable is determined by growth. In order to understand where this ambiguity 

could potentially originate from one has to take a closer look on the input factors of the ratios and 

their behaviour under different types of ownership. All four variables, sales, total assets, revenues, 

and number of employees grow in the given time period. Looking at sales and revenue it can be said 

that similar patterns are observable for SOEs between these two measures. SOEs clearly present 

steeper average growth paths for both variables in comparison to POEs that provide more stability 

in their sales and revenue figures throughout the years. Furthermore, average number of employees 

show steady growth rates. It becomes evident that the exponential growth in average total assets for 

SOEs most likely causes the difference in the two ratios. Larger average growth in assets for SOEs 

decreases asset turnover, which is most likely the source of the negative impact of SOE ownership. 

Two reasons for this are identified. First, the stimulus package of 2008 led SOEs to increase 

investments, which likely caused an increase of the asset base. Secondly, measurement error is a 

viable concern given the difference in growth rates between the variables. One would have expected 

that an increase in investments and thus an expansion of the asset base would have a semi-

proportional effect on sales growth. Thus, the latter argument outweighs the former and the 

reliability of asset turnover as a measure of efficiency for this presented dataset is questioned. 

Overall, no conclusive negative impact of SOE ownership on SFJV company turnover is 

found and thus H2.1-2-4 cannot be accepted. The outcomes of productivity reject the 

hypothesis, whereas the potential acceptance of asset turnover is questioned. Sales growth, 

revenue growth, and productivity growth find either no or inconsistent impact of ownership on 

the different performance variables.  
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9.4 Financial Performance 

One of the fundamental differences between SOEs and POEs covered in literature that has been the 

base of this hypotheses category is presented through different objectives of SOEs and POEs. SOEs 

operate under a multitude of political objectives, whereas POEs aim to maximise benefits for 

shareholders. In line with the theoretical assumptions of Dewenter and Malatesta (2001) and 

Vickers and Yarrow (1991), it is expected that both profitability measures examined throughout the 

statistical analysis point towards superior financial performance in the case of POE ownership.  A 

summary is provided in Figure 26. 

 

 

 
Figure 26: Summary Table Analysis Financial Performance 

 

Both regression analyses find that the impact SOE ownership has on either ROA or PM is 

insignificant. This insignificance is confirmed by the t-test in the case of ROA. In contrast, a 

statistically significant difference is found between the two ownership types in the case of PM, thus 

presenting no consistent results across the performed analyses. Taking a closer look on the annual 

developments of these two rations a clear dip in profitability for SFJVs with SOE ownership can be 

found in the year of 2008, which assumedly reflects the events of the world financial crisis. No 

negative impact of ownership on profitability measures ROA and PM is found, thus the 

hypotheses cannot be accepted. But although no statistical significance can be confirmed, a closer 

look is taken on in order to understand, where this insignificance stems from. Upon examination of 

the descriptive analysis, it becomes apparent that average ROA is slightly higher for POE 

ownership. This supports previous statements on an exponentially increasing asset base of SOEs 

that will be reflected in lower ROAs. Furthermore, in these years consolidations of SOEs take place 

leading to increased total assets figures. This is fuelled by the belief of the Chinese state that larger 
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firms are more competitive globally (Wildau, 2016). In contrast, average PM of SFJVs with SOEs 

is higher than for POEs throughout the analysed period, which is confirmed by the t-test. After 

2009, PMs for SOEs decrease again as benefits from the state are reduced and regulations on the 

stimulus package tightened (Wildau, 2016). This measure is a result of increased borrowing and 

increased debt of local governments. 

With regards to the two measures in this hypothesis category a necessary discussion has to 

be directed towards the amount of missing values, especially for SFJVs with SOEs. Only about 

50% of company observations contain values for PM and ROA. The amount of information does not 

account for a representative sample size, which may lead to distorted estimates. These figures were 

initially kept in order to provide complementary information on a topic that is widely covered by 

the literature, financial performance measures. The fact that information availability is limited and 

findings are contradictive can in itself be considered an outcome worth mentioning. It could be 

argued that the problem of data availability is rooted in a deeper behavioural trait of SOEs in China, 

reflecting a somewhat non-transparent business environment. An example for this is seen in the 

previously discussed rule that China enforced in the International Accounting Standard Board, 

exempting China from providing details on transactions with other SOEs.   

 
9.5 Liquidity Risk  

Privatization reforms are initially implemented as a reaction to SOE indebtedness, inefficiency, and 

inferior performance (Zhang, 2014). By the early 1990s, many SOEs were virtually bankrupt and 

changed from contributing to being an economic burden. In 1992, total losses made by SOEs 

actually exceeded profits. Thus, SOE indebtedness is included as a relevant measure of 

performance, providing a perspective on financing of SOEs. Solvency ratio is analysed to assess 

liquidity risk in SFJVs. A summary of findings is provided in the table below.  

 

 
Figure 27: Summary Table Analysis Liquidity Risk, 
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In the descriptive statistic, a lower solvency ratio is observed for SFJVs with SOEs 

throughout the analysed time period, supporting the assumption that SOE ownership leads to higher 

debt financing. This difference is supported by a statistically significant t-test. It is assumed that this 

difference stems from preferential loans granted to SOEs, especially through the stimulus package 

that was launched. Increased debt levels can also be an explanation for the sharply increasing 

amount of assets, as SFJVs launch investment projects. However, the regression analysis does not 

confirm a significantly different impact of ownership on solvency ratio and consequently H4 

cannot be accepted.  
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9.6 Limitations 

The choice is made to have an in-depth discussion of the limitations of the paper. The emphasis of 

this section is placed on the reliability of statistical results, which provides further insights into 

some of the results of the regression analysis. The chapter is concluded with a discussion on the 

limitations of the chosen research approach.  

 
9.6.1 Limitations of Statistical Results  

It is important to remember that the analysis is specifically based on the ORBIS database, thus not 

necessarily reflecting all corporations in China. As China is very conservative when it comes to the 

distribution of economic data, the availability of reliable figures is highly limited. Throughout the 

regression analyses, models have low goodness of fit values and in many cases contradictive results 

are achieved. Prior to running the regressions, it is assumed that autocorrelation and heterogeneity 

need to be controlled for, given the use of panel data. Thus, robust errors are applied in Stata. In 

addition, it becomes apparent that endogeneity is an issue that needs to be addressed. Endogeneity 

is first mentioned in chapter 2, and re-examined thoroughly in this section of the paper as one of the 

main limitations of the regression results, as endogeneity causes regressors to be biased. Three 

possible sources of endogeneity are brought forward in this sub-chapter: Omitted variable bias, 

measurement error, and reverse causation (Gujarati & Porter, 2009).  

It is supposed that the results of the Hausman test, mainly suggesting FEM over REM, 

display the presented issue of endogeneity. As FEM assumes endogeneity between the explanatory 

variables and the individual error term c, it is proposed as being a better fit than REM, which 

assumes strict exogeneity of variables. Nonetheless, the decision is taken to apply robust REM or 

Pooled OLS models. This is justified by the amount of time invariant independent variables in the 

models that, if applying FEM, would be omitted through fixed effects transformations. Most 

importantly, using FEM would omit ownership, which is itself the root of the defined research 

question. Additionally, REM allows for more degrees of freedom and thus the definition of dummy 

variables, such as annual and interaction dummies, is not considered an issue. There are also 

drawbacks in choosing REM over FEM: FEM is a good model in case of suspected omitted 

variables bias, an issue present in the analysed regression models. Furthermore, FEM accounts for 

endogeneity and even though showing higher standard errors, coefficients are less likely to be 

biased than in the case of REM (Williams, 2012). Aside from that, the test statistic of the Hausman 

test presents a negative Chi Squared distribution in the cases of the dependent variables productivity 

growth and ROA. Consequently, the data fails to meet the asymptotic assumptions of the Hausman 
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test. Underlying reasons can be variances of parameter estimates or a rather small sample with short 

time dimension (Schreiber, 2008).  

 

Omitted Variables and Model Misspecifications  

A limitation is also seen in the choice of model that is imposed, including the chosen independent 

variables to explain the dependent variable. The proposed research question is in its nature specific. 

Analysing performance of SFJVs in China is a niche topic that is not widely covered in literature 

and adding a differential ownership analysis makes it even more explicit. Nonetheless, a company’s 

operating environment is complex and influenced by an abundance of different factors, of which 

only a selection are analysed in this thesis. In addition, a challenge faced throughout the analysis is 

the availability of company level quantitative data. Thereby mainly two factors have to be taken 

into consideration: the complexity and variety of company performance explanatory variables in 

relation to SFJVs and the Chinese market, as well as data availability and accessibility. Variables 

selected for the regression models are based on adjacent topics, mainly from firm performance 

literature. Specifically with regards to the Chinese state strategy that is focused on strategically 

acquiring knowledge and technologies through cooperation with MNCs, it is plausible that variables 

such as R&D investments, patent applications, new products on the market, or rate of investment 

would have been more appropriate measures of performance. These would have mirrored a more 

realistic picture of attributes that the Chinese state takes into account, when deciding to collaborate 

with a foreign firm. Leaving them out of the regression analysis quite possibly leads to omitted 

variable bias. It has to be taken into account that this argumentation reflects recent intentions of the 

Chinese state.  

Omitted variables can also be a reason for negative Chi Squared distributions, shortly 

discusses above, that makes the Hausman test non-executable. Schreiber (2008) finds that in large 

N panel data sets, if the variance of the idiosyncratic disturbance is relatively low and the within 

variation of the regressor is relatively high compared to the between variation, small departures 

from H0 are sufficient to produce a negative test statistic. If the influence of omitted variables is 

strong enough relative to any given sensitivity of the Hausman test, an asymptotically negative test 

occurs. Thus, omitted variable bias can also be a reason for the negative Chi Squared distributions.  
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Measurement Error 

Several sources of measurement error are identified that give probable rise to the discussion of 

endogeneity presence. Measurement error assumes that the variables chosen in the model are 

correctly identified but the values do not reflect reality. The three main sources of measurement 

errors are identified as being Chinese firms, BvD, and the authors of this paper. Firstly, errors are 

identified in relation to Chinese reporting standards, which would mean that the data collected by 

BvD already contains errors. As for example seen in the governance index of the Worldbank, China 

ranks mediocre on regulatory quality, rule of law, and corruption control, giving probable rise to the 

assumption that some of the reported figures are fraud. Secondly, throughout the dataset 

preparations and cleaning processes several data points were detected that included more or less 

obvious mistakes, such as comma errors. Lastly, measurement errors can occur through the strategy 

that was implemented in chapter 2 of this thesis, including database cleaning (extra and 

interpolation) and database search strategy. Seeing that there are very high variances throughout the 

observations, despite the intention of removing potentially wrong and fraud data, measurement 

errors are still considered a likely source of endogeneity in the proposed model. Nevertheless, it is 

considered out of scope of this thesis to conduct primary research to validate all observations 

through primary sources.  

There are some variables that are considered as potential sources of measurement error. For 

example a mismatch between the regional GRP data and the GDP data extracted from the OECD is 

detected. Where the regional GRP shows the largest dip in 2009, GDP data by the OECD already 

shows a sharp decrease in 2008. Moreover, the impacts of strategic industries and SOE ownership 

on performance measures are captured through dummy variables, which is considered a significant 

simplification of the reality. But, as the possibility is not given to include information on change of 

ownership, which would also have solved the time invariant problematic in relation to the FEM as 

well, a simplification of reality is the only way to differentiate between the ownership types of SOE 

and POE.  

 

Reverse Causation 

Thirdly, reverse causation is another sources of endogeneity and indicates that not only is the 

dependent variable explained by the independent variables, but also the other way around. In the 

presented dataset there are a few variables that can be suspected of reverse causation. GRP growth 

is most likely related to growth rates regarding firm performance. SFJVs benefit from economic 
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development through establishment of institutions, increasing demand, and infrastructure. The other 

way around, firms sales growth and revenue growth enables them to invest further in the area, 

which again has a positive impact on GRP growth. Furthermore, both proxies for firm size, number 

of employees and total assets, can be considered sources of endogeneity. Size does not only have an 

impact on performance related measurements, but also simultaneously well performing SFJVs will 

have the option to invest more or hire more workers to continue growth. On the other hand, in the 

case of Chinese SOEs it can be argued that reverse causation does not apply, as decisions for 

additional employment are more politically oriented rather than based on performance measures. 

There is little literature available covering the issue of endogenous variables in SFJVs, 

hence adjacent topics are explored. Researchers find that managerial ownership and performance 

are endogenously determined by variables in the firm’s environment. Considering the strategic 

intentions of the Chinese state, it is questioned whether these finds of endogenous relationships 

apply in the same manner. Ownership structure can be seen as an endogenous outcome of decisions 

that reflect the influence of owners in the stock market, as ownership reflects the decisions of those 

who buy stocks. Similarly, other researchers find an inverse causality in the case of performance 

and ownership, arguing that performance determines ownership structure rather than the other way 

around (Reyna, Vázquez, & Valdés, 2012). Reflecting upon the chosen dependent variables and 

assuming that entering into a SFJV is an active choice made by the Chinese state, there is no reason 

to believe that this choice was made based on performance measures. Instead, a more strategic 

position should be considered, where the state actively looks for technologies and knowledge to 

adapt, which is in line with the definition of the discussed SEIs. Based on this argumentation, no 

endogeneity should be assumed between SFJV performance and ownership. 

 

9.6.2 Limitations of Research 

Aside from the presented reliability of results, a further limitation of this presented research is 

found in the choice of research approach and strategy. Information has been gathered through 

secondary sources and a quantitative methodology is applied to answering the research question. 

Within the scope of the thesis, this excludes primary data collection and qualitative in-depth 

analysis. This limits the research in several ways. The available information is limited to the 

observations that are covered in ORBIS and other used secondary sources (Eurostat, Chinese 

Statistical Bureau, World Bank), therefore not reflecting the population of SFJVs. Using secondary 

resources excludes the possibility of tailoring the data collection specifically towards the variables 
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that are identified as relevant after conducting the literature review. In this case, amongst others, 

company level information on exports, R&D investments, and JV contract renegotiation could not 

be raised from the chosen database.  An alternative path would be through primary data collection, 

either in the form of in-depth interviews or surveys. This way, quantifiable behavioural parameters 

that are considered for example in Jain and Jain’s framework, such as satisfaction scores of partners 

and customers could be included in the analysis and a strategic dimension could be explored. This 

would be especially interesting considering the reasoning of a MNC to enter into a JV with the 

Chinese state, knowing that JVs are often seen as a way to transfer knowledge and technologies. 

Furthermore, a limitation to the research is seen in the definition of the research question. 

Performing “better” is assumed to mean a respective increase or decrease in the performance 

measures chosen. Nonetheless, superior performance is subjective to each firm. Maximising the 

given performance metrics is often seen as superior, what constitutes as a generalisation, especially 

with regards to the strategic value of SFJVs, where the objective of the JV might not be captured in 

performance. Again, it should be mentioned that the emphasis on quantifiable metrics excludes 

several non-financial performance metrics, thus only one side of the story is presented. 

Throughout the literature review, the applicability of some theoretical concepts to the case 

of China is questioned. Despite continuous liberalisation and development of a market economy, it 

was examined that the ultimate goal of the Chinese state is to maintain political control and power 

and interventions are planned accordingly. The approach chosen throughout the thesis is to take the 

perspective of the Western school and economists, due to the author’s cultural and academic 

backgrounds. Some of the more contradictive results found may originate from the mismatch 

between the Chinese and Western perspectives.   
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10. Conclusions and Implications for Further Research 

The case of SFJVs is peculiar in many ways. The forgone analysis shows that Chinese SOEs behave 

somewhat differently than portrayed in literature, which is mostly rooted in the Western world. 

Arguments of known scholars including Dewenter and Malatesta (2001), Kornai (1986), La Porta 

and Lopez-de-Silanes (1999), Sheshinski and López-Calva (2003), Shleifer and Vishny (1997), as 

well as Vickers and Yarrow (1991) are frequently presented throughout this thesis portraying SOEs 

as inherently inefficient firms with inferior performance. These are not necessarily characteristics 

that a MNC would appreciate in a partnership. What is it that makes MNCs potentially want to 

partner with a Chinese SOE? Two reasons specific to the Chinese context that have been discussed 

in this paper are worth repeating. Firstly, for many years MNCs had no choice but to partner with a 

Chinese firm in order to enter China. In fact, according to the OECD, China still ranks as the second 

most restricted country. Secondly, the strategic focus of the Chinese state leads them to select 

specific industries and technologies to develop as part of a larger central planning process. Here, 

MNCs are still restricted in the entry modes they can choose, but Chinese SOEs often benefit from 

preferential treatments, which are also assumed to trickle through to SFJVs. The ultimate question 

is if, when partnering with a Chinese SOE, the notion of the SOE outweighs the benefits of 

preferential treatment and market access. In order to discuss this issue in more detail, this paper has 

taken a quantitative approach to answering the following research question:  

 

“Do Sino Foreign joint ventures perform better when the foreign firm partners with a Chinese 

state-owned or with a Chinese private firm?”  

 

Four different performance metric categories are chosen to assess performance in SFJVs. 

Looking at all four categories simultaneously, no conclusion can be drawn that SFJVs perform 

better with either type of ownership. However, looking at each of the performance metrics in 

isolation, market share and productivity seem to benefit from SOE ownership. On the other hand 

productivity growth, and asset turnover are negatively influenced by SOE ownership.  Most 

performance measurements are not affected by ownership types, which underlines the complex 

environment SFJVs operate in and the abundance of factors that can have an impact on 

performance. One also has to consider that the outcome of the analysis depends on the model 

specification. Chosen dependent variables should reflect both objectives of SOEs and POEs in order 

to capture differential effects of ownership as an explanatory variable. It has been discussed that 
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growth rates might not be appropriate metrics to capture SOE performance. In a grand picture 

China continues to liberalise its economy and reform SOEs, however there is no reason to believe 

that overall benefits and preferential treatment increase over time. Furthermore, due to preferential 

treatment by the state, growth is not necessarily a factor that SOEs need to create a competitive 

advance. In the case of the presented dataset, market share has the best model fit and is hence 

concluded to be the most comprehensive variable to observe both for the cases of SOEs and 

POEs.  

 

When starting the process of data collection for SFJVs with SOE ownership non-

transparency becomes apparent. Although the Chinese economy continues to go through 

liberalisation processes, the legacy of SOEs remains opaque. An important takeaway for foreign 

investors is that the Chinese government does not play by the rules of the game. Thus, a MNC has 

to take a cost benefit decision, whether uncertainty, potential inefficiency, and non-transparency in 

the case of partnering with a SOE outweigh potential benefits provided by the state such as market 

access.  

 

This thesis has taken a quantitative approach to answering the proposed research question. 

But, as discussed throughout the paper, are understandings of performance nonetheless plentiful. 

Especially in the case of IJVs there is a chance that the purpose of the creation of the JV cannot be 

captured in applied quantitative metrics. Therefore, in line with previously discussed limitations of 

the research paper, further research could approach the research question through the collection of 

primary data and use of case companies as examples of a population. Going back to the argument of 

Anderson (1990), focusing on financial figures only presents one dimension of performance. This 

topic of research can gain another level of depth by including data on non-financial goal 

performance as presented by Child and Yan (2003). Capturing the individual purpose of each 

SFJVs would make it possible to include parameters like partner satisfaction that are also 

mentioned by Jain and Jain (2004). This dimension is specifically interesting to explore in the wake 

of the Chinese government’s focus on new technologies and high skilled labour industries. 

Collaborating with MNCs makes knowledge and technology transfer possible, in which case the 

goal of the SFJV is more strategic. MNCs are generally protective of assets, which means that this 

could potentially be grounds for inferior performance perception from a MNC point of view.  
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Another perspective that is not included in this study that is however undoubted vital to IJV 

performance is the factor of cultural differences. Cultural distance is considered a major factor in 

determining performance, as it reflects characteristics of doing business and possibilities for 

misunderstandings in a collaboration. This adds another level of complexity to the problem of SFJV 

performance that could be explored. Commonly used indices, such as Kogut and Singh (1988) 

cultural distance parameters could be used to create a cultural distance index in relation to China 

that could be studied quantitatively. One of the assumptions to be tested could be that smaller 

cultural distance leads to increased performance, as lower cultural distance could decrease 

transaction cost.  

Furthermore, another perspective that is valid to take into consideration in further research is 

the value of political connectedness and that SOE is not equal to SOE. Managers that are well 

connected within the People’s Party of China will likely have greater access to benefits. Here, the 

question arises at which point advantages of beneficial treatment outweigh the downsides of 

cooperating with an SOE with all its facades of inefficiency and political agendas previously 

discussed.  
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Appendices 
Appendix A: BvD Independence Index  
Appendix A1: BvD Independence Indicator Explanation (BvD, 2017)	
BvD 

Indicator 

Explanation of Outcomes  

A Attached to any company with known recorded shareholders, none of which 

having more than 25% of direct or total ownership.  
• A+: Companies with 6 or more identified shareholders (of any type) whose ownership 

percentage is shown 

• A: As above but includes companies with 4 to 5 identified shareholders 

• A-: As above but includes companies with 1 to 3 identified shareholders 

BvD refers to A companies as independent companies. The category A+ is also 

given to companies, where the sum of direct ownership links lies over 75%, 

meaning that there cannot be an unknown shareholder with more than 25%. BvD 

also categorizes companies as A-, if a company is mentioned as the ultimate 

owner by a source even though the percentages are not known.  

B 

 

Attached to any company with a known recorded shareholder, none of which 

with an ownership percentage over 50%, but having one or more shareholders 

with an ownership percentage above 25%. 

B+, B, and B- are assigned according to the same criteria as in category A. B+ is 

attached to B companies with direct or total ownership higher than 50.01%. 

C 

 

Attached to any company with a recorded shareholder with a total or a calculated 

total ownership over 50%.  

C+ is attached to C companies, which in summation have direct or total 

ownership above 50%. Thus, it cannot have an unknown shareholder with more 

than 50.01%. The C indicator is also attributed to a company, in case a source 

indicates that the company has an ultimate owner even though its percentage is 

unknown.   

D Attached to any company with a recorded shareholder with a direct ownership of 

over 50%. Branches, foreign companies, and marine vessels are also included in 

this category.  

U This category includes company with an unknown degree of independence 

according to BvD.  
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Appendix A2: BvD Independence Indicator Numbers	

	
	
Appendix A3: BvD Independence Indicator based on (BvD, 2017)	

BvD Independence Indicator 
Indicator POE SOE Total 

  # % # % # % 

A 11 0,19%     11 0,18% 

A- 185 3,11%     185 3,03% 

A+ 15 0,25%     15 0,25% 

B 1 0,02% 1 0,61% 2 0,03% 

B- 122 2,05% 15 9,20% 137 2,24% 

B+ 415 6,98% 49 30,06% 464 7,60% 

C 53 0,89% 8 4,91% 61 1,00% 

C+ 36 0,61% 2 1,23% 38 0,62% 

D 2138 35,98% 88 53,99% 2226 36,46% 

U 2966 49,92%     2966 48,58% 

All 5942 100% 163 100% 6105 100% 
 

	
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BvD Independence Indicator Number 

A+ 1 
A 2 
A- 3 
B+ 4 
B 5 
B- 6 
C+ 7 
C 8 
D 9 
U 0 
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Appendix A4: T-test BvD Indpendence and ownership 
 
ttest BVDIndependence, by(Ownership_id) 
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Appendix B: Industries 
	
Appendix B1: Industry distribution companies based on NACE Rev. 2 (BvD, 2017; Eurostat, 2008) 

Industry based on NACE Rev. 2 POE SOE Total 
  # % # % # % 
Advertising and market research; other 
professional, scientific and technical 
activities 2 0,03%     2 0,03% 
Crop and animal production, hunting and 
related service activities 2 0,03%     2 0,03% 
Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning 
supply 120 2,02% 20 12,27% 140 2,29% 
Extraction of crude petroleum and natural 
gas 1 0,02% 1 0,61% 2 0,03% 
Financial and insurance activities (section 
K). 1 0,02%     1 0,02% 
Fishing and aquaculture 2 0,03%     2 0,03% 
Legal and accounting activities; Activities 
of head offices, management consultancy 
activities; 
Architectural and engineering activities, 
technical testing and analysis 1 0,02% 1 0,61% 2 0,03% 
Manufacture of basic pharmaceutical 
products and pharmaceutical preparations 120 2,02% 2 1,23% 122 2,00% 
Manufacture of chemicals and chemical 
products 438 7,37% 11 6,75% 449 7,35% 
Manufacture of coke and refined 
petroleum products 30 0,50% 6 3,68% 36 0,59% 
Manufacture of computer, electronic and 
optical products  362 6,09% 9 5,52% 371 6,08% 
Manufacture of electrical equipment; 
Manufacture of machinery and equipment 
n.e.c. ; Manufacture of motor vehicles, 
trailers and semi-trailers; Manufacture of 
other transport equipment 1321 22,23% 57 34,97% 1378 22,57% 
Manufacture of food products, beverages, 
tobacco products, textile, wearing apparel, 
leather 
and related products, wood and of 
products of wood, paper and paper 
products, printing and 
reproduction of recorded media 2042 34,37% 20 12,27% 2062 33,78% 
Manufacture of furniture; Other 
manufacturing  361 6,08% 1 0,61% 362 5,93% 
Manufacture of rubber and plastic 
products; Manufacture of other non-
metallic mineral 
products; Manufacture of basic metals; 
Manufacture of fabricated metals 
products, excepts 
machinery and equipment 1050 17,67% 28 17,18% 1078 17,66% 
Mining of coal and lignite 8 0,13%     8 0,13% 
Mining of Metal Ores 4 0,07%     4 0,07% 
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Motion picture, video and television 
programme production, sound recording 
and music 
publish activities; Programming and 
broadcasting activities; 
Telecommunications; computer 
programming, consultancy and related 
activities; Information service activities 2 0,03%     2 0,03% 
Office administrative, office support and 
other business support activities 1 0,02%     1 0,02% 
Other mining and quarrying 18 0,30%     18 0,29% 
Repair and installation of machinery and 
equipment  3 0,05%     3 0,05% 
Sewerage 4 0,07% 1 0,61% 5 0,08% 
Warehousing and support activities for 
transportation   0,00% 3 1,84% 3 0,05% 
Waste collection, treatment and disposal 
activities; materials recovery 22 0,37%     22 0,36% 
Water collection, treatment and supply 14 0,24%     14 0,23% 
Wholesale and retail trade; Repair of 
motor vehicles and motorcycles (section 
G) 13 0,22% 3 1,84% 16 0,26% 
Grand Total 5.942 100% 163 100% 6.105 100% 
 
 
Appendix B2: Distribution Strategic Industries based on (BvD, 2017; Eurostat, 2008) 

Strategic industry POE SOE All 

  # % # % # % 

Non-strategic industry 3530 59,41% 62 38,04% 3592 58,84% 

Strategic industry 2412 40,59% 101 61,96% 2513 41,16% 

All 5942 100% 163 100% 6105 100% 
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Appendix C: GRP Growth 
 
Appendix C1: GRP Growth Rates China (Statistical Bureau of China, 2017) 

GDP Growth 
  2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 
Central China 22,11% 21,07% 11,24% 21,09% 20,21% 
East China 19,22% 17,68% 9,87% 18,84% 17,60% 
North China 21,50% 20,66% 8,76% 19,62% 20,23% 
North East China 19,01% 20,62% 9,40% 20,64% 21,03% 
North West China 19,76% 23,26% 8,18% 24,37% 22,86% 
South China 19,92% 16,64% 7,89% 17,90% 17,01% 
South West China 20,93% 20,69% 11,27% 20,00% 23,49% 
 
Appendix C2: T-test GRP Growth and ownership 
	
ttest GRPGrowth , by(Ownership_id) 
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Appendix D: Age  
	
Appendix D1: Average Age 2017 (BvD, 2017) 

	
	
Appendix D2: Age 2007 KPIs (BvD, 2017) 

Age 2007 

  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 

POE 6,33 4,68 0 41 5.942 

SOE 8,31 6,34 0 41 163 

All 6,38 4,74 0 41 6.105 
	
 
Appendix D3: Age 2007 KPIs Strategic Industries based on (BvD, 2017; Eurostat, 2008) 

Age 2007 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
Non-strategic industry 6,38 4,66 0 41 3.592 
POE 6,34 4,62 0 41 3.530 

SOE 8,69 6,21 0 23 62 

Strategic industry 6,38 4,86 0 41 2.513 
POE 6,31 4,77 0 28 2.412 

SOE 8,07 6,43 0 41 101 

All 6,38 4,74 0 41 6.105 
	
	
	
	
	
 
 
 

6,33 

8,31 

2007 

Average Age 2007 (years) 

POE SOE 
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Appendix D4: T-test Age and Ownership 
ttest Age, by(Ownership_id) 
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Appendix E: Size (Number of Employees and Total Assets) 
	
Appendix E1: Employees 2007-2010 KPIs (BvD, 2017) 

Employees 2007 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 310,05 639,83 2 16.719 5.937 
SOE 873,29 2.023,46 4 19.906 162 
All 325,01 717,51 2 19.906 6.099 

      Employees 2008 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 321,03 710,15 3 20.000 5.942 
SOE 910,29 2.043,74 17 19.765 163 
All 336,77 781,49 3 20.000 6.105 

      Employees 2009 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 321,52 819,54 3 30.190 5.942 
SOE 960,82 2.154,63 16 20.564 163 
All 338,59 887,43 3 30.190 6.105 

      Employees 2010 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 336,69 976,80 2 38.968 5.942 
SOE 1.071,10 2.281,35 15 20.426 163 
All 356,30 1.039,62 2 38.968 6.105 
	
Appendix E2: Average Employees 2007-2010 Strategic Industries based on (BvD, 2017; Eurostat, 
2008) 

Employees 
  2007 2008 2009 2010 
Non-strategic industry 302,37 306,80 300,74 303,29 
POE 295,39 300,05 293,06 293,36 

SOE 699,97 691,44 737,77 868,60 

Strategic industry 357,44 379,59 392,70 432,06 
POE 331,54 351,75 363,17 400,10 

SOE 980,75 1044,63 1097,74 1195,41 

All 325,01 336,77 338,59 356,30 
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Appendix E3: T-test Number of Employees and Ownership 
 
ttest Numberofemployees , by(Ownership_id) 
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Appendix E4: Total Assets 2007-2010 KPIs (BvD, 2017)	

Total Assets 2007 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 28801,26 146445,32 147,85 4496429,30 4336 
SOE 263056,36 610328,10 784,85 4422829,51 122 
All 35212,01 180091,44 147,85 4496429,30 4458 

      Total Assets 2008 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 28397,68 132847,65 64,23 4059171,90 5761 
SOE 337175,67 857137,76 1859,22 5423113,86 154 
  36436,87 196504,30 64,23 5423113,86 5915 

      Total Assets 2009 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 30919,99 157518,82 0,00 5410622,29 5736 
SOE 381421,87 1050229,12 439,06 6895820,66 150 
  39852,25 234855,72 0,00 6895820,66 5886 

      Total Assets 20010 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 36011,85 201492,95 31,46 8777617,74 5699 
SOE 562224,76 2482662,91 668,19 27090625,84 149 
  49419,12 449950,56 31,46 27090625,84 5848 
	
Appendix E5: Average Total Assets 2007-2010 Strategic Industries based on (BvD, 2017; Eurostat, 
2008)	

Total Assets 
  2007 2008 2009 2010 
Non-strategic industry 19.033 20.308 22.814 24.116 
POE 15.782 16.365 17.980 19.573 
SOE 206.063 250.457 304.381 301.394 
Strategic industry 59.898 59.861 64.776 86.447 
POE 49.204 46.282 50.265 60.645 
SOE 297.552 391.033 431.371 719.284 
All 35.212 36.437 39.852 49.419 
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Appendix E4: T-test Total Assets and Ownership 
ttest TotalAssets , by(Ownership_id) 
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Appendix F: Customer and Product Dynamics: Market Share  
	
Appendix F1: Market Share 2007-2010 KPIs (BvD, 2017) 

Market Share 2007 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 0,17% 1,21% 0,000% 53,40% 5937 
SOE 1,17% 6,21% 0,001% 73,97% 162 
All 0,20% 1,57% 0,000% 73,97% 6.099 

      Market Share 2008 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 0,17% 1,08% 0,000% 52,53% 5942 
SOE 1,32% 6,71% 0,001% 78,64% 163 
All 0,20% 1,54% 0,000% 78,64% 6.105 

      Market Share 2009 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 0,16% 1,13% 0,000% 59,91% 5942 
SOE 1,38% 6,30% 0,001% 70,72% 163 
All 0,20% 1,53% 0,000% 70,72% 6.105 

      Market Share 2010 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 0,17% 1,21% 0,000% 60,66% 5942 
SOE 1,32% 6,29% 0,001% 71,70% 163 
All 0,20% 1,59% 0,000% 71,70% 6.105 
	
Appendix F2: Average Market Share 2007-2010 Strategic Industries based on (BvD, 2017; 
Eurostat, 2008)	

Average Market Share 
  2007 2008 2009 2010 
Non-strategic industry 0,21% 0,22% 0,21% 0,22% 
POE 0,18% 0,17% 0,17% 0,17% 
SOE 2,20% 2,61% 2,68% 2,61% 
Strategic industry 0,17% 0,17% 0,17% 0,17% 
POE 0,16% 0,16% 0,15% 0,15% 
SOE 0,53% 0,53% 0,58% 0,53% 
All 0,20% 0,20% 0,20% 0,20% 
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Appendix F3: T-test Market Share and Ownership 
ttest Marketshare , by(Ownership_id) 
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Appendix G: Efficiency Measures (Productivity, Productivity Growth and Asset Turnover) 
	
Appendix G1: Productivity 2007-2010 KPIs (BvD, 2017) 

Productivity 2007 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 105,48 312,96 0,28 17.191 5.937 
SOE 225,93 300,97 2,17 2.433 162 
All 108,68 313,23 0,28 17.191 6.099 
            

Productivity 2008 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 121,11 255,18 0,35 8.487 5.942 
SOE 276,00 361,49 12,66 2.645 163 
All 125,24 259,75 0,35 8.487 6.105 

      Productivity 2009 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 125,64 262,12 1,47 9.148 5.942 
SOE 321,30 628,80 13,49 6.352 163 
All 130,86 279,93 1,47 9.148 6.105 

      Productivity 2010 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 147,20 360,19 -0,31 16.242 5.942 
SOE 291,23 416,96 14,72 3.295 163 
All 151,05 362,53 -0,31 16.242 6.105 
	
Appendix G2: Average Productivity 2007-2010 Strategic Industries based on (BvD, 2017; Eurostat, 
2008)	

Average Productivity 
  2007 2008 2009 2010 
Non-strategic industry 81,59 96,95 100,38 116,49 
POE 79,99 94,44 97,87 114,29 
SOE 172,71 239,74 243,50 241,80 
Strategic industry 147,51 165,69 174,44 200,44 
POE 142,88 160,14 166,29 195,37 
SOE 258,92 298,26 369,05 321,58 
All 108,68 125,24 130,86 151,05 
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Appendix G3: Productivity Growth 2008-2010 KPIs (BvD, 2017) 

Productivity Growth 2008 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 45,38% 214,67% -94,11% 9348,06% 5942 
SOE 69,11% 311,75% -83,93% 2613,84% 163 
All 46,01% 217,80% -94,11% 9348,06% 6105 

      Productivity Growth 2009 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 36,23% 440,76% -99,24% 31414,54% 5942 
SOE 25,97% 106,02% -93,41% 777,71% 163 
All 35,96% 435,18% -99,24% 31414,54% 6105 

      Productivity Growth 2010 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 53,59% 386,39% -100,29% 15297,01% 5942 
SOE 10,00% 53,50% -99,04% 238,89% 163 
All 52,43% 381,36% -100,29% 15297,01% 6105 
 
Appendix G4: Average Productivity Growth 2008-2010 Strategic Industries based on (BvD, 2017; 
Eurostat, 2008)	

Average Productivity Growth 
  2008 2009 2010 
Non-strategic industry 48,42% 32,45% 55,91% 
POE 47,07% 32,72% 56,82% 

SOE 125,36% 16,74% 4,44% 

Strategic industry 42,54% 40,98% 47,45% 
POE 42,89% 41,37% 48,88% 

SOE 34,24% 31,64% 13,42% 

All 46,01% 35,96% 52,43% 
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Appendix G5: T-tests Productivity/ Productivity Growth and Ownership 
ttest Productivity, by(Ownership_id) 
 

 
 
 
ttest ProductivityGrowth, by(Ownership_id) 
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Appendix G6: Asset Turnover 2007-2010 KPIs (BvD, 2017) 

Asset Turnover 2007 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 1,78 1,85 -0,34 30,21 5928 
SOE 1,27 0,99 0,02 7,80 162 
All 1,76 1,84 -0,34 30,21 6090 

      Asset Turnover 2008 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 1,87 1,93 0,01 26,75 5925 
SOE 1,26 0,91 0,05 5,24 163 
All 1,86 1,91 0,01 26,75 6088 

      Asset Turnover 2009 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 1,93 2,22 0,03 37,92 5930 
SOE 1,17 0,72 0,11 4,46 163 
All 1,91 2,20 0,03 37,92 6093 

      Asset Turnover 2010 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 2,17 3,99 0,00 155,38 5939 
SOE 1,37 2,04 0,06 20,69 163 
All 2,15 3,96 0,00 155,38 6102 
	
Appendix G7:Average Asset Turnover 2007-2010 Strategic Industries based on (BvD, 2017; 
Eurostat, 2008, n.d.)	

Asset Turnover 
  2007 2008 2009 2010 
Non-strategic industry 1,92 2,04 2,15 2,44 
POE 1,94 2,06 2,16 2,46 
SOE 1,32 1,32 1,33 1,61 
Strategic industry 1,53 1,58 1,54 1,73 
POE 1,54 1,60 1,56 1,75 
SOE 1,24 1,22 1,08 1,22 
All 1,76 1,86 1,91 2,15 
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Appendix G8: T-test Asset Turnover and Ownership 
ttest Asset Turnover , by(Ownership_id) 
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Appendix H: Turnover Measures (Sales Growth, Revenue Growth, Revenues) 
	
Appendix H1: Sales Growth 2008-2010 KPIs based on (BvD, 2017) 

Sales Growth 2008 
  Average StdDev Min Max 
POE 50,34% 223,49% -90,86% 7624,31% 
SOE 58,13% 165,73% -83,76% 1247,02% 
All 50,55% 222,12% -90,86% 7624,31% 

     Sales Growth 2009 
  Average StdDev Min Max 
POE 30,91% 220,28% -99,52% 6362,55% 
SOE 25,69% 89,98% -94,28% 819,72% 
All 30,78% 217,94% -99,52% 6362,55% 

     Sales Growth 2010 
  Average StdDev Min Max 
POE 55,87% 508,50% -100,06% 28173,63% 
SOE 33,22% 146,59% -99,50% 991,50% 
All 55,31% 502,69% -100,06% 28173,63% 
 
Appendix H2: Average Sales Growth 2008-2010 Strategic Industries based on (BvD, 2017; 
Eurostat, 2008, n.d)	

Sales Growth 
  2008 2009 2010 
Non-strategic industry 50,84% 29,97% 46,56% 
POE 50,38% 30,12% 47,01% 
SOE 77,36% 21,18% 19,01% 
Strategic industry 50,11% 31,96% 68,22% 
POE 50,28% 32,09% 69,23% 
SOE 46,18% 28,64% 42,27% 
All 50,55% 30,78% 55,31% 
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Appendix H3: T-test Sales Growth and Ownership 
ttest SalesGrowth, by(Ownership_id) 
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Appendix H4: Revenue Growth 2008-2010 KPIs based on (BvD, 2017) 

Revenue Growth 2008 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 47,86% 203,36% -90,86% 7624,31% 5937 
SOE 55,82% 151,78% -83,77% 1247,04% 162 
All 48,08% 202,17% -90,86% 7624,31% 6099 

      Revenue Growth 2009 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 33,50% 323,12% -99,52% 18704,97% 5942 
SOE 24,04% 85,71% -94,28% 807,91% 163 
All 33,25% 319,09% -99,52% 18704,97% 6105 

      Revenue Growth 2010 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 54,49% 496,75% -100,06% 28173,63% 5942 
SOE 31,41% 137,76% -99,51% 991,50% 163 
All 53,88% 490,60% -100,06% 28173,63% 6105 
	
Appendix H5: Average Revenue Growth 2008-2010 Strategic Industries based on (BvD, 2017; 
Eurostat, 2008, n.d)	

Revenue Growth 
  2008 2009 2010 
Non-strategic industry 48,25% 29,44% 45,48% 
POE 47,89% 29,62% 45,93% 
SOE 69,03% 19,17% 20,25% 
Strategic industry 47,82% 38,69% 65,87% 
POE 47,83% 39,17% 67,03% 
SOE 47,63% 27,02% 38,26% 
All 48,08% 33,25% 53,88% 
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Appendix H6: Revenue 2007-2010 KPIs based on (BvD, 2017) 

Revenue 2007 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 35.019 241.760 33 13.097.290 5.937 
SOE 246.017 848.783 233 8.769.749 162 
All 40.623 277.611 33 13.097.290 6.099 

      Revenue 2008 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 41.282 260.309 171 13.193.317 5.942 
SOE 299.703 967.875 1.570 9.566.541 163 
All 48.182 304.219 171 13.193.317 6.105 

      Revenue 2009 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 44.328 301.114 65 12.894.967 5.942 
SOE 368.295 1.328.890 1.297 12.793.009 163 
All 52.978 371.274 65 12.894.967 6.105 

      Revenue 2010 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 54.580 402.995 -9 18.059.290 5.942 
SOE 422.573 1.810.400 1.433 20.340.366 163 
All 64.405 498.572 -9 20.340.366 6.105 
 
 
Appendix H7: Average Revenue 2007-2010 Strategic Industries based on (BvD, 2017; Eurostat, 
2008, n.d)	

Revenue (US$) 
  2007 2008 2009 2010 
Non-strategic industry 20.857 25.731 26.250 31.425 
POE 18.846 22.745 23.065 26.689 

SOE 135.353 195.792 207.584 301.055 
Strategic industry 68.944 80.271 91.181 111.547 
POE 58.737 68.412 75.446 95.399 
SOE 314.628 363.489 466.950 497.168 
All 40.623 48.182 52.978 64.405 
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Appendix H8: T-test Revenue Growth Rate and Ownership	
ttest RevenueGrowthRate, by(Ownership_id) 
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Appendix I: Financial Turnover (ROA and PM) 
	
Appendix I1: Return on Assets 2007-2010 KPIs based on (BvD, 2017) 

ROA 2007 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 10,87 16,40 -100,72 103,54 5.293 
SOE 10,26 18,67 -52,56 127,10 156 
All 10,86 16,47 -100,72 127,10 5.449 

      ROA 2008 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 10,43 17,77 -99,47 99,63 5.880 
SOE 7,01 14,39 -28,71 78,67 156 
All 10,34 17,70 -99,47 99,63 6.036 

      ROA 2009 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 10,95 18,01 -89,82 99,98 5.147 
SOE 10,37 12,43 -12,81 72,71 138 
All 10,93 17,89 -89,82 99,98 5.285 

      ROA 2010 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 10,80 14,69 -53,36 98,17 3.208 
SOE 10,33 13,49 -38,03 72,81 95 
All 10,78 14,66 -53,36 98,17 3.303 
	
	
Appendix I2: Average Return on Assets 2007-2010 Strategic Industries based on (BvD, 2017; 
Eurostat, 2008, n.d)	

Return on Assets 
  2007 2008 2009 2010 
Non-strategic industry 10,88% 10,44% 11,22% 10,71% 
POE 10,92% 10,52% 11,23% 10,74% 

SOE 8,65% 5,47% 10,63% 9,30% 

Strategic industry 10,82% 10,20% 10,51% 10,88% 
POE 10,80% 10,29% 10,52% 10,88% 

SOE 11,27% 7,96% 10,22% 10,93% 

All 10,86% 10,34% 10,93% 10,78% 
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Appendix I3: T-test ROA and Ownership	
ttest ROA, by(Ownership_id) 
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Appendix I4: Profit Margin 2007-2010 KPIs based on (BvD, 2017) 

PM 2007 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 6,71 11,72 -96,81 113,65 5.278 
SOE 9,12 18,04 -33,97 118,91 156 
All 6,78 11,95 -96,81 118,91 5.434 

      PM 2008 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 5,61 11,82 -90,33 88,85 5.921 
SOE 6,61 15,13 -43,81 80,34 156 
All 5,63 11,92 -90,33 88,85 6.077 

      PM 2009 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 5,71 12,67 -97,75 84,74 5.205 
SOE 9,46 11,15 -43,71 49,96 140 
All 5,81 12,64 -97,75 84,74 5.345 

      PM 2010 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 6,02 9,35 -69,37 75,81 3.272 
SOE 8,87 10,43 -34,61 46,31 95 
All 6,10 9,39 -69,37 75,81 3.367 
	
Appendix I5: Average Profit Margin 2007-2010 Strategic Industries based on (BvD, 2017; Eurostat, 
2008, n.d)	

Profit Margin (%) 
  2007 2008 2009 2010 
Non-strategic industry 6,01% 4,91% 5,14% 5,23% 
POE 5,99% 4,88% 5,07% 5,21% 
SOE 7,12% 6,40% 8,91% 6,77% 
Strategic industry 7,89% 6,68% 6,81% 7,23% 
POE 7,77% 6,67% 6,69% 7,10% 
SOE 10,41% 6,75% 9,81% 10,10% 
All 6,78% 5,63% 5,81% 6,10% 
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Appendix I6: T-tests PM and Ownership	
ttest PM, by(Ownership_id) 
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Appendix J: Liquidity Risk (Solvency Ratio) 
	
Appendix J1: Solvency Ratio 2007-2010 KPIs based on (BvD, 2017) 

Solvency 2007 

  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 

POE 48,00 24,84 -94,08 100,00 5.931 

SOE 44,85 24,05 -12,61 98,57 161 

All 47,91 24,82 -94,08 100,00 6.092 

      Solvency 2008 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 49,28 25,39 -96,35 100,00 5.937 
SOE 45,72 24,52 -21,91 98,30 162 
All 49,18 25,37 -96,35 100,00 6.099 

      Solvency 2009 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 49,65 25,76 -94,79 100,00 5.934 
SOE 46,98 24,26 -9,04 95,26 162 
All 49,58 25,72 -94,79 100,00 6.096 

      Solvency 2010 
  Average StdDev Min Max Obs 
POE 49,22 27,11 -94,95 100,00 445 
SOE 47,98 28,00 -99,59 100,00 162 
All 48,89 27,33 -99,59 100,00 607 
	
Appendix J2: Average Solvency Ratio 2007-2010 Strategic Industries based on (BvD, 2017; 
Eurostat, 2008, n.d)	

Solvency 
  2007 2008 2009 2010 
Non-strategic industry 47,77 48,71 49,39 48,44 
POE 47,90 48,84 49,49 48,54 
SOE 40,26 40,93 43,84 42,75 
Strategic industry 48,12 49,86 49,86 48,41 
POE 48,14 49,91 49,90 48,29 
SOE 47,65 48,61 48,88 51,14 
All 47,91 49,18 49,58 48,43 
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Appendix J3: T-test Solvency Ratio and Ownership 
ttest SolvencyRatio, by(Ownership_id) 
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Appendix K: Customer and Product Dynamics – Regression Results  
 

Log_MSit = β0 + β1ageti+ β2log_GRPGrowthti + β3Ownership_idti+ β4Numberofemployeesti+ 

β5Strategicindustry_idti+ β6BvDindependence_idti+ β7D08ti +β8D09ti β10D10ti 

+β11year2008_ownershipti+β12year2009_ownershipti+β13year2010_ownershipti+ uit 
 
reg log_MS Age log_GRPGrowth Ownership_id Numberofemployees 
Strategicindustry_id BVDindependence_id D08 D09 D10 
year2008_ownership year2009_ownership year2010_ownership, 
vce(robust) 
 

 
 
xtreg log_MS Age log_GRPGrowth Ownership_id Numberofemployees 
Strategicindustry_id BVDindependence_id D08 D09 D10 
year2008_ownership year2009_ownership year2010_ownership , fe  
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xtreg log_MS Age log_GRPGrowth Ownership_id Numberofemployees 
Strategicindustry_id BVDindependence_id D08 D09 D10 
year2008_ownership year2009_ownership year2010_ownership , re  
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xtreg log_MS Age log_GRPGrowth Ownership_id Numberofemployees 
Strategicindustry_id BVDindependence_id D08 D09 D10 
year2008_ownership year2009_ownership year2010_ownership , re 
vce(robust) 
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Appendix L: Efficiency Measures – Regression Results  
	
Appendix L1: Regression Analysis Results: Productivity  
 

Productivity = β0 + β1ageti+ β2log_GRPGrowthti + β3Ownership_idti+ β4TotalAssetsti+ 

β5Strategicindustry_idti+ β6BvDindependence_idti+ β7D08ti +β8D09ti β10D10ti 

+β11year2008_ownershipti+β12year2009_ownershipti+β13year2010_ownershipti+ uit 
 
reg Productivity Age log_GRPGrowth Ownership_id TotalAssets 
Strategicindustry_id BVDindependence_id D08 D09 D10 
year2008_ownership year2009_ownership year2010_ownership  , 
vce(robust) 
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xtreg Productivity Age log_GRPGrowth Ownership_id TotalAssets 
Strategicindustry_id BVDindependence_id D08 D09 D10 
year2008_ownership year2009_ownership year2010_ownership , fe  
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xtreg Productivity Age log_GRPGrowth Ownership_id TotalAssets 
Strategicindustry_id BVDindependence_id D08 D09 D10 
year2008_ownership year2009_ownership year2010_ownership , re  
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Strategicindustry_id BVDindependence_id D08 D09 D10 
year2008_ownership year2009_ownership year2010_ownership , re 
vce(robust) 
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Appendix L2: Regression Analysis Results: Productivity Growth  
 

Log_ProdGrowthit = β0 + β1ageti+ β2log_GRPGrowthti + β3Ownership_idti+ β4TotalAssetsti+ 

β5Strategicindustry_idti+ β6BvDindependence_idti+ β7D08ti +β8D09ti β10D10ti 

+β11year2008_ownershipti+β12year2009_ownershipti+β13year2010_ownershipti+ uit 
 
reg log_ProdGrowth Age log_GRPGrowth Ownership_id TotalAssets 
Strategicindustry_id BVDindependence_id D08 D09 year2008_ 
ownership year2009_ownership , vce(robust) 

 
xtreg log_ProdGrowth Age log_GRPGrowth Ownership_id TotalAssets 
Strategicindustry_id BVDindependence_id D08 D09 year2008_ 
ownership year2009_ownership , fe  
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xtreg log_ProdGrowth Age log_GRPGrowth Ownership_id TotalAssets 
Strategicindustry_id BVDindependence_id D08 D09 year2008_ 
ownership year2009_ownership , re  

 
 
hausman  
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xtreg log_ProdGrowth Age log_GRPGrowth Ownership_id TotalAssets 
Strategicindustry_id BVDindependence_id D08 D09 year2008_ 
ownership year2009_ownership , re vce(robust) 
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Appendix L3: Regression Analysis Results: Asset Turnover 
 
Assetturnoverit = β0 + β1ageti+ β2log_GRPGrowthti + β3Ownership_idti+ β4Numberofemployeesti+ 

β5Strategicindustry_idti+ β6BvDindependence_idti+ β7D08ti +β8D09ti β10D10ti 

+β11year2008_ownershipti+β12year2009_ownershipti+β13year2010_ownershipti+ uit 
 
reg Assetturnover Age log_GRPGrowth Ownership_id Numberof 
employees Strategicindustry_id BVDindependence_id D08 D09 D10 
year2008_ownership year2009_ownership year2010_ownership , 
vce(robust) 

 
 
 
xtreg Assetturnover Age log_GRPGrowth Ownership_id Numberof 
employees Strategicindustry_id BVDindependence_id D08 D09 D10 
year2008_ownership year2009_ownership year2010_ownership , fe 
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xtreg Assetturnover Age log_GRPGrowth Ownership_id Numberof 
employees Strategicindustry_id BVDindependence_id D08 D09 D10 
year2008_ownership year2009_ownership year2010_ownership , re 
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hausman  
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xtreg Assetturnover Age log_GRPGrowth Ownership_id Numberof 
employees Strategicindustry_id BVDindependence_id D08 D09 D10 
year2008_ownership year2009_ownership year2010_ownership , re 
vce(robust) 
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Appendix M: Turnover Measures – Regression Results 
	
Appendix M1: Regression Analysis Results: Sales Growth  
 

Log_Salesgrowthit = β0 + β1ageti+ β2log_GRPGrowthti + β3Ownership_idti+ 

β4Numberofemployeesti+ β5Strategicindustry_idti+ β6BvDindependence_idti+ β7D08ti +β8D09ti 

β10D10ti +β11year2008_ownershipti+β12year2009_ownershipti+β13year2010_ownershipti+ uit 
 
reg log_Salesgrowth Age log_GRPGrowth Ownership_id Numberof 
employees Strategicindustry_id BVDindependence_id D08 D09 
year2008_ownership year2009_ownership , vce(robust) 

 
 
xtreg log_Salesgrowth Age log_GRPGrowth Ownership_id Numberof 
employees Strategicindustry_id BVDindependence_id D08 D09 
year2008_ownership year2009_ownership , fe 
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xtreg log_Salesgrowth Age log_GRPGrowth Ownership_id 
Numberofemployees Strategicindustry_id BVDindependence_id D08 D09 
year2008_ownership year2009_ownership , re  
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hausman  

 
 
 
xtreg log_Salesgrowth Age log_GRPGrowth Ownership_id Numberof 
employees Strategicindustry_id BVDindependence_id D08 D09 
year2008_ownership year2009_ownership , re vce(robust) 
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Appendix M2: Regression Analysis Results: Revenue Growth  
 

Log_RevenueGrowthit = β0 + β1ageti+ β2log_GRPGrowthti + β3Ownership_idti+ 

β4Numberofemployeesti+ β5Strategicindustry_idti+ β6BvDindependence_idti+ β7D08ti +β8D09ti 

β10D10ti +β11year2008_ownershipti+β12year2009_ownershipti+β13year2010_ownershipti+ uit 
 
reg log_RevGrowth Age log_GRPGrowth Ownership_id Numberof 
employees Strategicindustry_id BVDindependence_id D08 D09 
year2008_ownership year2009_ownership , vce(robust) 

 
 
 
xtreg log_RevGrowth Age log_GRPGrowth Ownership_id 
Numberofemployees Strategicindustry_id BVDindependence_id D08  
D09 year2008_ownership year2009_ownership , fe 
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xtreg log_RevGrowth Age log_GRPGrowth Ownership_id 
Numberofemployees Strategicindustry_id BVDindependence_id D08  
D09 year2008_ownership year2009_ownership , re  
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hausman  

 
 
xtreg log_RevGrowth Age log_GRPGrowth Ownership_id 
Numberofemployees Strategicindustry_id BVDindependence_id D08  
D09 year2008_ownership year2009_ownership , re vce(robust) 
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 Appendix N: Financial Performance Measures – Regression Results 
	
Appendix N1: Regression Analysis Results: ROA  
 

Log_ROAit = β0 + β1ageti+ β2log_GRPGrowthti + β3Ownership_idti+ β4Numberofemployeesti+ 

β5Strategicindustry_idti+ β6BvDindependence_idti+ β7D08ti +β8D09ti β10D10ti 

+β11year2008_ownershipti+β12year2009_ownershipti+β13year2010_ownershipti+ uit 
 
reg log_ROA Age log_GRPGrowth Ownership_id Numberofemployees 
Strategicindustry_id BVDindependence_id D08 D09 D10 
year2008_ownership year2009_ownership year2010_ownership , 
vce(robust) 
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xtreg log_ROA Age log_GRPGrowth Ownership_id Numberofemployees 
Strategicindustry_id BVDindependence_id D08 D09 D10 
year2008_ownership year2009_ownership year2010_ownership , fe 
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xtreg log_ROA Age log_GRPGrowth Ownership_id Numberofemployees 
Strategicindustry_id BVDindependence_id D08 D09 D10 
year2008_ownership year2009_ownership year2010_ownership , re  

 
hausman  
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xtreg log_ROA Age log_GRPGrowth Ownership_id Numberofemployees 
Strategicindustry_id BVDindependence_id D08 D09 D10 
year2008_ownership year2009_ownership year2010_ownership , re 
vce(robust) 
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Appendix N2: Regression Analysis Results: PM 
 

Log_PMit = β0 + β1ageti+ β2log_GRPGrowthti + β3Ownership_idti+ β4Numberofemployeesti+ 

β5Strategicindustry_idti+ β6BvDindependence_idti+ β7D08ti +β8D09ti β10D10ti 

+β11year2008_ownershipti+β12year2009_ownershipti+β13year2010_ownershipti+ uit 
 
reg log_PM Age log_GRPGrowth Ownership_id Numberofemployees 
Strategicindustry_id BVDindependence_id D08 D09 D10 
year2008_ownership year2009_ownership year2010_ownership , 
vce(robust) 

 
 
xtreg log_PM Age log_GRPGrowth Ownership_id Numberofemployees 
Strategicindustry_id BVDindependence_id D08 D09 D10 
year2008_ownership year2009_ownership year2010_ownership , fe 
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xtreg log_PM Age log_GRPGrowth Ownership_id Numberofemployees 
Strategicindustry_id BVDindependence_id D08 D09 D10 
year2008_ownership year2009_ownership year2010_ownership , re 
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xtreg log_PM Age log_GRPGrowth Ownership_id Numberofemployees 
Strategicindustry_id BVDindependence_id D08 D09 D10 
year2008_ownership year2009_ownership year2010_ownership , re 
vce(robust) 
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Appendix O: Liquidity Risk – Regression Results 
 
Log_solvencyit = β0 + β1ageti+ β2log_GRPGrowthti + β3Ownership_idti+ β4Numberofemployeesti+ 

β5Strategicindustry_idti+ β6BvDindependence_idti+ β7D08ti +β8D09ti β10D10ti 

+β11year2008_ownershipti+β12year2009_ownershipti+β13year2010_ownershipti+ uit 

 
reg log_solvency Age log_GRPGrowth Ownership_id Numberof 
employees Strategicindustry_id BVDindependence_id D08 D09 D10 
year2008_ownership year2009_ownership year2010_ownership , 
vce(robust) 
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xtreg log_solvency Age log_GRPGrowth Ownership_id 
Numberofemployees Strategicindustry_id BVDindependence_id D08  
D09 D10 year2008_ownership year2009_ownership year2010_ownership  
fe  
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xtreg log_solvency Age log_GRPGrowth Ownership_id 
Numberofemployees Strategicindustry_id BVDindependence_id D08  
D09 D10 year2008_ownership year2009_ownership year2010_ownership 
re  
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hausman  

 
xtreg log_solvency Age log_GRPGrowth Ownership_id 
Numberofemployees Strategicindustry_id BVDindependence_id D08  
D09 D10 year2008_ownership year2009_ownership year2010_ownership 
re vce(robust) 
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